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Emden sc Wormser
MANUFACTURERS OF

Lace Curtains, Bedsets

and Kindred Goods

451-453 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
New York Factory, 178-180 GRAND STREET

PARIS S T. G A L L NOTTINGHAM
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The Cleaning of Lace Curtains

is a matter of pride with us. We realize that curtains

must be handled with care, especially if they are tender.

We always examine a curtain and know its condition

before cleaning.

The finest Arabian and French curtains are kept Cafe-

au-Lait, or can be Re-dyed.

REES & REES
=THE LARGEST=

CLEANERS, DYERS AND RE-FINISHERS
OFFICE AND WORKS

232-236 EAST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK

45611 , ^ PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
Telephones ,^ rS^TH Street ^

'*S''2J / 1723 Chestnut Street
(Telephone 1—3701)

Re-dyeing of Faded
VELOURS, VELVETS, PLUSHES, SILK PORTIERES,
HANGINGS AND PLAIN FABRICS DYED TO ORIGI-

NAL COLOR OR TONES TO HARMONIZE WITH IN-

TERIORS. ALL CLASSES OF SILK HANGINGS AND
OTHER MATERIALS DRY CLEANED BY AN EN-

TIRELY NEW PROCESS.
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Wm. H. Horstmann Company
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Fine Satin Damasks
Gubelin TapestriL'S

Cliintz Damasks
Fine Cotton Tapestries
Worsted Tapestries
Worsted Damasks
Worsted Terry
Cotton Re])s

Silk Velours, 50 in.

Cotton Velours, 27 in.

Cotton Velours, 50 in.

Printed Velours, 27 in.

Verona Velours, 50 in.

Broeatelles
Couch Covers
Flair Cloth, black
Flair Cloth, colored
Linens, 60 in.

Cabinet Cloth
Felt
Dull Finish Drill

Dull Finish Duck
Hair, 15 Grades
]\Ioss, 4 Grades
Tow, 3 Grades
Excelsior
Fibre
Ticking
Bed Lace
Twine, Stitching
Twine, Mattress
Twine, Spring, 3 Gr.

Springs, all kinds
Cotton Bindings
Worsted Bindings
Chair Seats, Pantasote
Webbing, 6 kinds
Button Machines
Button Moulds
Buttons, all kinds
Moquettes

I. fojmin fKinimi ? (a

30 UNION SQUARE -east.

NEW YORK

Manut jclurers, hnporters and Jobbers

Upholstery Goods
AND

Curtain Materials

Our Collection includes all the Nes^esl Fabrics from

Leading Manufacturers of Europe and America

Only House in New York Carrying Full Line of Supplies

I'anne ]'lush

Crushed Plush, 4 Gr.
Mohair Plush, 7 Gr.
Silk I'-'lusli, 2. Grades
Joinings, 50 inch
Leather, jdain
Leatlier, Spanish
Corduroys, 5 GradL'S
Cretonnes
l-"ringes, 6 styles
Silk Cords
W ool Cords
I'illuw Cords
< linijis, 6 styles

Trnurnings, to order
Leather I'Vinges
Leather Cords
Leather Gim]js
J,eather Nails
Leather Edgings
i'antasote, 36 and 54 in.

I'antasote, 36 in. enib.

(^chtman's Leather
Cane, all sizes

Tacks
Cambric
Buckram
Burlaps, light and heavy
Cheese Cluth
Sheeting
J lenims, plain
Tufts, Cotton & Leather
Tenders
Xeedles
Gilt Nails
White Cotton, in rolls

Antique Xails
Carpet Linings
Interlining
W'addine;

THONET BROTHERS
VIENNA, AUSTRIA.

AUSTRIAN

BENT WOOD

FURNITURE

CHAIRS

SETTEES

HAT RACKS

Cherry, Mahogany, Golden Oak Finishes carried in Stock.

THONET BROTHERS, 86O Broadway, new york



J. A. Brittain & Co.
105 Fifth Avenue, New York

n'o^' High-class Novelty Curtains

BONNES FEMMES, PANELS
£5H ALSO SPECIAL SIZES IN £3£3

Renaissance and Arabian Sash Curtains

and Ruffled Bed Sets

Agents for Messrs. STURZENEGCER & TANNER, St. Gall, Switzerland, and

Messrs. T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Chester, Pa., U. S. A., and Nottingham, England

THE

LEATHEROLE
Is on the walls of Hotels,

Theatres and the best

Private Houses in NewYork

and other leading cities.

The newest, handsomest, most novel and durable wall

covering. Cloth foundation, decorated in oil colors.

Tile effects. High and Low relief patterns. Applied

to the wall like paper. Waterproof and sanitary. 600

styles. We will match any color in any style. Ask

your decorator or write to us.

LEATHEROLE CO
142 West 23rd Street, New York



John Barnutz
Manufacturer of

FineFurniture

Reproductions of Chippendale, Sheraton,

Hepplewhite, Etc., Etc.

260-268 GOLD STREET
BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN

NEW YORK CITY

The Park Avenue, Vanderbilt Avenue and Ninth Avenue trolleys

take you within one half block of the factory and warerooms from

the New York end of Bridge in ten minutes. :: :: ::

Fine PersianRugs

(o^TI KVAN

For fine homes our stock of

Persian Rugs is unsurpassed in the

world.

In addition to the regular lines in

all the finer weaves of Persia, we
keep in stock rugs in unusual and
large sizes and rare color combina-

tions, not obtainable elsewhere.

We submit designs for special

rugs of the finest texture to be made
on our o^^'n looms in Persia.

We cordially invite you to visit our
salesrooms.

147 FIFTH AVENUE
NEWYORK



SIMPSON'S

Gobelin Art Draperies
Rddvslone Mfg. dj,, Sole Manufacturers.

The artistic effects sold under the above

ticket are pronounced by judges and critics to

be fully equal in designs, engraving, coloring,

finish and etiect, to the best French printed

draperies at about one-fourth the cost. The
printing is the highest class done in America.

GOBELIN ART DRAPERIES
ARE HANDLED BY ALL LEADING HOUbES

SELLING AGENTS.

Harding,Whitman & Co-
New York. Philadelphia. Boston. Chicago. St. Louis. Baltimore. Melbourne. Sidney. London. Mancheste

Valentine- Sea ver Company
Nos. 533 to 539 Sedgwick St.

CHICAGO

M.'iKERS OF

Fancy Parlor IVork
No. 1055 Chair.

Finish,

PERFECT!

Y-S

^ Quality,

BEST!

Exhibit—Eighth Floor NEW FURNITURE BUILDING,

1411 MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO.
Xf). 1055 ni\'AN.

IV



Beatrice Silkoline and Art Draperies

and Irish Point and Novelty Lace Curtains
Tapestry and Sateen Lambrequins, Litho
Pillow Tops : : : :

Special cloths for M'f'gs of comfortables and
art goods. : : : :

S. M. Schwab Jr., 6 Co.
46 and 48 White Street, New York City

1^^^

MAKERS

Joseph Wild &Co.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE RIS OF

Oriental Rugs
and Carpets

11-13-15 and 17

THOMAS STREET
78-80-82 and 84

WORTH STREET

NEW YORK
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THE "FOWLER" SPECIALTIES
Patented Jan. 12, iSgz—Feb. 16, iSgj—May 25, 1894—Oct. 9, 1894—Mar. 26, 3901. Other Patents Pending.

THE FOWLER IMPROVED 1900 ADJUSTABLE CURTAIN ROD.
Adjusts from 24 to 40 Inches.

Z^ oo_Ad I u Stable
»MMi—nmrini i

i ii nn irMJiiiaiiM

: C u rt aixL^^^^d.,

Universally ackiiowltdKecl to be the only perfect Curtain Rod yel produced. Fits any window, bookcase, fireplace ; in fad, any place
\ynere a sash rod can be used. It is practically solid, will not ,sa(f or deface casintfs ; adjusts to any length ; requires neither .screws nornails;
can be put up or reino\-ed in an instant.

, The Only

The
FOWLER

Rods

and Sockets

are securely fast-

ened to Window or

Door Casings by

SPRING and
FRICTION.

Highly Finished
i3rass.

Oil Tempered
Springs.

Solid Rubber
Fenders.

NO SCREWS,
NAILS OR
TACKS

Required.

FOWLER & CO.,
Portiere with Fowler Pole Socket.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS
65 Beacon St., Worcester, Mass.

Sash Curtain with Fowler Rod and Socket.
Sold generally by leading Upholstery Hardware Jobbers. If your Jobber does not handle our goods.

write us direct.

vn



LOUIS X5ZI
ENGLISH

GR.EEK

few ofthe montj

interesting examples

of our manuf^icture.

LOUIS EL ,'?L=*

A.B.&E.L.Shaw(^

HIGH GRADE FURNITURE

ORDER. WOR.K A SPECIALTY

LOUIS XV SL^

ifWlKi.

OfTice ai^d

picforcj

£ast(^rr^b ridge,

yv\a.ss.

j^areroDn^s
81 Causeway 5t.

5ostor^,yV\ass.

yNYFuri^-Excl^ai^Qe
y^ew York City.

QU6E/1 AAvM

T^&/V/\ISSANC£ CHIPPBADALE HePPELWHITe SHtKATO/i



B. Saubiac & Son
35 & 37 East 20th Street

NEW YORK

Decorative roideries

Manufacturers of C2irtains, Bedset s, Etc.

Importers of Fine Laces, Galoons and Special

Fabrics. Inexpensive Materials in stock

for Immediate Delivery.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED

Mim

(Ready to Cover)

Acme Bolster Rolls Retail at $2.00 and sell on sight

Order one and see how well it is made.

They sell readily because :

—

1. They are light (weighing only four pounds)

yet strong and durable.

2, Ladies appreciate their stylish, handsome ap

pearance and inexpensiveness.

We are advertising them constantly in the home
publications with largest circulation.

The Hmde 6 Dauche Paper Co
SAXDUSKY, OHIO.

i7iDuaneSt

NEW YORK

CITY

^

in

?# *ii2^£^ (f'-iji^ V

Palmer (s Embury
Mfg. Co.

Manufacturers of the

Highest Grades of

Parlor and Library

FURNITURE
Importers of

COVERINGS for Parlor Suits, Etc.

A. large assortment of Aubusson,

Belleville and Nimes Tapestries

and English Moroccos in stock

WAREROOMS:
'

42-48 East 20th Street

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
Gouveneur Slip

NEW YORK CITY



Stead, Miller & Company
Fourth and Cambria Streets, Philadelphia

MANUFACTURERS OF

Upholstery, Drapery
""•^ Decorative Fabrics

Silk and Satin Damasks, Brocatelles, Armures, Silk and Cotton Gobelins, Mercerized

Damasks, Silk Warps and Cotton Specialties.

Tapestry Curtains and Couch Covers in an extensive variety of styles and weaves. Silk

and Cotton Curtains, Bordered Curtains, Mercerized Curtains, Etc.

Many Interesting Specialties not to be found elswhere.

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO:
140 FIFTH AVENUE 414 MEDINAH TEMPLE, FIFTH AVE. AND JACKSON ST. 58 FLOOD BUILDING

The Thompson 8c Norris Co.
PRINCE & CONCORD STREETS

Western Works,

Brookville, Ind.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

NORWICH TREADSPRING
(Scientific)

CARPBT LINING
AND

STAIR PAIJS
J-'liutomuilcrs, Cork Paper^

CcUiilar Board, Bottle Packing and Jl'rappcrs,

Express Boxes, Cellular Cases,

Inflexible Envelopes, Silk U'rappers,

Book Wrappers, Mailing Tubes, Ete., Etc.
HoRwicH SCIENTIFIC TF^E/\DSPf^iNs STAIR PAP.



SONS & CUNNINGHAM, makers of
REED AND RATTAN FURNITURE

in exclusive designs for the best trade. A variety of styles in
deeorative colors such as Forest Green, Ox Blood Red, Purple,
White, etc., etc.

Estimates furnished on special designs. Sketches furnished
upon application.

203-20S Ea-st SSth Street, Ne^v York
Specialty of French Enamel Cane Furniture in Colored Effects.

Petigny Freres



EXCLUSIVENESS OF DESIGN
D„. No, E.dude VARIETY OF STYLE

WE show an assortment ranging from the very con-

servative old English, French and German
Models, all the way to the most daring ideals

of the Art Nouveau.

Seekers after the odd, the useful, the new and beautiful,

are our best customers. They prefer our creations as

the evident result of the combined efforts of artist and
artisan.

PERFECT GEMS FOR CONNOISSEURS
AT SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICES

Art Bronzes Electroliers Copper and Brass

GEISLINGEN-GOEPPINGEN
London New York Paris

For Interior Decoration

Wuerttemberg Plate Co.
New York Office and Showrooms at 4J-§i West Fourth Street

Scherrer-Williams Company
Successors to

PEABODY-WILLL\MS COMPANY

Makers of High Grade

WILLOW AND
GERMANIA

Furniture
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS a specialty

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS OF THE NEW
" GERMANIA " LINE OE CHAIRS

FA CTOR )
' AND SALESROOM

30 Lewis Wharf

BOSTON, MASS.

xn



martlti manufacturitig Co.
West n«wton, massacbusctts

ECHO BRIDGE

New York Salesroom:'
ô

6 & 8 W. 22nd St. j

TTTTTTTT Address Mail to the

Factory at

West Newton, Mass,

NOTED FOR ITS TWENTY-FIVE ECHOES

Ruffled Bobbinet and muslin Curtains
PRICES ALU:4YS UNDER THE MARKET

Extra Good Values in Medium Priced Bobbinet Curtains

Also Flat and Bonne Femme Curtains
MADE WITH CLUNY AND
RENAISSANCE LACES :: Bed Sets ^o match CURTAINS

E- & P. Lindenthal

/MFOKTE RS A iV D
MANUFACTURERS OF

Upholstery and Drapery

Trimmings

SPECIAL ORDER WORK FILLED

WITH PROMPTNESS AND CARE

1648 BROADWAY, corner 51st Street

NEW YORK

GOAT SKIN
RUGS 1904 MOUNTED....

ANIMAL SKINS

Baby Carriage Robes

1' ur Baby Carriage Robes in Angora Sheep,
Thibet, Greenland and Persian Lambs, Cape
and Turkish Angoras made in Squares, Go-
Carts Combination and Patent Pocket
Robes. Exposition Robe our latest ; don't

fail to see it. Our selection of all Skins used
to ^Manufacture Baby Carriage for this sea-

son are the choicest we have had for years,

selected by an expert.

FUR RUGS
Goat Skins lined and unlined all colors and
combination, made in all sizes.

MOUNTED ANIMAL SKINS
All kinds from a fox to a lion, excellent

variety.

SLEIGH ROBES
Complete line all colors and sizes, Samples
and prices of all the above furnished on
request.

Warner Manufacturing Co.

52 WHITE STREET
Telephone, 3,.vFni„klm NEW YORK, N. Y.



A SPFXIilEN HIGH-CLASS ENGLISH FRIEZE.

W. H. S. LLOYD CO.
IMPORTERS OB"

Fine English, French, German and Japanese Wall Hangings

• r 1 • Ct t
SHIKII SILKS and JAPANESE GRASS CLOTHS in an immense variety of colors and tintsm £,xciusive atyies ENGLISH AND FRENCH CRETONNES to matcli paper in stock
German TEKKO Cloth. MURALIGNUM, loolis clothy, color fast and without specks

Sole Representatives in this Counirvfo/-
"ANAGLYPTA " and "SALAMANDER"—fi7-eproof—t!ie leading ?-elief material for
•walls, wainscotings and ceilings.

A. Sanderson &^ Sons and ll^/n. li^oolams.

26 EAST 22d STREET
n't' //az'e jicst issued a New
ANAGLYPTA Catalogue.
Send for one.

NEW YORK
CAT AMAMP^PR" '"^ fireproof material similar to "ANAGLYPTA" in original
^^^ ^-^^'*-r»- i^ 1—Id rv designs as well as many reproductions of the latter material.

Iinporiers of Galooiis

and Special Fabrics

Office and Salesrooms:

2% East 22d Street

(One half block from Flatiron

Building^ and Broadway)

N E W y R K

HERZ & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Decorative Embroideries

For the Upholstery Trade.

A. T. SCHLICHTING

263 Market St. Newark, N. J.

Manufacturer of

"Slick Shine"
Furniture Polish

"Slick Shine"
Metal Polish

Write for Samples and Prices.

Agents Wanted

Nothing belter made. One sale in a town will create

a demand.



F. A. Johnson Co.

Importers of

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN
AND JAPANESE

WALL PAPERS

Scenic Tapestry Wall Paper imported by us.

Sample Books funiislied to dealers.

258 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

UPHOLSTERY AND DRi^PERY FABRICS
INCLUDING A PARTICULARLY CHOICE COLLECTION OF FURNI-
TURE COVERINGS, HANGINGS AND WALL COVERINGS IN

ALL THE GREAT PERIOD STYLES
AS WELL AS THE MORE MODER
NAL COLOR SCHEMES, CONTROL
ORATORS WILL FIND THE ASS
EST. COLONIAL, MISSION, ART
ART FABRICS IN A REMARKABL
FANCY COLORED HAIR CLOTH.

N TREATMENTS, ALL IN ORIGI-
LED BY US EXCLUSIVELY. DEC-
ORTMENT OF UNUSUAL INTER-
S AND CRAFTS, AND MODERN
E VARIETY. TAPESTRY PANELS,
VELOURS OF EVERY STYLE.

29, 31 and 2,2, East 19th Street New York

Foreign Offices

PARIS: 12 Rue Ambroise Thomas GERMANY: Chemnitz; Elberfeld

Branches at

Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Baltimore



JOHNSON & FAULKNER
North Union Square

NEW YORK

EPRODUCTIONS of Antique Stuffs

of all the Important Periods in

Tapestries, Brocaded Silks, Dam.

asks. Embroideries, etc. * * Some
taken from rare and historic exam-

ples of unusual interest. * * Printed

Linens, in texture, design and color, very like the

old. * * Many useful and correct styles for wall

hangings. * * Velvets of Cotton, Flax, Silk and

Mohair. * * Plain Stuffs in fine colors and great

variety * * In short a very extensive stock of high-

class stuffs for all sorts of decorative purposes.

BOSTON
1 20 Tremont Street

PHILADELPHIA C H I C A G O
1200 Chestnut Street 15 1-153 Wabash Ave.

PARIS 50 Faubourg Poissonniere





A ROCOCO INTERIOR IN THE DAYS OE LOUIS NV.



THE

French Decorative

Styles

FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES

TO THE PRESENT DAY

A HAND-BOOK FOR
READY REFERENCE

BY

THE EDITORS OF

THE UPHOLSTERY DEALER
AND DECORATIVE FURNISHER.

E
1 1 v,i^ I'^-j Ys'^-r

'l^'-'-'

*''. ''^
'

'"'-''-

NEW YORK:

T. A. CAWTHRA & CO.

27 East 21ST Street.
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DILTArL KROM THIi BAYEL:X TArKSTin'. FRJ-:\CII ROirAXESCjL'E PERIOD.

J5he French DecoroLtive Styles

THE FRENCH ROMANESQUE.
Years 476 to 1 150.

FRENCH decorative art had its birtli with the fall

of the Western Roman Empire in the fifth cen-

tury. iSefore that time hrance was practicall}' an

anarcliy of more or less savage tribes, out of which

tlie military genius of Charlemagne welded the be-

ginning of modern France.

The decay of the Western Roman Empire and the

increasing greatness of the Eastern or Byzantine

Empire were synonymous, and the new architectural

life that arose in Europe on the ashes of ancient

Roman conc|uests folknved more or less closely the

Byzantine style.

The Romanesque centuries are generally known as

the Dark Ages. They were, in fact, the formative

period of a new western ci\'ilization. In this new

civilization the Pope Ijecame the real head of tem-

poral affairs, and each monaster}' and cathedral an

outpost of his powerful SN'stem. As a consequence

the Romanescjue period was an era of Christian art.

Let us consider France, and indeed, all Europe, as

a wilderness, for it was little more. In this wilder-

ness arose the new life that had its head and centre

in the ancient city of Rome. As the new era pro-

gressed and the time came to build churches it was

unavoidable that these edifices should have as their

models the existing churches of Rome, which were all

in the old Roman st}le. The constant passing and

repassing of ecclesiastics between France and Rome
was enough to account for this, and to explain the

reason this early French architecture was called Rom-
anesque—or like-Roman.

This Romanesque st}'le was pre-eminently ecclesias-

jp, ' M^^^^i^ f



THE FRENCH DECORATIVE STYLES.

EOMAKESOUE CATHEDRAL AT POITIERS.

tical, for the civilization that existed emanated from

the church, and it was an imitation of Rome.

The inaljility of the workmen to reproduce the

Corinthian capital resulted in the creation of the

"pillow" capital—a square Ijlock rounded at the lower

corners, and more or less decorated, usually in bas-

reliefs. Low relief was one of the notable features

of the style, both in interior and exterior decoration,

and in this it followed the Byzantine style.

Mosaic work was used on walls and floors in the

early Romanesque, generally in geometrical patterns.

There was scarcely any mural iiainting, and in the

later Romanesque period, when mosaic walls went out

of fashion, tapestry hangings came into use, and on

the lower parts of walls formed an important part of

mural decoration. These tapestries were used alike

for churches and secular buildings, and were of two

sorts, woven and embroidered. Those of the first

kind were, when not imported, copies of Byzantine

or Moorish fabrics, and generally geometrical pat-

terns. The embroidered tapestries were of greater

freedom and originality of design, but they were

extremely childlike and ruflc in execution and treat-

nient. These embroidered tapestries were particularly

in use in the northern provinces, and were, doubtless,,

influenced ]:>)• the English ( Saxons j, wdio were noted

embroiderers for that day. The most famous of these

b'rench embroideries is the celebrated Bayeux tapes-

try, commemorating the Norman conquest of Eng-

land.

Glass painting was popular, and the French were

at that time the cleverest workers in that art.

In furniture the cardinal feature was its practicabil-

ity. As one author says, "The slow-moving, serious

spirit of that time paid but little regard to elegance^

and this was only natural. Men had their virtues

and vices, but were free from affections of the nerves."

Ever\-thing was massive and solid. Cabinets were

seldom seen in houses or castles, but there were side-

boards, merel}- chests set on heavy legs. All the art

of the furniture maker was devoted to the ornamen-

tation of the iron or wood chests that formed the

wardrobe and treasure trove oi e^'erv famil}'.

The beds sometimes had canopies, and when this

was the case they were suspended from iron rods

fixed in the walls. The beds were massive affairs, im-

movable and standing high above the floor.

In color it was but natural that richness should

appeal to this half childish age. The cardinal colors

and gold were abundantly used, and the hues, shades

and tints that appeal to us were neglected. By using

these rich colors the interiors often attained great

brilliancy, that was toned down b)' the shadows.

Decorative details of the French Romanesque style

have usually a geometrical base, especially in flat orna-

mentation. Geometrical motifs are frequent, and
when nature forms are used they are either heavy or

grotesque. Thus the Acanthus scroll shown on the

opposite page is stifl:'er than those of the Greek davs.

or of the Renaissance. The fret band, common in

nearly all other periods, was ver)- seldom used. Inter-

laced bands were common, but differed from the clas-

sic form in having more sharp angles. Rosette bands
were frequent, and the vine, the clover, thistle and
maple leaf were used in carved ornamentation. The
rosette was used in the centre of most Romanesque
ceilings. The ba.ses of pillars, instead of being plain,

as in the Greek, were usually ornamented, the shafts
being frequently covered with flat carved interlacement.

The cushion-shaped capital is typically Romanesque.

FRENCH ROMAXESQUE ARCHES AND CAPITALS.



THE FRENCH DECORATIVE STYLES.
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THE FRENCH DECORATIVE STYLES.

THE KNIGHT'S HALL.

TIIIC liUKI'/S NAM..

CHATEAU OI'^ PIERRIU'ONDS. LATE GOTHIC.



THE FRENCH DECORATIVE STYLES.

NOTRE DAME, PARIS. 13TH CENTURY. CATHEDRAL, RHEIJIS, Til CENTURY.

THE FRENCH GOTHIC.

Years 1
1
50 to 1500.

FRANCE was the birthplace of the Gothic style

of architecture and decoration, and in France

the style reached a perfection not attained elsewhere.

The style originated in North Central France about

the middle of the twelfth century: approximately in

the reign of Louis Yll, and found its death blow as

', A^i S

GOTHIC DETAILS.

a national style about the year 1500, with the begm-

ning of the reign of Louis XIL During this period

of three hundred and fifty years Gothic architecture

spread to all European countries. But it is with the

French Gothic that we have particularly to deal.

In the first place it is well to state that the word

Gothic as applied to this architecture is an error. It

was given to it in derision by the enthusiasts of the

Renaissance, and has clung to it despite the fact that

the stvle has nothing in common with the Goths.

Like all great styles the Gothic went through its

several stages of development, becoming more and

more ornate until it at last reached a point of elab-

orate ornamentation and delicacy of construction be-

yond which human ingenuity seems unable to proceed

without ignoring all the principles of construction. In

fact, it is necessarv to continually repair the Gothic

buildings of Europe lest they fall into ruin.

It is supposed that the Gothic style of pointed arch

was first introduced into Euroi^e from Saracenic coun-

tries hx the returning crusaders, hut if so the style

soon outgrew its source. It has been said that the

interlaced arches and sturd\- columns were suggested

by the aisles in the mightv European oak forests.



THE FRENCH DECORATIVE STYLES.

In a time when all learning and much of the wealtli

were in the hands of the ecclesiastics it was natural

that the Gothic style should become largely an ecclesi-

astical style. For castles and chateaux the heavier

Romanescjue style remained popular, as it was better

able to withstand battle and siege, but as churches

were always considered a sanctuar)- or neutral ground

the ecclesiastics were able to make them as ornate and

delicate as possible.

For this reason, and also because it was a most

superstitious age, the (iothic style, in decoration, pro-

ceeded along symbolic lines. The trefoil, s\-mbol of

trinity
; the quatrefoil, symbol of the cross and of the

four evangelists, are two of the simplest of these sym-

bols. Ever\' l)ird, beast and figure came to represent

some virtue, sin, saint or demon.

Tracery, a term which is most frequently heard in

connection with the Gothic st}'le, was the base of all

the decoration. It is a decorative figure formed of

circles or of the angles formed by the intersection of

A GOTHIC DRAPERY.

circles, so that every line is either a circle or a

broken arc of a circle. The results, while stiller than

natural forms, permit great beauty and often an in-

tricacy that pleases the eye with a sense of mystery.

The Gothic arch is but a simple combination of two

large arcs, and the introduction of this pointed arch

was one of the leading features of the early Gothic

style. Tracery developed from an effort to place sev-

eral windows in one arched opening.

TIIRK.K L)F.C0R.\'1'KII GOTHIC \".\L.\XXES. A GOTHIC DR,\PERY.
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This profusion of windows added to the hght ap-

pearance of the structure and also gave rise to the

introduction of stained glass. The first efforts of the

glass stainers showed a tendency to follow the rules

laid down by the mural painters, but as the different

conditions were realized glass staining reached an

artistic position of its own. In the Cathedral of Char-

tres alone 1,350 subjects are portrayed in one hun-

dred and forty-three windows. Religifjus suljjects

monopolized nearly all windows.

The crossing of arches in the roofs, made possible

the use of pillars composed of clustered columns.

Efforts at decoration led to the use of immense c(uan-

tities of stone and wood filigree work, delicately inter-

twined, sometimes in geometrical tracery, and some-

times in conventional foliage forms.

The absence of flat walls left no place for fresco

painting, and the ornamentation was consequently

largely architectural, and as the style progressed this

gave birth to what is known as the Flamboyant

Gothic, in which the decorations were elaborated to

an extreme extent. This progress in detail was fol-

lowed bv the general decadence of the whole, and at

the beginning of the Renaissance the Gothic had

become too elaborate.

In decoration the figures of men and women were

often twisted into odd shapes to meet the requirements

of the peculiarly shaped spaces, and this grotesquerie

grew as the style advanced.

DETAIL FROir CATriF.DRAL OF SKMl'R.

Our illustrations explain the gradual progress of

the Gothic style in France. The two interiors of the

chateau of Pierrefonds show the Gothic in its last

stages, and are interesting because there are so few

examples of domestic Gothic extant. The chateau

was built in 1390 and was completely restored by

Napoleon III. The polychrome decoration was re-

newed at that time. It will be noticed that in the

RHEIMS CATHEDRAL. MEAUX CATHEDRAL.
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Knights' hall the Romanesque arch is used, while in

the ducal hall tlie ceiling is fiat. As the decorative

details are all purely Gothic, these two halls form good
models for modern Gothic decorative work.

In flat decoration the Gothic found its best expres-

sion in geometrically arranged motifs, as can be seen

by the illustrations on the opposite page, but it ^vas

not entirely confined to tracery and squares. Espec-

ially in the later forms of the style nature treatments

became common, as exampled by the three bands at

the bottom of the page. These are as free and grace-

ful as much of the Renaissance work, but that they

have nothing in common with the classic except the

general movement can be easily seen.

Near the bottom of the page are shown seven ex-

amples of Gothic windows or openings, which portray

some of the less ornate tracerv designs.

NOTES ON THE GOTHIC.

THE French Gothic Period may be divided into

three epochs, as in the English Gothic:

First—The Early French Gothic, which corresponds

with the Early English, from 1150 to 1300.

Second—The Decorated French Gothic, analogous

to the Decorated English Gothic, from 1300 to 1400.

Third—The Flamboyant Gothic, from 1400 to 1500.

This style is not like the third English Gothic—which

is known as the Perpendicular. While the French

continued to elaborate the tracery into more flame-like

interweavings (hence "flamboyant"), the English re-

verted to somewhat simpler straight lines.

The Gothic style was supreme in nearly all parts of

Europe during the French Gothic period. In Eng-

land it was almost co-extensive with the French. In

GoTlir( \\I\l)OWS.

Manders and Holland it was carriefl to extremes. In

Germany it was heavier and somewhat less elaborate,

Germany at the time being less centralized than France.

In Spain, it became intermixed with the Moresque and

is unlike any other Gothic style.

The Gothic is the only European style (we consider

the Moresque as an Eastern development j that is not

based on the Greek.

The French Gothic died through over-elaboration.

The English Gothic merged gradually into the Renais-

sance.

In faljrics the Gothic st_\'le is almost entirely an ar-

rangement of geometrical designs, not unsimilar to the

tracery of the walls and windows. Where floral or

other natural forms were introduced they were con-

\'entionalized, and used in connection with geometrical

figures. A favorite form of design was the heraldic,

in which either a shield with its armorial bearings, or

the crest of the family, was repeated indefinitely over

the surface of the fabric. Embroidery was far more

common than at present and formed a large share of

the labors of women of all classes, from peasant to

queen.

GOTHIC ORNAMENT IN FURNITURE.
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CHARLES VIII., 1483-1498. LOUIS XII., 1498-1515.

THE EARLY FRENCH RENAISSANCE.

1500 to 1550.

THE French Renaissance represents an almost un-

interrupted evolution from the year 1500 to

1715. In 1500 French decoration was Gothic; in

1715 is was Rococo; between the two dates the

Renaissance in France had its birth, growth and de-

cline.

The Renaissance, which had its inception in Ital}',

was a return to the art of the Greeks and Romans,

and was brought about by a renewed interest in the

writings of the old Greek and Roman philosophers

and poets. In Literature the Renaissance was a revolt

against the purely ecclesiastic literature that had come

to lose all originality, and in Art the Renaissance was

a protest against the further development of a churchly

architecture (the Gothic) which had already passed

its best day. The masters of the Italian Renaissance

began with an almost servile imitation of the ancient

Greek and Roman models, but soon passed on to origi-

nal conceptions of their own in which the classic re-

mains served merely as a firm foundation for their

genius to expand upon.

It may almost be said that the Renaissance took up

the Greek art at the point where the Romans had

dropped it, and carried it to its natural and inevitable

anti-climax in the Rococo style. The reader must

remember that the Renaissance began as a classic

Greek and Roman and that it had absolutely nothing

in common with the Gothic, which it succeeded.

In Italy, the birthplace of the Renaissance movement,

the Gothic was dropped entirely, and the Renaissance

style substituted, one might almost say, over night. In

France, however, which took the new style with one

hand while holding onto the old with the other, we

find the Gothic and the Renaissance frequently blended

in one structure, and it was not for many years after

the Gothic was abandoned in Ital\' that it entirely lost

prestige in France.

For convenience the French Renaissance may be

properly divided into three periods. From 1483 to

154Q, including the reigns of Charles VIII, Louis XII

and Frangois I, represents the Gothic-Italian phase.

From 1549 to 1589, including the reigns of Henri II,

Francois II, Charles IX and Henri III, represents

the French-Italian phase. From 1589 to 1715, includ-

ing the reigns of Flenri I\', Louis XIII and Louis

XIV, represents the entirely French phase.

In this chapter will be considered the first of these

three great periods.

Charles VIII.—1483-1498.

France, during the dark or middle ages, was Gothic

as to architecture and art, and feudal as to govern-

ment. Louis XI destroyed the power of the great

feudal princes an(.l consolidated the French govern-

ment in the person of the king, so that when his son,

Charles \'III, came to the throne he found himself
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king of a great nation instead of merely the liead of

a number of independent dukedoms. Cliarlcs, in 1494,
found a pretext for invading Italy with a great army,
the desired result being the capture of Naples. The
greatest result, however, was the effect uf the great

Italian civilization on the members of his army.
Italy was at that time in the midst of its great

Renaissance, and to the nobles of France, who were
accustomed to massive, bleak, dark castles, the luxu-

rious homes of wealth \\ere a revelation, and they

returned to France with the knowledge that the

French were pitifully behind the times in culture and
refinement. Charles himself greatlv admired the

beautiful interiors and gardens of Ital\-, Ijut he had
not the necessary qualifications to appreciate the archi-

tecture. His reign ended four years later (1498),
too soon for any application of the ideas his followers

had acquired in Italy, Init the seed of discontent with

their present mode of life had been sown among the

French nobles, and the Renaissance, which was at

heart largely a matter of mind and growth. nia\- be

said to have taken root in France.

Louis XII.—1498-1515.

Louis Nil had hardly become king (1498) when
he led another arm)- into Ital}', and thus continued

the education of the French, as regards Italian art.

His reign was almost a continuous series of Italian

wars, interrupted by intrigues, but he had more love

of art than Charles VIII, and he induced Era Gio-

condo and other Italian masters to come to France,

and thus the Renaissance secured an actual, visible

foothold.

Francois I.—1515-1549.

Francois I (Francis I) became king in 1515 and

-during the thirty-four years of his reign iM-ance

adopted the Renaissance with wild enthusiasm. The
king certainly deserves vast credit for the part he

took in the movement, but it nuist be remembered that

the whole world was feeling the new life and, under

whatever king, it was sure to flood France at this

..\RMS OF FR.-VNCOIS I., KING OF FRANCE.

FRANSOIS I.J 1515-1519.

time. The movement begun under Charles VIII

grew : Francois I merclx' happened to reign at the

time when the movement had reached an irresistible

stage.

But the king bad a natural love for art, and this

was quickened l)y his sojourn in Italy (for he, too,

conducted a war there), and on his return to France

he importei] Italian architects, workers in silver and

ceramics, sculptors, printers and painters. Such

great masters as Da Vinci. Del Sarto, Cellini, Delia

Robbia, Primaticcio, Serlio and A'ignola found him

a generous patron. Collections of art works became

a fashion and a wave of passionate art enthusiasm

swept over France. The fall of the ?iledici family in

Florence also drove to France a great horde of artists

and artisans. The Renaissance spread evervwhere

and all new buildings were in that st\"le ; the churches

alone clung to their old Gothic traditions.

The nobles vied in the erection of costly palaces,

and even private individuals devoted fortunes to build-

ing pretentious houses. Every art that could min-

ister to luxury was suddenly stimulated. Tapestrv

making took a vast stride forward ; the tapestries of

As a fitting supplement to the chapter on the French

Renaissance movement, we have compiled from

Meyer's Handbook of Ornament a page of details of

the time of Francois I of France (1515-1549). Pjased

primarily on the Italian Renaissance, these forms do

not differ materially from those in use in Italy at the

same period. They are elaborations of the same

Greek and Roman motifs that were the inspiration of

the Italian examples, and several of those shown here

are, in fact, by Sebastian Serlio, the Italian master

^vho was brought to France by Francois I.
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VALAAXES.—FRENCH EEXAISSANXE STYLE.

tlie four DiTvals became famous, the Gobelins attained

great wealth, and another factory was started, in

1535, at Fontainebleau.

In 1527 Francois began remodelling the Louvre,

but in 1546 he decided to rebuild it entirely, and

Pierre Lescot was given the position of architect. It

remained unfinished in 1576, when Lescot died.

In 1528 the great palace of Fontainebleau was begun.

The apartments, magnificent in their decoration and

furnishings, were fitted up by Francois I and many
subsequent kings.

This same spirit of Renaissance was prevalent in

all parts of France. The general style of the new
buildings followed the Italian Renaissance, but the

old Gothic need for defence could not be easily put

aside, and the buildings were, as a rule, largely com-

posed of Renaissance details placed on a modified

Gothic construction. In some cases Gothic and Italian

details of decoration stood side bv side.

NOTES.

RENAISSANCE means "revival" or "renewal."

In the sense used to indicate the great movement

in Europe between 1400 and 1650 it means a revival

of Greek learning of all kinds.

The Renaissance first made itself felt in literature, in

the revival and appreciation of Greek and Roman

classics. The arts and sciences followed.

The Renaissance had its birth in Italy, and primarily

in Florence. It was a revolt against the worn-out

superstitions of the dark ages ; due to a general in-

crease in intelligence among all peoples. Easy means

of intercourse promote civilization and quicken the

mind. Improved roads made travel easier. Italy was

most advanced in learning; the court of the Popes one

of the most dissolute; hence travelers and pilgrims to

Italy returned with improved general knowledge and

a feeling that the Catholic religion required reforma-

tion. This spread of learning and the fall of old ideas

made the path of the Renaissance easier.

The Renaissance was not a protest against the

Roman Catholic Church. The heads of the Church

were among the most ardent supporters. Secretly

they had long studied and admired the Greek and

Roman classics.

The Gothic style, which the Renaissance succeeded,

had reached its utmost development. It was impos-

sible to carry it further. Hence the Renaissance was

made welcome.

The Renaissance was not created complete. It

grew, but it grew rapidly. Each city in Italy had its

own coterie of artists, and each city had its own
peculiar phase of the style.

The Renaissance was introduced into France under

Louis XII (1498-1515).

The Renaissance made its first great stride in France

under Francois I (151 5-1549).

Franqois I loved splendor. His court was alive with

vivacity, gaiety and elegance, tinged with much un-

blushing wickedness.

The contemporary English style was the Tudor or

Early English Renaissance, under Henrv VIII.
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HEXRI II. CHARLE.S I.X., 1560-1574.

THE MIDDLE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.

1550 to 1589.

IN Chapter IH we spoke of the Early French

Renaissance, the period of Italian details on a

Gothic construction. The Middle Period, covering-

forty years, represents the final rejection of the Gothic,

the adoption of the real Italian, and the formation

of a typically French Renaissance style. This Mid-

dle Period includes four reigns, Henri II, Franqois II,

Charles IX and Henri III.

Henri II.—1549-1559.

When Flenri II became king the transitional period

had passed. It was no longer thought necessary to

retain Gothic customs or arts, except for church pur-

poses, and luxury and convenience became the prime

requisites. Henri married Catherine de 3iledici, and

this close connection with one of the Florentine fami-

lies aided in the spread of Italian art principles in

France. Italian furniture was imported in great

quantities to please the queen, who hated everything

French.

The Louvre, for the most part, belongs to this reign,

and, in general, architecture in France showed some

notable changes. There was an increased use of the

Greek orders (Doric. Ionic and Corinthian), an in-

creased preference for statuary in the place of mere

carved conventional decoration, longer windows were

introduced, and the old Gothic colors were finally

banished from the interiors. Fleavily panelled doors

and ceilings became general, and marquetry floors

were largely introduced, the design generally repro-

ducing that of the panelled ceiling.

The growth of a distinct French style during this

reign was noticeable in man\' chatcaus. One of the

pleasing innovations was the tall conical roof, which,

added to the Renaissance construction, was, and still

is, delightful. These conical and gable roofs, and, in

a later reign, the mansard roof, were necessary in

France, where rain is abundant, and are not seen in

the dryer climate of Italy.

Francois II.—1559-1560.

The reign of Francois II was short and turbulent,

and except for the work that was continued on the

Louvre by Lescot, was not notable in art.

Charles IX.—1560-1574.

Charles IX was a minor when he ascended the

throne, being but ten years of age, and his mother,

Catherine de Medici f widow of Henri II), was made
regent, and she was the real ruler of France during

his reign. It was in this reign that the court took

up its abode in the still unfinished Louvre. The

queen-mother (as she was called) also began the erec-

tion of the Tuileries, and Philibert de L'Orme, one

of the greatest French architects, began its construc-

tion in 1564, but the chief decorative work was done

by Jean Bullant, his successor. Catherine de ^ledici,

it is said, had all the nobility, generosity and splendor
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HENRI 111.-1574-1589.

of spirit in artistic matters that characterized Lorenzo

the {Magnificent, the greatest of the de Medicis, and

it is not remarkahle that the Renaissance reached its

apex during the reigns of her hushand and son.

Henri III.— 1574-1589.

The reign of Henri HI, although of fifteen years'

duration, was not particularly important as a decora-

tive period, as it was a time of religious warfare be-

tween the Huguenots and Catholics.

NOTES.

— ATHARINE DE' MEDICI was the ruling spirit

of the Middle French Renaissance period. She

was the wife of Henri H, the first king of the period.

aiul the mother of I'rangois II, Charles IX and Henri

IIL .She was the daughter of Lorenzo the Magnifi-

cent, of Elorence, Itah', one of the most liberal patrons

of the Renaissance movement, as well as one of the

wealthiest men of the time.

Catharine m^t rmlv brought to France a lovt of

Italian art, but she introduced Italian manners, and

surrounded herself with Italian advisors and courtiers.

.She died in 1589, the year in which the period ends.

So eager was she to hold the reins of power in her

own hands that she is said to have attempted to ruin

her sons' minds, in order that tliey might be mere tools

in her hands.

Another woman, powerful in the early part of the

period was Diana of Poitiers, a mistress of Flenri II.

She died in 1566. Fler monogram, a crescent above

two D's, interwoven, ap])ears in many of the decora-

VELVET PANEL, SILK APPLIQUE.—HENRI IIL

C-\R\'Kr> CILMK.—IIE-XRI IL PERIOD.

tions of the Henri II reign. Often it was used in direct

crmnection with the crowned H monogram of the king.

The contemporary English st\le was the Tudor, or

Elizabethan.
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CARVED PANEL HENRI II PERIOD.

French Renaissance Types.

The Renaissance in France found its birth in a

duphcation of Itahan Renaissance forms, adapted to

the architecture of France as it was at that day. The
result, as the French architecture was Gothic, was

sometimes good and sometimes very incongruous, but

in the second period, when the Gotliic construction

was finally abandoned, the detail and construction

alike became characteristically French, as the French

architects and artisans superseded the imported Italian

workmen.

It must not be supposed that there was in this any-

thing peculiar. The Renaissance, while it was a

return to classic ideals, was not a mere revival of a

dead art. It was a period of new life, and each artist

proceeded as he pleased, merely seeking to imitate or

renew the classic spirit, not the mere classic form.

Thus each little section of Italy had its own form of

Renaissance, and we will find the treatments at Venice,

Florence and Naples Cjuite dissimilar. In short, the

Renaissance was much like our present Modern Art

movement. Each artist sought to do his best, but

all were guided bv a common ideal. It was not a

CANOPY BED. PERIOD HENRI II.

DRAPERY AND VALAXCE. EREN'CII REXAISS.\NCE.

mere Renaissance of art forms, but a renewal of in-

tellectual life.

Consequently, when the Renaissance found a firm

foothold in France it was inevitable that Frenchmen,
thinking in a French way, should produce a style

different from that of the Italian, German or Flemish.

The details shown on the opposite page are excellent

examples of the scroll as it apears in various periods,

and shows how its use in other styles compares with

the French Renaissance. Figure lo is a scroll of the

French Renaissance
; 8 is Roman Renaissance, and S

Florentine Renais.'^ancc. i, 2 and 3 are Greek, 4 is

Roman, 6 is Early Gothic, 7 is late Gothic, 9 is Italian

Renaissance, 11 is Moorish and 12 Flemish.

It may be said, in a broad view, that the Greek is

cold and 1)eautiful, the Roman nolile and beautiful, and
the Renaissance cheerfully beautiful, and that the Ren-
aissance was lightest and most happy in Italy, growing
more severe toward the north. The light fancv of the

Italian l)ecame the grotesque of the German Renais-

sance.
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FAMILE\R SCROLE DETAILS.
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TWO CH.vRACTlCRISTJC \'ALAXCES—PERIOIJ OF HIIXKI 1\". OF FEAXCE.

HENRI OUATRE STYLE.

15<S9 to 1610.

HENRI IV' of France, whu was called the Great

or the Good b}' his admirers, reigned from

1589 to 1610, and under him the kingdom prospered

to an iniprecedented extent. Henri 1\' was the famous

Henry of Navarre, whose gallant acts in battle have

been so frequently told in stor)', and was the head of

the Protestant party in the long religious conflict.

In 1572 he married Margaret of A'alois. In 1589

Henri became, by the death of Henri III nominal

king of France, but it was not until 1594, and after

embracing the Roman Catholic religion that he was

crowned. In 1599 he divorced Alargaret, and a year

later married Marie de Medici.

This period, from 1600 to 1610, was the period of

the greatest decorative work during the reign of

Flenri IV. Henri was assassinated in 1610, and for

seven years IMarie de ^Icdici was regent for the young

Louis XIII.

To Marie de Medici uKjre than to Henri was due

the trend of style decorative art took during their

combined reign. Thoroughl}' Italian, she introduced

a touch of Baroque into the purer Renaissance style

of France, and started French decoration on the road

that led to the Rococo of Louis XV.

During Henri's reign manufactories of glass,

woolen tapestry and gold and silk brocades were estab-

lished, and a vast number of nuTlberry trees were
introduced to further the silk mdustry which had
been established at L\'ons.

Private houses were still but poorl_\- furnished. In

the centre ni the chief r(jom stood a long table and
around it stoves, benches and boxes were grouped.

The head of the family, only, had an armchair. In

aristocratic mansions the ^\alIs were covered with

tapestr)-, and the floors, at least in part, were car-

peted. Luxurious bed hangings were coming into

general use. The walls of many chateaux were wain-

scoted, and it was fashionable to cover the panels

with gilt leather, or to decorate them with painted

designs. Stag antlers were used in entrance halls

for hat and cloak racks.

In architecture the Henri IV style may be called

classical. It is firm, spirited and ratirjnal, but devoid

of any especial charm. It is a style of severe utili-

tarianism as far as was possfljle in an age when the

traditions of the great Renaissance in decorative art

were still fresh. Without the charm of the early

Renaissance or the stateliness of the Louis XR", it

has a touch of the P.aroque, due to the influence of

the Florentine queen and her prelates, and to the

Italian training of the French architects.

The great work of the period was the extension of

the Tuileries by J. P. du Cerceau, and the completion

by Metezeau and others of the long gallerv begun
by Henri II \\itli the view nf connecting the Louvre
and the Tuileries.

Next in importance was the addition to Fontaine-

bleau of a great court to the eastward.

A large part of the furnishings used during the

reign were imported from Rome, Naples and Florence

,

but the French artists were gradually supplanting this

importation and rising to supremacy in that field.

The large illustration shown of the hall at Eon-
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NOTES.

HEXRI l\ married Margaret of \'alois, a

daughter of Catherine de Medici, in 1572, and

divorced her in 1599. In 1600 he married Marie de'

Medici, who outlived him and became regent for the

young Louis XIII, from 1610 to 1617.

The contemporary English st}'les were the Later

Elizabethan and Early Jacdx-an.

The entire world of Europe was at this period pro-

gressing rapidly in material welfare, except in the

extreme northeast. In Italy the centre of the Renais-

sance had shifted from Florence to Rome. All the

greatest masters of art were dead, and the Italian

Renaissance was already beginning to decline into an

early form of the rococo.

Note that France is now in a classical period, while

Italy is passing out of it. The effects are seen, how-

ever, in an inclination toward freedom of detail in

France.

Small wall ])anels, decorated, were a favorite mode

of ornamentation Similar panels, carved, were used

in cabinets and other fiu'niture.

HENRI IV., KING OF FRANCE.

tainebleau is usually called a Louis XIII room, on

account of the close association of that monarch with

the room, but it was in reality decorated by Henri

IV, and the combined H and M of Henri and Marie

may still be seen in some of the small panels.

During this reign the shell was first introduced in

France as a decorative motive in wood carving. At first

it was confined to finials of chairs and cabinets, where

it was extreniel}- cft'ective ; but it soon passed into more

general use, and led eventually to the Rocijco.

In color treatment the Henri I\' does not differ

from the Renaissance. Rich tones, a middle course

between the vivid (iothic and delicate Louis XV, still

prevailed. The Italian chair still continued popular.

In decorative painting the intrcjduction of natural

treatments of flowers cjn panels instead of conven-

tionalized forms was a forecast of the beautiful nat-

ural flower work of the Louis XIV period.

In many of the details given on the opposite page

there is a noticeably close resemblance to the forms

used in our own Colonial style. This is because the

ITenri IV style in a large measure followed the Greek

quite closely ; but a clijser study of the style will show

that while the details may be similar the spirit that

governed their use was far different from our Colonial

spirit. In color and elaboration the Henri IV was

far more regal, as befitted a style that had its origin

and development in a court. The Henri IV may be

said to be in a sense the application to the palace of

details that in Colonial days were adapted to the

home. The broken pediment at the top of the cabinet

on this page is quite Colonial in form, but the acanthus

decoration is pure!) Hem'i IV
IN THE STYLE OF HENRI IV.
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HENRI IV. DETAILS.
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CARDINAL RICHELIEI\ PRIME-MIXISTER FOR LOUIS XIII LOUIS XIII., KING (JE ERAKCE.

LOUIS TREIZE.

1610 to 1643.

THE French Renaissance ma_y be said to have be-

gun during the reign of Louis XH, about the

year 1500. It ended with the death of Louis XIV,
in 1715. Before it stands the Gothic. After it came

the Rococo. Of the nine kings reigning during the

Renaissance period Louis XI\^ gave France the grand-

est art impetus. Of him and his period we will speak

m the succeeding chapter.

Louis XIII (Treize), who preceded Louis XI\' on

the throne of France, was born 1601, became king

1610, died 1643. It will therefore be seen that he

became king at the age of nine years, and although

but forty-two years old at his death, he reigned

thirty-three years. In 1624 he chose the famous

Cardinal Richelieu prime minister, to whose state-

craft most of the glory of the reign was due. Louis

XIII was married, in 161 5, to Anne of Austria.

It must be remembered, in considering the Louis

XIII style, that the Renaissance in France had been

introduced fully one hundred years before, and that

the French Renaissance of Louis XIII's day had had

time to separate itself to a great extent from the

Italian models and to become a thoroughh' distinct

national style. It had also had time to divorce itself

from the Gothic influence that pervaded the earlier

French Renaissance periods. Through continual en-

couragement of art in previous reigns it had grown
toward perfection, and upon the commencement of the

new Louvre, by Louis XIII, decoration had reached

a point that made that work immortal.

The Louis XIII style is most commonly consid-

ered as a continuation of the Henri IV", and this is

correct. Marie de Medici, who exerted such a pro-

found influence on the art of the reign of her hus-

band, Henri IV, was the ruling factor in much of

the art of the reign of her son.

The Louis XIII style may be briefly classified as

a modified Italian Renaissance. Baroque features

are prominent, as, for instance, the rolls or scrolls

that appear with great frequency in friezes, frames

and panels. These scrolls were also characteristic of

the style prevailing in Italy at the same period, and
their introduction into French decorati^'e art can be

easily traced to the influence of Alarie de ^Medici.
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LOUIS XIII. DRAPERY. DOOR IN THE SORBONNE, PARIS. LOUIS XIII. STYLE.

ARM CHAIR. LATE LoUIS XIIL STYLE. WINDOW IN LOUIS XIII. STYLE.
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LOUIS xin. \\"iii-;x hk iiecame king.

The room we illustrate is quite t\"pical of the style.

The walls are divided into small panels, painted with

flowers and landscapes, and separated by carved l)or-

ders. Large tapestries were frequently used, and

tapestr}- was also utilized for chair coverings. Elab-

orate inlaid work was a feature of the finest cabinets

and tables.

In the Lu-xembourg, wdiich was built for Marie de

Medici by Jacques Debrosse, is one room which has

especially fine woodwork. This is the old throne

saloon, the doors of wliich are particularly beau-

tiful.

The Louis XlII jieriod marked the introduction of

more comfortable furniture. The divan was created,

padded with velvet or brocade, and to make the rather

tall chairs more comfortable footstools came into use.

The most magnificent brocades and velvets were used,

and gold was lavishl\' displayed in all forms of decora-

tion, although not so freely as in the Louis XV
Rococo. 1 rea\-_\' ro|)e fringes and niassi\-e tassels were

common on the rich draf>eries, and valances with deep

scallops were imt infrequent.

In 1615 Louis XIII married Anne of Austria, a

daughter of Philip III of Spain.

Cardinal Richelieu, his prime minister from 1624

to 1642, overthrew the power of ^Marie de Medici in

1630. From that }'ear dates the end of Italian Style

domination in France.

The Louis XIII style leans more toward the rococo.

See window, page 27.

Contemporar)' English st)de, the Jacobean.

X'otable points of the period—I. Lavish expenditure

by art lo\'ers Ijegins. 2. Refinement and luxury first in-

troduced into French private houses. 3. Paris practi-

call\' rebuilt in more comfortable manner. 4. Suites

of rooms opening one into another first introduced. 5.

Furniture largel}' architectural in form. 6. ]\Iar-

quetry or inlav l:)egins to be important. 7. The console

becomes of more frequent use. ,r;. Tapestries much

used fill w all eo\ eiint;^ "
i

In tuinituie diai)en wnik and general interior

architeetuie the Lduis III stA le is almost identical A\ith

the Fl( mish Renaissance

NOTES.

LOLLS XII r began his reign as a minor with Marie

de' Medici as regent. Her influence in the st\lc

is prominent.
LOUIS XIII. DRAPERY.
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NOTABLE MEN OF THE PERIOD.
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Barbet.—T. Barbet, designer of numerous elegant fire-places

and manteU.

BouLLE.— P. Boulle, principal furniture maker to Louis XIIl.

Born i6ig.

BossE.—Abraham Bosse, painter and architect under Louis
XIII and Louis XIV. Born 161 1, died 1678.

CussEY.—Dominico Cussey, a cabinet maker for Cardinal

Richelieu, etc.

De Bro-SSE.—Salomon de Brosse, architect to Marie de Medici
and builder of Luxembourg palace. Born 1560, died 1626.

/ /'J'
'f^ \f( Tit -^ )

TJj UJ
i

LOUIS XUI. CHAIR.— IT.\LIAX TYPE.

-a,yg)

Le Sueur.—Eustache Le Sueur. Born 1617, died 1655. Fa-

mous decorator.

Lorraine.—Claude Lorraine, the most famous painter of the

Louis XIII period. Born 1600, died 1682. Decorated Chapel

des Carmes at Nancy.

Mansart.—Frangois Mansart (or Mansard). Born 1598,

died 1666. Noted architect. Revived the use of the steep roof,

which bears his name. It was in reality invented about 100

years earlier by Lescot.

Mazarin.—Cardinal Mazarin became Prime Minister for

Louis XIII on death of Richelieu.

PouissiN.—Nicholas Pouissin, born 1594, died 1654. Noted
painter. Decorated the Grande Galerie of the Louvre.

Rubens.—Peter Paul Rubens, great Flemish painter, went

to Paris 1622 to decorate Luxembourg for Marie de Medici.

Richelieu.—Cardinal Richelieu, Prime Minister to Louis

XIII. He was the director of all the improvements and great

movements of the reign.

Vouet.—Simon Vouet, born 1590, died 1649. Considered one

of the great promoters of the Renaissance movement in France.

Le Mercier.—Jacques Le Mercier, architect, built Palais First Painter to Louis XIII. Teacher of Le Brun, Mignard
Royal for Cardinal Richelieu, who gave it to the King. and others. Made numerous tapestry designs.

LOUIS XIII. CHAIR.—SPANISH TYPE.

Le Pautre.—Jean Le Pautre. designer of interiors, side

walls, etc. Period Louis XII and Louis XIV. Celebrated

clockmaker. Born 1617, died 1682.

TABLE, CITAIE AND TABLE CGVI^.R.—LOUIS XIII. STYLE.
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Crowned 1643, Died 1715.

LOUIS XIV., KING OF FRANCE.
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MiGNARD. POUSSIN. CoYSIiVOX. Sn.VESTRE.

LOUIS QUATORZE.
1643 to 1715.

BEYOND all question the noblest period of French

decorative art, and one of the greatest the world

has known, is that bearing the name of Louis XIV.
In no period in the world's history has a more perfect

organization of art workers been obtained, and seldom

has there been such a simultaneous national growth

and style growth as took place in France between the

years 1643 '^''"J ^7^5' during which period Louis XIV
reigned.

The greatness of France under Louis Le Grand, as

he is called, was not due to the ability of the king alone.

Louis became king when but five years old, and was

for nine years under the guardianship of his mother,

Anne of Austria. On being declared of age, when

fourteen, he retained the Cardinal Mazarin as his chief

minister and to Alazarin and Colbert much of the ma-

terial and artistic progress is due. Colbert, especially,

deserves remembrance. As comptroller-general of the

finances he instituted reforms that promoted industry

and filled the treasury with the necessary means for

carrying on the great works of improvement in art

and decoration.

Colbert, in turn, had a most able associate in Charles

Le Urun. In 1660, upon the purchase of the Gobelins

factory for the king, Le Brun was made director and

he became, in fact, the director of art of all kinds, since

all the great works were subject to his approval. The
Louis XIV style may almost be said to be the Le

Brun style, so thoroughly is his personality impressed

upon it. His talent was emphatic and pompous, and

Festoon or Cherubs. 3y Testelin. Louis XIV Style.
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Metal Door Mountings. By Caffieki.

so, too, was the character of Louis XIV, and all life

in Erance. Le Brun and his work may be said to be

typical of France of that time. He was an absolute

dictator of art under an absolute monarch,

Le Brun's personal work, aside his work as super-

visor of artists no less talented than himself, was widely

various. He designed draperies, palace decorations,

cartoons for tapestries, painted pictures, designed in

trass and silver, engraved on steel and modeled for

the sculptor. On the death of Colbert, in 1683, Le
Brun was replaced by Mignard, to whom the introduc-

tion of the Rococo style may be said to be due.

The decoration of the Louis XIV period may there-

fore be divided into three parts. From 1643 to 1660

the style was a continuation of the Louis XIII ; from
1660 to 1683, under the leadership of Le Brun, the

style was that which we properly know as the Louis

XIV; and from 1683 to 1715, was a decadent period

in which the Rococo gradually replaced the pure lines

of the Louis XIV. Of the first of these periods little

need be said in this chapter, since the style was merely

a transition.

The true Louis XI\' period, under Le Brun, was
characterized Ijy a larger introduction of curves, b)' a

farther departure from the classic Greek, hv a vast

increase in ornamentation, and a lavish display of

wealth.

The larger introduction of curves, altlKJUgh it e\-cnt-

ualh- degenerated into the Rococo, had no adverse ef-

fect on the real Louis XIV style. In chair and talkie

legs the curve was alwa\'s graceful, and carefully stud-

ied, and CA'en ^vhen the ornamentation was most profuse

the effect was that of richness rather than redundancy.

In departing entirely from the classic ( ireek the deccj-

rators onl\- followed tlie inevitalile. The (jreek seems

to be a style to which decorators constantly return, only

in order that they may depart from it along new lines,

and the Louis XIV artists were following their natural

bent through the Roman, and the later Italian Renais-

sance into fields peculiarly their own, and it is to their

credit that they applied their neiv details to a classical

foundation until these new details became so thorough-

ly a st)de in themselves that they could stand without

aid from the Greek. Then, and then only, the Louis

XIV became unlike any previous style, and became a

style in itself.

One of the designers who did much to bring the new
st_\"le into being was Jean Berain, a man of immense

talent. We find this gradual transition clearly marked

in his work which, beginning in typical Louis XIII

motifs, ends in type so near the Rococo that some of

his designs are as Chinese as anything done by Chip-

pendale, and as regence as any of Watteau's panels.

The increase in applied ornament, and the greater

elaboration of it, gave rise to a vast amount of ex-

quisite wood and stone-carving, and in the general

desire to enrich everything, Boulle (or Buhl) invented

his famous inlay of tortoise shell and metal in furniture,

and ormolu mounts were created. The first ormolu

mounts were undoubtedly used for chair feet, in order

to prevent damage to the delicate inlay.

The demand for richness of effect suitable for a

setting for so magnificent a monarch as Louis XIV
led to the creation of furniture of solid silver and to

the desire for man}- beautiful art works. This led

Colbert to purchase the Gobelins factory, and this fac-

tory became, not a mere tapestry factory, but a place

where every sort of interior decoration and fitment was
made. Furnitvu-c, metal work, tapestr)' and paintings

Section of Door, Sho\ving Panels. By Berain.
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IJJUIS XI\'. CHAIR.- I-IARLV TKRIOI).

were part of the Goljelin's ercations, and the factor)'

was in reahty a vast studio in whicli the Ijest artists

and workmen of the world were gathered.

In decorative fa1)rics the Golxdin tapestries, of course,

rank first. Afanv of these w jre designed Ij)' Le Erun,

but there were dozens of other artists who had a hand

in the work. In fact, the Louis XIV style was largely

co-operative. Under the su|:)ervision of Le Brun one

man would do the verdure, because he was best at

that : another would do the dogs and horses ;
another

the faces ; another the garments ; another the em-

blematic trophies. So it was throughout. Under a

less efficient director the resultant decorative work

would be a hodge-podge—under Le Brun it became a

beautiful, evenly balanced whole.

Damasks in rich colors were largely used—crimson,

green, gold, being the favorite colors. Rich velvets

were frequent, and much gold braid and heavy gold

cord and tassels entered into the decorations. Bro-

cades of the utmost richness, and elaborate embroid-

eries were not only used in the king's palaces, but by

nobles ever_\-where, and even by many of the citizens.

Beds all had canopies, with rich curtains, and usually

a gold fringed valance. Valances were also used at

windows and many of the doors. Floors were of

parquetry, highly polished, and frequently had large

rugs from the royal factories. One of these may be

seen in the Louis XI\' salon, at the Louvre. The third

period of the Louis XIV style, after Le Brun had been

deposed and the far less talented Mignard had been

given his place, was characterized b}' the introduction

of lighter details, and less real grandeur. Only a

master could handle the great masses of rich decoration

as did Le Brun, and Mignard, lacking the abilit\' and

yet wishing to create a style that should be to some

e.xtent his own, lost the dignity of Le Brun's work

without gaining a compensating simplicity. Where
Le Brun piled up systematically great masses of under-

standable details, Mignard, somewhat at random, in-

dulged in a propensity for meaningless scrolls that were

the forerunner of the Rococo, hoping to gain by rich-

ness of color and material what Le Brtm gained by

great art.

BUULE CAlilXET. TORTOISK SHELL \'I^\I-;LR, MKT.Vr, IXLAY.

- "gL,
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LOUIS XIV WALL, TLIE LOUVRE, PARIS.

WITH PORTRAIT OF LEERUN.
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Ilerain. tht- true Louis XI \' was introduced, and third,

tliat in which the reign closed, with the rococo rapidly

supplanting the straighter lines and more rational

curves.

Chinese art was largely used in this period. 3,Iany

of Iloule's cabinets are in the Chinese style, and much
of the fine draper)' stuii's were in Chinese designs.

TAPESTRY BY LE BRUX. EX(;RA\'ED by LE CLERC.
The furniture of Boule is one of the most lasting

NOTES. results of the period. It is, briefl}-, an inlay of tortoise

OLUS XIV reigned seventy-two years—one of shell on the wood, frequentlv with an underlay of gold

the longest reigns in the world's history. His leaf, and the whole inlaid with metal. Chestnut and

reign was as magnificent as it was

lengthy.

Louis XIV was the son of Anne
of Austria and Louis XIII, and but

five years of age when he became

King, his mother acting as regent

until he was fourteen, when he was

declared of age.

From his ascension in 1643 until

1661 Cardinal Mazarin was his

prime minister. From 1661 Col-

bert was the leading spirit although

his office was but Controller-gen-

eral of the finances. In 1660 Louis

XIV married Marie Theresa,

daughter of the King of Spain.

In this reign France became be-

yond Cjuestion the greatest nation

of Europe, not only in art and

manufacture, but in power.

The Louis XI\' style is the ulti-

mate expression of magnificent

royalty. "Le Roi Magnifique," as

the King was called, desired to ex-

ceed in splendor any of the ancient

monarchs of the world.

The Gobelins .Manufactory was

not confined to tapestry weaving

but was a general art factory. The

greatest artists of the world as-

sembled there, under Le lirun, the director of it all.

Parquetry floors became common, lighter colors were

used in decoration, and ever}thing useful was made

beautiful. Aluch gilt and gold were used on walls and

furniture.

The Louis XI\' st_\de is founded on Tlreek rules, but

departs fr(jm them frequently. The principle of the

stvle is the combination of a straight line and a curve.

The Louis XIV style had three periods. First, that i,.,. ,,,„

in which straightness of line and heaviness of form

suggests the Roman. Second, that in which, under I'RIEZE.

CLOCK BY BOULE.

MET.\L W(JkK B\' CAI-F ll-:i.;i.

oak were most frequently used.

Ceilings usually divided by cross

beams, elaborately decorated.

Walls always in panels. Draperies

heavy and rich.

Contemporar}' English styles

were the late Jacobean (Charles I),

the Cromwellian (1653-1659), and

the Queen Anne or Stuart (1660-

I7I4T-

Oak, ebon}-, rosewood and satin-

wood were most frequentlv em-
ployed in furniture making.

In fabrics favor was given to

damasks, velvets of Genoa and

Utrecht, taffeta, pique, cloth of gold,

gauze, silk muslin, satin and tapes-

tr}-. In tapestry the great Gobelins

creations were the most admired. In

these the flat treatments of the old

Flemish tapestr)- weavers were

driven out b\- the more pictorial and

highly colored effects as shown on

page IJ, in which light and shade

and perspective were as naturalisti-

call}- worked out as in an oil paint-

ing. Man\- critics consider these

tapestries inferior to the old Flem-

ish, holding that the picture treat-

ment is less correct in a woven
fabric.

In no style have more diverse qualities of art been

BY LOUIS TESTELIX.
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brought into harmony than in the Louis XIV. It wa.s

this ability to let each man work in his own manner,

and to combine the numerous products thus oljtained

into a harmonious whole that makes Le Ilrun the mas-

ter of all art directors.

There can be little doubt that the court of Louis XI\'.

was nearly, if not quite, as licentious and immoral as

that of Louis XV. The difference lies in the fact that

Louis XI\'. and his reign were so great in other wavs
that the profligacy sinks into a minor place. In the

-J

GOBELI.\ TAPESTRY. LOUIS XR'.

court of Louis XA" the profligac\' is the great feature,

and stands out in startling relief.

It is interesting to note that while in England at this

period decorative art was gradual))' assuming a more

domestic and chaste form, in France it was proceeding

along magnificently royal lines toward the extraA'a-

gances of the rococo.

NOTABLE MEN IN THE PERIOD.

FOREMOST among the names of the Louis XIV period

must be mentioned Charles Le Brun, who was the cre-

ator, or at least manager, of the style. Born at Paris,

1619, he attracted the notice of Cardinal Richelieu when but

eleven years old, and was placed by him under Vouet, the

greatest artist of the day. At fifteen he was given a commis-

sion by the Cardinal which he executed so well that Poussin,

a great artist, took him to Rome in 1642. He spent four years

there, pensioned by the Chancellor of France. When he re-

turned Louis XIV had succeeded Louis XIII and he found

himself a young man in a young man's court.

Le Brun was a thorough courtier, and soon had many

patrons, even ingratiating himself with Cardinal Mazarin, who

had succeeded Richelieu, and who was forcing Colbert upon

the King as minister of finance. Colbert, himself a great

organizer, recognized Le Brun's ability for organization and

attached him to his interests, eventually making him in effect

the absolute dictator of art for all France.

Together with Colbert, Le Brun founded the Academy of

Painting and Sculpture at Paris in i6-|8. In 1660, when the

Gobelins works were purchased by Colbert for the King, Le

Brun was made director, and it became the great school for the

manufacture not only of tapestries, but every class of furniture

required in the royal palaces. Thus commanding the indus-

trial arts through the Gobelins and the world of art through

the Academy, of wdiich he successively occupied every official

position, Le Brun imprinted his own character on all that

GOUElJ.x T.\l'l-:S"l K'l'. LOUIS XIV.

was produced in France during his life, and e\en left an im-

pression on the work of later decorati\'e artists.

His talent was emphatic and pompous. So, also, was the

character of Louis XIV, and all life in France at that period,

and, therefore, Le Brun was especially fitted to be the art

e.xponent of the time.

His work was of all varieties. Pie designed draperies for

funeral occasions and for triumphs, planned the decoration of

palaces, executed cartoons for tapestries, painted pictures, de-

signed in tirass and silver, engra\ed on steel and modeled for

the sculptor. His decnrations for Louis XIV's triumphal entry

into F'aris so pleased the monarch that he eominissioned Le

Brun to undertake the great .Alexander series of paintings,

and when the first was completed in 1662, Louis immediately

ennobled the artist and gave him a pension of 12,000 livres.

From that date Le Brun was supreme, and all that was un-

dertaken in decoration of the royal palaces was under his

direction. Efpially great artists served him as apprentices

serve a master.

By the death of Crilbert, in 16.S3. Le Brun lost his best

friend. Lu\'nis, the new minister of public works, showed

Le Brun, who was now sixty-four years old, no favor, and

even the support of the King availed nothing. He was dis-

placed by Mignard, and the fall from his artistic despotism

to a subordinate position so aft'ected him that he was taken

ill and died February 22, 1690.

Ale.x.vndre.—Historical painter, employed at Gobelins.

Angl'iers, Fr,\n(;ois (i6o4-i65g).—Distinguished sculptor.

Ancuiers, Michel Andre (T612-1686).—Distinguished

sculptor, brrither of Frangois .-Vnguiers.

Anguiers, WiLLi/\Ar.— Brother of above, born 1628, died

1708. One of the colony of painters employed by Le Brun at

the Gobelins Works, 1666. He also painted numerous dec-

orations.

.Aui)R.-\N, Cl.\ude.—Born 16,19, died 1686. a painter and carver

of metal. He executed many decorations in relief and in

bronze, silver and gold, and was one of the painters of his-

torical subjects employed at the Gobelins.

Audr.'\n. Ger.ard.—Brother of Claude, born 1640, died 1703,

was an engraver of considerable celebrity.

B.MLEY.—A painter of miniatures, employed at the Gobelins.

Ballin, Claude.—Born 1614. died 1678. A celebrated worker

in metal, designed and executed many of the best vases, etc.,

of Louis XIII and XIV periods. L'nfortunately, they were

nearly all destroyed by the mob during the French revolution.

He was employed at the Gobelins.

B.-\udoin.—Painter, one of the Gobelins colony.

Berain, J. Charles.—Born 1636, died 1711. The greatest

designer and decorati\'c artist nf his day. His talent was spent
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in designs for every purpose, metal work, wall panels, furni-

ture, tapestry borders, etc.

BoELS.—A painter of animals, employed at the Gobehns.

BoNNEMER.—Worked imder Le Brun as a painter of his-

torical events.

BosSE, ABR.\H.\M.^Born 1611, died 1678. Painter and arch-

itect.

BouLE, Andre Charles.—Born 1642, died 1732. An archi-

tect, painter, designer and cabinetmaker, but best known as the

originator of the tortoise shell veneered furniture with brass

inlay.

BouRGiGNON.—One of the Goliclins cr^lony of painters.

Boussonnet-Stell.x.—Historical painter. One of Le Brun's

assistants.

Brandri.—An Italian cabinetmaker, employed at the Gobe-

lins, working with Goletti.

BuYSTER, Philltpee.—.\ sculptor employed first by Louis

XIII, then by Louis XIV. He died 16S8.

Caffieri, Piiileippe.—Born at Rome 1607, died 1689. Be-

ginning life as a wood carver, he was invited to Paris by Le

Brun, and became one of the Gobelins group, and became the

greatest metal carver the world has known, making furniture

mountings especially. He also carved in wood and marble.

Le Clerc, Sebastian.—Born i6,s7. One of the great en-

gravers.

Le Compte, Louis.—Born 1639, died 1694. A sculptor. He
executed numerous works at Versailles and elsewhere.

CoRNiELLE, Michael.—Historical painter at the Gobelins.

CoRNiELLE, THE YouNGER.—Assistant to Michael.

CouuANT.— Painter, employed at the Gobelins.

CousTON, Nicholas.—Born 1658, died 1733. Sculptor. His

work is at Versailles and elsewhere.

CoYPEL, Noel.—Born 1628, died 1707. Celebrated painter.

While a member of the Gobelins colony he painted furniture

panels and designed tapestries. He also did numerous decora-

tions at Versailles.

CoYPEL, Antoine.—Employed as historical painter at the

Gobelins.

CoYSEVox, Antoine.—Born 1640, died 1720. One of the

greatest sculptors of the period.

Cucci, DoMENico.—One of the great cabinetmakers, a ri\al

of Boule and Caffieri. He moved from Rome to Paris in 1662.

Dagley.—Introduced into France the secret of Japanese

lacquer and began making it at Gobelins 1713. Called vernis

de Gobelins.

D'Aviuer.—Designer and architect. Interior detail designs,

etc.

De Cotte, R.—Born 1656, died 1735. Cabinetmaker, designer

and successor to Mignard as head of Gobelins in 1695.

DESJARDIN.S, Martin.—Celebrated sculptor, died 1694.

Dubois.—Painter of figures and ornaments for the Gobelins

factory.

DuQUOY.—Painter of historical subjects. Gobelins.

Edelinck, Gerard.—Birth unknown, died 1707. An en-

graver.

De Fontenay.—Painter of figures at the Gobelins.

Francakt, J.— Painter of ornaments and decorations, and

designer.

G^NOELS, Abr.nham.—Born .Antwerp 1640, died 1723.

Painter. Went to Paris 1662 and joined Gobelins colony. Ex-

ecuted many famous decorative paintings and tapestry cartoons.

GiLLOT, Claude.— Painter. Master of Watteau. Born 1673,

died 1722. Chiefly excelled a> ;i designer of satyrs, f.auns and

grotesques.

LdL'IS -\I\' cm.mr.

Girardin, pRANCois.^Born 1628, died 1715. Celebrated

sculptor. Work may be seen 111 Louvre, the Trianon and Ver-

sailles.

GoLETTi.—.\n Italian cabinetmaker employed at the Gobe-

lins.

GuERiN, Gii.LES.— Born 1609, died 1678. Sculptor, worked

in Louvre from designs by Sarazin, at Versailles and elsewdiere.

Hervier.—Painter of figures and animals at Gobelins.

Le Hongre, Etienne.—Sculptor, worked in Louvre and at

Versailles.

PIou.vsSE.—Historical painter at the Gobelins.

Hou2e.\u, Jacques.—Born 1624, died 1691. Sculptor, aided

in A'ersailles decnrations.

HuVGE.NS.— .\ Hollander, called to Paris by Le Brun, and

celebrated for his lacquer work,

Jouvenet, Jean.— Rorn 1664, died 1717. One of the painters

employed at \'ersailles.

Keller, Je,\n J.\cnui-;s,—Birth uncertain, died 1700. A
founder. Cast many hrnnze statues and decorative pieces un-

der the direclinn nf Le Brun,

Lefebvke,— Painter emplnyed at the Gobelins.

Lemoyne.—Ornamental painter. One of Gobelins colony.

Ler.\mb.\ui.t, Louis.—Born 1620, died 1670. Sculptor.

De Lkiiekie.— Figure painter employed at Gobelins.

Loir, .Alexis,—Born 1630, died 1713, Painter, He devoted

some nf his time to the decoralion of furniture.

Loir, Nicol.xs.—Born 1624, died 1670. One of the Gobelins

coliiny. Celebrated decciralm- and painter. Many of the beat

tapestry borders are by him.

Mace. J,— Cabinetmaker,

Marot, D,\nikl,— Celebrated cabinelniaker, clocks, mantels,

sidewalls .and designer draperies, etc,

D'.Antin, Due,
—
"Manager of Gobelins in connection with

De Cotte until 1736, Succeeded Le Brun,
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Marot, J. AND G.—Two well-known cabinetmakers.

De Marsy, Balthazar.—Born 1628, died 1674. A worker

in stncco and wood and metal carver, employed by Le Erun.

He assisted his brother Gaspard.

De Mar.sy, Gaspard.—Born 1624, died 1681. Occupation as

above, but Gaspard was the better artist.

Masson.— Painter of architectural details at Gobelins.

Matthieu.—Historical painter. One of the Gobelins colony.

MiCLioNNE, F. F. DE.—One of the Italian cabinetmakers

brought to France by Colbert.

L(.)UIS XIV TACLE. CL.VS.'SIC EFEECT.

MiGNARD.—Succeeded Le Brun as director of Gobelins in

1689. He died in 1695.

MoNTAGNE.— Painter of historical subjects at the Gobi )ins,

MoRAND, P. DE V.—Cabinetmaker, celebrated for his clock-

cases.

McsNiER.—Painter of historical subjects at the Gobelins.

De Melum.—Painter of historical subjects at the Gobelins.

MoNNOYER, Jean Baptiste.—Born 1634, died it'x)g. Painter

of floral decorations.

NivELON.—Designer employed at the Gobelins.

Le Notre, Andre.—Born 1613, died 1700. De.-igner of the

parks of Versailles and the Trianon.

Oppenord, Jean.—A great cabinetmaker. Went to Paris

1679.

Orky.—Succeeded D'Antin as a director of Gobelins factory.

Paillet.— Painter of historical subjects, employed at Gobe-

lins.

Parent.—Painter of ornament. One of the Gobelins colony.

De Passe, C.—Cabinetmaker. His son also a cabinetmaker.

Pattigny.—A designer employed at the Gobelins.

Le Pautre, J.—One of the great clockmakers. Born 1617.

died 1682. Designer interior decorations, etc.

Le Pautre, Pierre.—Designer interiors, sidewalls, etc.

PoERSON.—Historical painter employed at Gobelins.

Poissant, Thiebaut.—Born 1605. Architect and sculptor.

His work is in all Louis XIV's palaces.

Revel.—Painter of historical subjects, employed at Gnbclins.

Resnaudon.—One of the Gobelins group. Historical painter.

Saint-Andre.—Historical painter, Gobelins colony.

Silvestre, Lsh.vel.—Born 1620. The greatest engraver of

the time.

SiMO.x.—Historical painter at the Gobelins.

Sarazin, Jacques.—Born 1590, died 1660. Celebrated

sculptor.

De SfiVE, Elder and Younger.—Painters, employed at

Gobelins.

Test.alin, Louis.—Born 1615. Decorative painter. Did

many cartoons for sculpture and tapestry.

Testalin, Henry.—Born 1616. Portrait painter, employed

at Gobelins.

Tubi, Jean Baptiste.—Born 1635, died 1700. An Italian.

Worked under Le Bruiu

Van Cleve, Cornielle.—Born of Flemish family, 1645, died

1732. Sculptor in wood, metal and marble.

Van der Meulen, Adam-Franz.—Born at Brussels 1634,

died 1690. A painter. One of the Gobelins colony. His best

w'ork is at Versailles.

\^.\N Ostb.vl, Gerard.—Born at Antwerp 1594, died 1668.

Celebrated sculptor.

Verdier.—Historical painter employed at Gobelins.

W.ARiN, Jean.—Born 1695, died 1672. Decorative and figure

sculptor.

YvART, Baudren.—Painter, had charge of models and de-

signs at Gobelins. Designed many cartoons for tapestries.

Died 1728.

Yv.\rt, Joseph.—Son of Baudren, succeeded his father on

the latter's death.

LOUIS XIV TABLE WITH ROCOCO IXFI.UEXCE.
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WALL DF.CORAJIOX BY WATTEAU.

THE REGEXCY STYLE,
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LOUIS XVI. BOULE. REGE-X-CV. LOUI-S X\'.

THE REGENCY

1715-1723

THE Regency—\vhat and when was it? What
place does it occup}- in decoration, and how

came there to be such a style? Briefly it was one

of those transitions or intermediate stvles that always

connect great style periods. The Regency is the con-

necting link between Louis XIV and Louis XV.
When Louis XIV, the magnificent or the grand,

as his subjects well called him, died in 1715, the

direct successor to the throne was his great grand-

son, a boy of five )-ears. Clearly such a lad was
unfit to rule the mighty nation France then was, and

a regent was appointed to rule in his stead until the

little King should be old enough to handle the reins

himself. Thus it happened that for eight years his

uncle, Philip, Duke of r)rleans, was the real head

of the French government, and these years, 171 5 to

1723, are the regency period, a period that for ex-

travagant expenditure is notorious. As far as the

decorative work of the period is concerned it mav
almost be said that it was "not worth the price."

A fairly clear idea of the difference between the

Regenc)' and the styles preceeding and succeeding it

may be had by studying the table legs at the head of

this page. The Regency is plainly a stepping stone

between the classical Renaissance style of Louis XIV
and the true Rococo of Louis XV. It loses the dig-

nity and classical strength of Louis XIV, and does

not reach the gracefully elaborate richness of Louis

XV, and yet, in many instances it is charming.

It has been said that the Regency style was the

work of two men, Watteau and Oppenort : AVatteau

for painted wall decoration and Oppenort for design

of every sort. Certainly "W^atteau was the greatest

painter of the day, and his idyllic shepherdesses and

attenuated decorative borders and details mark the

style, while nine-tenths of the design of the period,

whether in stucco, wood or metal, emanated from

the brain of Oppenort.

The Regenc}- period extended from 1715 to 1723.

Antoine Watteau died 1721, when in the fullness of

his genius, at the age of thirty-seven, and the period

of his best work practical!}- coincides with the Re-

gency period. He was the link between Louis XIV
and Louis XV ; the style of the former period was
dignified and noble ; Watteau was light, coquettish

and graceful; Louis X\' style was sensuous and

profligate.

Jean Antoine Watteau was born at A'alenciennes

in 1684, and had earl_\- a passion for painting ; but

as his parents were poor they were unable to give

him a proper art education, and he studied under an

obscure artist in his own city. In 1702, however, he

connected himself with a scene painter and went to

Paris, wdiere they worked at their trade for a short

while. Soon, however, Watteau found himself alone

and destitute. He worked in the shops for a scanty

wage, and his art would probably have been unknown
had he not met Claude Gillot. a painter and engraver

of grotesque and fanciful figures. Gillot conceived

such a friendship for Watteau that he took him into

his house, gave him information and initiated him
into the mystery of his style. In his decorative work
Watteau never departed greatl}' from the lightness

of Gillot, although he soon surpassed his master.

It was probably in 1707 that W^atteau left Gillot

and took emplo_\'nient under Claude Audran, who
became one of the famous decorators of the Regencv

period. Audran was custodian of the Luxembourg
palace and was engaged in decorating it, and Wat-
teau was employed to insert the small figures in

Audran's dainty gold and white designs. He also

assisted Audran in decorating the houses of manv
persons of prominence.

While decorating the Luxembourg, Watteau had

an opportunitA' to studv the beautiful Rubens ];)aint-

ings there, copying some of them, and he admired
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ANTOIiXE WATTEAU. I-ROAI A I'AIXTLXG 1!V IllilSI-Xl'.

them so genuinely that he decided to become an his-

torical painter. I'Vom Ruben's \vorl< lie secured an

admirable system of color.

Fortunately for his fame, he discij\'ered that his-

torical painting was not his forte, and he struck out

a new and orig'inal st\'le, in which he accjuired a last-

ing reputation, and which has given rise to thousands

of imitators, but never an etiual. His subjects are

usually comic conversations, musical parties, balls,

masciuerades, gallant or pastoral subjects, which he

designed correctl}' and with admirable ease and nat-

ural grace. His name has been given to the dainty

st_\de that is best illustrated h\' the reproduction on the

opposite page, or by the \vall decoration on page 40

for which he designed the border also.

His colormg is said to be fresh and splendid. The
figures have a peculiar grace in the airs of the heads

and the attitudes and actions. The national French

taste pervades all his productions. Some one, Horace

W'alpole, we believe, has said that not only his shep-

herdesses hut his ver_\- shee]) are coquettes, and it is

this pleasant coquettislmess that has made his work so

popular.

During the Regenc}' peri(jd Watteau found abun-

dant employment, even the regent giving him com-

missions t(.i execute, but he did nothing directl}' for

the king, Louis X\'. Watteau was not a courtier.

In temperament he was exactly the opposite of the

lightness of his paintings. He was often mclanchol}',

usuall}- impoverished and sul)jcct to fits of dejection.

In seeking for the cause of this, we must remember

that he had e-xtremel\' poor health all his life, being a

\ictim of lung disease, and that h\' far the greater

l)art of his short life \^•as spent in povert}' or in work-

ing slavishly for his two masters, (_;illot and Audran,

who paid him pitifulh' poor wages.

As we have said, Watteau was frillo\\'ed by a host

of imitators, of whom Pater was perhaps the best.

There were, of course, other artists engaged in the

work of decoration. Audran assisted Watteau. and

REGENCY WALL DECORATION. BY G. M. OPPENORD.
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GOr.KLINS ]!Y C. AUHKAN. REGENCY TERIOD.

clesig-ncd man_\- of the best Gobelin tapestries of the

period. Gillot's work is also notable, and, like that

of Watteau during the Regency, is composed of mean-

ingless details surrounding im|)Ossibh- aristocratic

shepherdesses or too daint\- ciiurtiers.

Tlie quality of Oppenort's wr.rk ma\- he seen bv

the illustration of a wall decoratinn reproduced in this

article. In parts it suggests tlie departing st}de of

Louis XI\', in ]jarts the coming Rococo. \A'hen he

undertook designs for painted wnW ])anels the\' are

easily mistaken for those of Watteau or Gillot, but

in candelabra, furniture and architectm-e he lacks the

finer touch of grace that characterizes the work of

the Louis XR' designers.

ft may be said that the Regency style was founded

on the art of Eerain, the lightest of the designers of

Louis XIV's court, but that the masters of the Re-

gency diluted the lightness of llerain, thinned the

details, and in place of Berain's carefidl\- considered

proportions adopted arbitrai-y and meaningless phan-

tasies, whose chief merits were their delicac\'.

Berain's st}'le, translated tri ( lerman)', l)ecame the

Barorpie. Continued in France it degenerated into

the Regency.

The Regency marked the final change to comfort-

able house furnishings. Comfort, gaiety, luxurw

cai.)rice, lo\e anrl reckless expenditure ga\e rise to a

periofl of ex(piisiteness and freednm that \-crged

on and often ])assed mere folly.

The contemporar}' English .Style was the Geor-

gian unrler (ieorge I.

FAMOUS MEN OF THE PERIOD.

Abb..\dies, J.4CQUES.—Designer, of the Regency period.

AuDR.AN, Cl.aude.—Born 1658, died 1734. Celebrated painter,

decorator and designer. One of the teachers of Watteau. Did

wall designs, tapestry designs, etc.

CoTELLE.—An interior decorator of the Regency period.

Cressent, Charles.—Born 1685, died 1768. Greatest fur-

niture maker of Regency period ; ranks with Boule for quality

of work. Also designed interior decorations.

De Chamblin, M.—A designer and decorator of the Re-

gency.

Gillot, Claude.—Born 167,^, died 1722. Painter and dec-

orator. One of the masters of Watteau. Chiefly excelled as

designer of fauns, satyrs, grotesques and Chinese effects. De-

signed for Gobelins tapestries, walls, etc.

HuET.—Painter m the style of Watteau.

La Roux.—Interior decorator of prominence.

Le Moyne, Francois.— Decorative painter in Regency style.

Mans art, Hardouin.—Born 1646, died 1708. Architect and

decorator. One of the leading designers of the period. After-

ward architect to Louis XV in 1675.

Meissonier.- Louis X\'.

Oppenord, Gilles.—Sometimes spelled Oppenort. The real

director of styles in the Regency period. Designer of interiors,

metalwork, furniture, etc. An introducer of the Rococo.

Pineau, Nicholas.—Born 1684, died 1754. Designer of

furniture, metalwork and interior decoration. Wood carver.

S^V.^I^;!iS>S».Vd!8At^^t<;tJi^'».;ySx^%.<x.\ ..Sk^,.-K^.SN^N\y^-.v'^N -^-v^

^ ^^^^^^\

REGENCY TANliL. V.\ CT.,\UDE GILLOT.
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ROCOCO WALL PANEL.

LOUIS QUINZE—THE ROCOCO.

1723 to 1774.

LOUIS X\' is remembered for his many mistresses,

his absolutely reckless expenditure of the public

mone)rs and for his disregard of the general welfare

of his common people. The last great king of France,

he used his kingship merely to promote his pleasures

and to increase the gaiety and recklessness of his court.

Of the style which matured in his reign—the Ro-

coco—there are many varying opinions. To some it

appeals, but others condemn it as utterly bad. Those

who would test every art by Greek models find the

Rococo lacking in every good feature, for it has nothing-

whatever in connection with the ancient classic styles.

It was a new style, and a gradual development and,

whatever may be said against it, it admirably met the

requirements of the Court of Louis X\^.

The two ruling spirits of the style were Meissonier

and Boucher. Oppenort, in the regency, had finally

broken away from the Louis XIV style, and Nicholas

Pineau and others had, in furniture, etc., produced

quantities of the most atrociously curved and twisted

designs. Meissonier brought more talent to his work

than was to be found in any of the regency designers.

He was, in a way, a forerunner of the modern

"beauty for beauty's sake" enthusiasts. He threw aside

all pretence of giving a meaning to decoration—if he

evolved a beautiful efifect he was content and it must

be said to his credit that he was a thorough master of

his art. The Rococo of Meissonier is always graceful.

His shell-like curves are things that have been the des-

pair of later workers, for they have a life and grace of

their own that was greater than their mere form. In

other hands his grace becomes heavy and ridiculous or

light and silly.

Boucher was the great painter of the day, and his

art was voluptuous—often almost indecently so—as

was to be expected of the favorite of a profligate court.

There were, as a matter of course, in so long: a reig"n,

many other designers and artists, each with his own
peculiar turn of the style, but above them all ]\Ieissonier

and Boucher stand as masters.

The Rococo st_\de, as introduced by Meissonier was
an evenly l)alanced arrangement of fanciful shell work,

but he soon developed the contrasted balance that is

one of the striking features of the style. In this

method the shell scrolls seem to be placed without re-

gard to balancing one side with the other. A scroll

on the left of a panel will curve upward while that

on the right will curve downward, while the middle

decoration points to one side or the other. And yet

the completed decoration has an effect of balance that is

delightful. The secret is that instead of balancing

identical details Meissonier balanced masses. Perhaps

an idea of this may be given by comparing these de-

signs to a beautiful yacht. In a yacht the bow and

stern are dissimilar while the mast rises at an angle,

and yet the boat, whether at rest or in motion gives
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Design for Parlor Suite. Louis XV.

the idea an impression of perfect balance. So with the

eccentric balanced art of JMeissonier.

And it must never Ije forgotten that the Rococo,

while a development, was a forced growth. It was

desired to produce a new st}le, and it had to be a

st)de to harmonize with the court. As an arl:iitraril_\'

created st}-le the Rococo is one of the wonders of the

art world.

An interest in the art of China and the Far East

aided the cause of the contrasted Ijalance, and it is to

the credit of the Rococo designers that thev absorbed

much Chinese art without giving forth anv of the gro-

tesqueness that afflict some Chippendale examples.

Briseaux and Blondel, later in the reign of Louis

XV, still further varied the Rococo by introducing

more straight lines. The long narrow moulding panels

with Rococo corners and cornices are due to them. Cu-

villes, another designer, was more eccentric and leaned

toward the Chinese style, particularly in applied deco-

ration in furniture, etc.

Two Louis XV Drai-'eries. Shdwixc I'sE OF Cornices.
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LOUIS XV. OVAL RECEPTION ROOAL
DESIGNED BY G. RE1[0N.
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In color, gold was abundantly used in connection

with white, and large mirrors were ever^'where, reflect-

ing the brilliance of the decorations. Lilac, lemon,

jonquil, pale sky blue, light rose, gray, and other deli-

cate tones were the favorites, in distinct contrast to the

strong colors of the Louis XIV.
Whatever may be said against the Louis XV fur-

LOUIS X\'. BY LEXOIR.

niture—that it abandons the proper lines in construc-

tion, that it is over ornamented or ridiculous—it

must be admitted that in abandoning stateliness for

luxury the king brought into ].)eing the comfortable

modern furniture. At the lieginning of his reign chairs

were so stately as to be almost immovable, and the

case furniture was unutterably heavy. These great

pieces suited the magnificent halls of Louis XIV', Ini't

Louis X\' and his court preferred daint}', small rooms.

Manv of the immense halls were partitioned off into

smaller rooms, and, in general, the life of the day, in-

stead of centering in the state halls, made its home in

the boudoirs, and the smaller and more comfortable

pieces of furniture came into being. Madame I'ompa-

doi.ir even went so far as to insist on the introduction

of over-stuffed furniture, that the uttermost luxury

might be secured.

The \'ernis-]\Iartin dates from this period, having

had its birth in a desire to equal the lacquer of the

Chinese. Caffieri, one of the greatest makers of metal

furniture mounts, produced during this period ormolu

work that has never been equalled, although in Gou-

thiere he had a worthy rival.

In drapery work the designs followed the style close-

1}-. Cornices were used at all windows, and the va-

lances followed the Rococo as closely as could be in

fabrics. Lace curtains were used by the very wealthy,

all lace of the period being hand made. Bed draperies

became lighter and more luxurious, and the bolster

roll was introduced. Tapestries became more frivolous

in design and softer in color. Every variety of ricn

fabric was used, but damasks, brocades and embroid-

eries were the favorites, velvets being less used than

in the previous reign.

LOUIS XV. BY LEXOIR.

All the panels that were formed by the Rococo wall

decorations were filled with scenes tvpical of love

—

cupids, flowers, etc.—and the ceilings usually bore

clouded sky effects in w hich cupids, mythological nude
figures, etc., disported themselves.
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DL\NA AT THE BATH. 1]Y BOl'CHER.
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ness pervades most of his work, 1>ut he had great

dehcacy of color and grace of style. He painted over

i.ooo pictures, and made at least 10,000 designs. He
died at Paris May 30, 1770.

To Boucher is due the introductiijn of the oval

medallion or frame which has never since his day been

entirely absent from French decorative art. During the

Louis XV. period it was used not only in the Gobelins

tapestries (see illustration page 50), but in the decora-

tion of Sevres china. The oval medallion had, of a

certainly, been used l:)efore his da_\', Init not so univer-

sally, the Le JJrun tapestries having a straight, frame-

like border. It is noticealile that in Louis XI\'. tapes-

tries the picture is more important than the decoration,

while in Louis X\'. the picture is only an accessory to

the decorative effect.

NOTES.

LOUIS X\'. reignefl, including the Regency, fift\--

nine years, Cjuite sufficient time for a frivolous

style like the Rococo to develop and reach its climax.

He married, in 1725, JMarie, daughter of the dethroned

King of Poland. His extravagance left the kingdom

impoverished and discontented, and led to the revolu-

tion.

The five notable mistresses of the King were AIadan:e

de Pompadour, Madame clu Barry, Madame de Mailh',

Countess de X'intimille and Madame de la Tournelle.

LOUIS XV CANOPY. BY LEXOIK.

J. A. Meissonier was the leader of the Rococo school

:

F. A. Boucher of the voluptuous nude art : Caiifieri the

leading metal mount maker ; C)eben the leading cabinet

maker.

LOU[S -W KUO.M. DESIGXICD IIY II. LL'SCH.
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OVAL SALON IN THE HOTEL SOUBISE, PARES,
AND A FEW ROCOCO DETAILS.
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DESK 01-' KIXG LOUIS X\'.

Stuffed and spring upholstered furniture first be-

came widely used in the Louis XA'. period.

Lnitations of Chinese and Japanese art were popular,

but they were mere imitations, not catching- the true

Oriental spirit. Cabinets in Chinese lacquer were
numerous. Vernis Alartin ( Alartin's \'arnish ) became
very fashionable. Large mirrors were used e\-ery-

where possilde.

White and gold seems to have been a favorite bed-

room coml)ination. Xo strong colors were used in

decoration. Soft tones predominate. Xatural floral

and richly colored bird designs were often used on soft

color grounds in decorative stuffs.

The boudoir was the real micleus of French life in

the Louis X\ . period. Alan)- ladies received visitors in

bed, but not to be received at least in the boudoir \\-as

equivalent to Ijeing kept standing in the entry at the

present time. Consequently the boudoir was one of the

most elegantly furnished rooms of the house.

Twin beds were first introduced in the Louis XV.
period. Lambrequins became popular. The commode
came into great demanrl. The caljriole leg, or leg with
a pronounced knee cur\-e, \\-as an indispensable feature

of chairs, haniges and taljles. The armchair (fauteuil)

and cabriolet or ordinary chair were alwa^-s cii suite

or of the same st}-le.

Many times we hear it said that the Rococo is the

only style since the <_iothie that is not based on
the Greek. Like many other things \\-c hear frequentlv

this is an error. The Roci-ico is not only based on
the Greek, but every master of the Rococo period

prided himself on the fact that the Rococo was not a

new stxle l)Ut merely a variation of decoration as ap-

plied tr) the five classic orders. The Rococo was not
an entire creation but merely a variation of the Re-
naissance. It had its birth in the shell work of the

Renaissance, and it must be classed with the other

(jreek derivatives.

The contemijorary English st\-le \\-as the Georgian.
The Chippendale furniture is, much of it, based on
modified Rococo details.

ROrnro WALT. IWXLL AT \-LKSAliLLS.
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ROCOCO, A GKRMAN EXAMPLE. ROOM IX CASTLE AT BRUCHSAL.
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ROCOCO CEILIXG MOTIVE.

TABLE OF FRENCH NUMERALS.

FOR the convenience of those who may not at all

times be quite sure of the French numerals when

they are given in words instead of in the usual Roman
letters, we give here a short table of the numerals used

in connection with the names of the French Kings :

—

I or First, as Frangois I or Frangois Premier.

II or Two. as Henri II or Henri Deu.x.

III or Three, as Henri III or Henri Trois.

IV or Four, as Henry IV or Henri Ouatre.

VIII or Eight, as Charles ATII or Charles Huit.

IX or Nine, as Charles IX or Charles Neuf.

XI or Eleven, as Louis XI or Louis Onze.

XII or Twelve, as Louis XII or Louis Douze.

XIII or Thirteen, as Louis XIII or Louis Treize.

XI\' or Fourteen, as Louis XIV or Louis Ouatorze.

XV or Fifteen, as Louis XV or Louis Ouinze.

X\T or Sixteen, as Louis X\T or Louis Seize.

X\TII or Eighteen, as Louis XVIII or Louis Dix-

huit.

It will be noticed that no queens have been direct

monarchs of France. This is owing to the Salic Law,

which confined the succession to the males only.

Some kings have been given complimentary or un-

complimentary surnames, either by their contemporaries

or by posterity. The best known of these are often

used in place of the numeral.

NOTED NAMES, LOUIS XV. PERIOD.

Bloxdel, Jacijces Francois.—Born 1705. died 1774, Archi-

tect to Louis XV. 1755. Designed largely in Rococo style of

the more refined character. Was one of the first to establish

a school of architecture in France.

Boucher.— See page 50 for full account,

BtdSEAUx, Charles Etienne.—Born 1680, died 1754. Archi-

tect and interior designer in the Rococo style. His work is

graceful and notable for long panels with straight sides and

only moderate curvature at top. Published several works on

design.

THOROUGHLY ROCOCO LOUI.S X\'. COXSOLE.

LOUIS XV. .STYLES, SHOWIXG LITTLE ROCOCO.

Caffieri, Jean Jacques.—Born 1723, died 1792. One of

the greatest makers of ormolu metal mounts. Worked largely

under Oeben. His work appears on much of the finest furni-

ture of the Lonis XV. period.

Cochin, Charles Nicholas.—Born 1715. died 1790. Noted

designer and engraver. Was a strenuous opponent of the

Rococo style.

CuE.MER.—Well known cabinet maker, worked largely in

artificially colored marquetry.

Cressent, Charles.—Born 1685, died 1768. Greatest furni-

ture maker of his day. Designer of clocks, wall decorations,

etc. Maker of marquetry. Was cabinet maker to the Regent.

CuviLLiES, Francois he.—Bom i6g8, died 1767. One of the

greatest Rococo designers. .A.rchitect and engraver. His

decorations ran to the extreme style, much like the illustra-

tion on page 45.

Du Barry, Countess.—Born 1746, died 1793. The notori-

ous mistress of Louis XV. Famous for her lavishness. Was
the real ruler of France during latter part of the reign.

GotiTHiERE.

—

\ rival of Cafiieri in making ormolu mounts
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for furniture, etc. His work in metal mounts is not only

exquisite in style but well made.

Lancret, Nichol.^s.—Born i6yo, died 17.^3. Decorati\e

painter in the style of Wattcau.

jMartin, Simon Etienne, Guilliame, Jlilien and Rodekt.-

Thcse brothers were the makers and introducers of the famous

Vernis Martin, a clear lacquer specked with gold, and of some

forty other lacquers in the Chinese and Japanese style. To
thenr was given in 1744 the e-xclusive right to make relief

work in lacquer for twenty years.

Meissonier^ Jules Aurele.—Born 1695, died 1750. The rcai

leader of the Rococo style under Louis XV. He carried the

style to the utmost extravagance. Was a goldsmith, painter,

architect, interior decorator and designer. His art is based

on the graceful curve as opposed to the straight line. He
studied in Italy. Issued a book of designs, now very rare.

Xatore, Charles Joseph.—Born 1700, died 1777. Painter

in the style of Boucher's voluptuous classic nudes. Many of

his pictures were used over doors in Rococo panels, etc.

Oeben.—Died about 1756. A pupil of Boule and one of the

greatest cabinet makers of his day. Dc\'Oted his time prin-

cipally to fine marquetry. Caffieri and Duplessis were his as-

sistants. Madame du Pompadour and Louis XV. were among

his leading patrons and his work was used in all their great

mansions.

Oudry, Jean Baptiste.—Born 1686, died 1755. Noted ani-

mal and historical painter. Court painter to Louis XV. and

superintendent of Beau\-ais and Gobelins factories. He de-

signed a famous series of tapestries representing La Fontaine's

fables.

P.-\TTiE, Pierre.—Born 1723, died 1812. His interiors are

simpler than the earlier Rococo workers, and more nearly ap-

proached the Louis XVI. in style. He almost entirely rejected

the Rococo shell work.

Pompadoltr, Marquise de.—Born 1721, died 1764. One of

the notorious mistresses of Louis XV. Noted for her influence

EXTRAV.\G.\.\'l'L^' ROCOCO LOUIS XV.

in matters of state, decoration and society between 1745 and

1764.

Riesener, Jean Francois.—Born 1735, died 1806. Cabinet

maker, noted for his fine marquetry work—inlay in deep tones

on mahogany.

Roentgen, David.—Great marquetry and furniture maker.

Rival of Riesener. He used lighter colors and gayer tones,

but also used maho.gany as a ground.

RouEO.—Celebrated cabinet maker. Published a valuable

book on the art of woodworking.

SouEiSE.—The Prince de Soubise was a close friend of

Louis XV. and Pompadour. The Palais Soubise, which was

decorated between the years 1704 and 1760, by Germain Boff-

rand and others, is considered one of the best examples of the

Louis XV. style. See page 53.

THREE LOUIS XV PIECES. GOOD EXAMPLES OF CABRIOLE LEG.
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CROWNED 1774.

LOUIS XVI, KING OF FRANCE
DEPOSED 179J.
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THREE WELL-KNOWN TYPES OF LOUIS XVL CHAIRS.

LOUIS XVI

1 774-1 792

LOCIS XVI (Louis Seize) was the grandson of

Louis XV, and succeeded liim as King of

France in 1774. Lie was born August 23, 1754, mar-

ried Marie Antoinette of Austria in 1770, was deposed

1792 and guillotined in 1793. His actual reign was

about eighteen years.

Like every great st}le, that known as the Louis

X\T was based on something deeper than the mere

desire on the part of the decorators to create a new

form of decoration. It had its origin in the court life

of the daA' and was the visible expression of a new

philosophy that arose at the time. How did it happen

that a florid, over-elaborated, showy style like the

Louis X\' was followed b)- one so chaste and simple

as the Louis X\l? A very quick glance at the social

aufl political life of these two reigns will explain it

quite easil}'.

Louis XI\' was a king in every sense. He ruled

France, built up her prosperity and aspired to be as

great as the great kings of antique Rome. The Louis

XI\' st_\'le is therefore strong and classical.

Louis XA', his successor, was a spendthrift and

dissipated in luxury the prosperity luiilt up by his

predecessor. His court was extravagant, immoral and

utterly careless of the good of the French people.

His five mistresses are workl-famous. "After me, the

THESE PIECES ILLUSTRATE THE CHANGE IN STYLE DURING TPIE REIGN OF LOUIS X\'L TH.\T ON THE LEFT WAS
MADE EARLY TN HIS REIGN AND RET.UNS THE LOUIS XW CHARACTER.
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LOUIS XVI. DESIG-X FOR SElII-CtRCULAR CORNICE.

flood," he said, and when he died he left the nation

tax-burdened and ready for revolt. The life of his

court is well reproduced in the voluptuous, cxtraA'a-

gant Rococo stvle. It was over this tax-burdened

France that Louis XA'I and ]\Iarie Antoinette were to

reign—a king with good intentions, but with little force

of character, and a cjucen with force of character, but

no means of making it felt.

France was in bad condition. It was apparent that

the voluptuous philosophy of the preceding reign was

wrong : that feudalism and absolute monarchism were

outgrown, and that a new philosophy must succeed

the old. The court was ready to tr)- experiments.

Into this easily persuaded court came the writings

of Rousseau—"Le Contrat Social," etc., the "Paul and

X'irginia" of St. Pierre, and other works of similar

tenor. All of these were based on the idea that man
in his original state was perfect : that government

must be based on mutual agreement between the ruler

and the ruled, and that the simple life of early Greece

LOUIS X\T. GOLD SCONCE.

best embodied the idea of good government. All these

books were eagerly read and the court tried to be sim-

ple and natural. But how could men and women
raised in luxury take up the life of shepherd and shep-

SALON IN LOUIS NVJ. STYLE. PARIS.
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MARIE AXTOIXETTE, OUEEX OF FRANCE.

herdesses ? They did the best they could and repro-

duced the shepherd Hfe as it was shown in the roman-

tic novels and in the pastoral plays of the day. They

were shepherds and shepherdesses in laces, silks, tight

stays and high-heeled shoes. In short, they played

at being simple and natural and only attained a de-

lightfully charming artificiality in their daily life.

This, done into fabric and decoration and wood, is

the Louis XVI style.

When the court awoke to the fact that playing at

simplicity was not the true way to reform the abuses

of an outgrown form of government, it was too late.

Their pretty dream was ended b\' the guillotine of the

starving people of Paris.

Artistically considerefl, the Louis X\T is a de-

based Greek style, but its debasement is so charming

that it can be forgiven, and even admired. It is :i

chaste st}de, but if the original Greek art had tlie

chastenefs of a strong man, that of Louis XA'I was

the chasteness of a pretty maiden, well gowned and

coquettish.

No other style has ever deserved so well the term

"daint^'." In fact, it seems a particularly feminine

style. If we may make such a simile we might liken

the Louis XIV to a man; the Louis XV to a man

and (we blush to say it) a woman, and the Louis

X\T to a lady.

It has also an appearance of less permanence than

most other st)des, due to the minor part played b}' the

architectural construction. The Greek details used in

the architecture are necessarily light, in order not to

overpower the soft colors of the walls and ceilings or

to stifle the idyllic designs in the fabrics under too

much architectural dignity. As a result the Louis

X\'I ])eriod does not show much originality in archi-

tecture.

During the reign of Louis X\^ the use of meaning-

less and even nonsensical designs in interior decora-

tion and excessive ornamentation reached its zenith.

Surrounded by his many extravagant and licentious

mistresses, fond of brilliant levees and elaborate court

gatherings, the decorative art called into play nat-

urally followed the extravagant tendency, and the

result was a complete tleparture from nature and the

substitution of mythical goddesses and voluptuous

shepherdesses, set in a Rococo environment.

When Louis XA'I became king his more conserva-

tive nature put a stop to most of the court frivolity,

and in connection with the pecuniary troubles of most

of the court followers brought into vogue the highly

decorated boudoir furnishings, doing away almost

entirely with the heavy decorations necessary for large

court affairs.

Eollowing this partial reaction from the preceding

reign, and influenced by the modest taste of Marie

Antoinette, which made itself felt even before she

became queen, decoration under Louis X\'I took a

decided turn toward the classical. The ]iainters fol-

lowed the st\le stinudated through the unearthing of

the 1 lerculaneum and Pompeii ruins earlier in the cen-

tur\ and gained inspirations from works of the school

founded hv Michael Angelo and by reading Tacitus

and Plutarch.

Eollowing the same bent, architects took their ideas

from the classical structures. AA'hile ]ireviousl\' the

TW(.) I'REXell \'.\L.\XeE TREATMENTS.
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decorative schen:es consisted almost entirely of curled

endive scrolls and irregular panels, often of grotesque

aspect, and applied in many instances even to the

gables and cornices, the architects now affected rect-

angular panels with simple mouldings and broken

corners, with a patera or rosette in each and separ-

ated by pilasters of Roman design, the whole follow-

ing out the rectilinear form. In fact, so strong was

the trend toward classical simplicity that many of the

buildings of the Louis XYI period totally lacked any-

thing that would serve to relieve their exterior blank-

ness.

As previously stated, the attention directed to fur-

nishing the boudoir during the time of Louis XVI
created a demand for a lighter style of furniture,

allowing greater possibilities of ornamentation in an

entirely new field. Still following the ideas of the

previous reign this ornamentation was decidedly rich

and the wall decoration was in harmony with the fur-

nishings. But even in this field the classical models

were followed closely and the result was, as in other

branches of decoration, excessively simple where pre-

viously it had been over elaborate.

The scrolls, once so common, were replaced by

straight lines and the carved legs, columns, etc., by

fluted. These flutings were often relieved by quills

and husks partly filling them, some extending from

the bottom part wa}- up, and others from top and

bottom, leaving a space of plain fluting in the center,

the whole modestly decorated with plain gold or gold

mixed with silver, which gave the appearance of red

or green gold. In man\- cases the plain fluted legs

of tables, desks, and cabinets were relieved by stretcli-

ers.

Where panels were possible in harmony with the

design they were filled by studies closely following

nature and chaste grouping of Cupids, but with a total

disregard for the mythical.

The chief furniture and cabinet maker of the period

^vas Reisener, who was established at the Bureau du

Roi, Louvre, and who for twenty years worked for

Marie Antoinette. His chief styles were in marque-

terie, and these were adorned with metal work by

Gouthiere. A commode built by him for the Chateau

de Fontainebleau sold for $20,000, an enormous sum

in those days.

The upholstered furniture was even simpler in de-

sign, with the leg flutings sometimes plain, sometimes

spiral, while in most cases the backs were oval or

rectangular, ornamented at the top with a ribbon tied

LOUIS XVI. DRAPERIES. BY LENOIR.
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TWO LOUIS X\-I. DRAPERIES. TjY LEXOIR.

in a lovers' knot—a dcsig-n quite typical of this period

—and covered with the l)est of Gobelin tapestry in

modest designs.

One of the best examples of fresco and interior

decoration rejiroduced from classical models is the

boudoir of jMarquise de Serilly, a lady-in-waiting to

Marie Antoinette. The main parts of the wall and

ceiling decorations are to be seen at the South Ken-

sington Museum, where they are set up as if in use.

The Gobelin tapestries used so much at this time

consisted of many different styles and grades, the term

Gobelin being erroneously applied to all the products

of the Royal Tapestry Factory, just as I'Arazzi applied

to all Italian fabrics. The chief governors of the

factory in this reign were Taraval and Belli, 1783-

1790.

The advancement of the French classical school of

design received a check in the midst of the reforming

process by the beginning of the RevohUiDii, although

it was partially resurrected during the first of the

Empire period by the masters of the school, man\- of

the chief having survived the turmoil of revolution

after greater or less terms of imprisonment.

Interior decoration in France during the Louis

XVI period reflected more than at an\' other

time the personal style of one or two master decor-

ators.
^

"

An instance of this ma}' be seen in the work of

Pierre Rousseau de la Rottiere, a pupil of Potain.

It was he who decorated the lioudoir and accessories

of ^larie Antoinette, Ijuilt in the space left b}' the

remodelling of the Salle de Reception. This work
stands to the present da\- as a miracle of exquisite

craft and wonderful excellence. Gold was used to

the limit of refinement and bears witness to the reck-

less expenditures of the times, even in the shadow of

revolution. It was used in every "\'ariety of hue from

the pure gold to the lambent sheen of silver, the dec-

orations being broken only by the doors finished to

imitate rosewood.

Even on panels by Jean Simon Bartelenn- represent-

ing "Love assisting at the toilet of Grace," gold is in

|)rofusion, the full gold fading to sih-er as it reaches

the ground ol the frieze, the whole relieved bv groups

in marble by Jacques Philli])])e Beauvais. This work
served as a model for man\" others of the time, a bou-

doir for Marquise de Serill\- planned by the architect,

Ledoux, and executed b}- Lagrenie le jeunc, being

almost an exact coimter])art of it, and numbers of

hotels and chateaux having rooms decorated on the

same plan.

The Rousseau school received a check through the

rise of Jean Demosthene Dugourc, whose works
echoed the rompciian style in its purest ])hase and
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LOUIS XVI DRESSING ROOM
DESIGNED BY G. REMON.
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showed the force of the pseiulo-classic reaction. He
did work for the Duke de Aumont, the Duchesse de

Mazarin, and other notaliles.

It was this influence that obtained for him from

the queen the positions of Dessinateur du Garde-

IMeuble de la Courronne and Intendent des Batiments

de Monsieur in 1784, which, with his control of the

costumes and decorations of the C)pera enabled him to

exercise immense power over the Louis X\T school.

FROM HAMI'KJX'.S, LOXIXJX,

The masterpiece of Dugourc was the (irand Salon a

Coupola at Tlagatelle.

The next decorator to claim a portion of the popu-

lar favor was Mique. In all his panels the desig-n

threads its way along the border line, lea\'ing- the

centre of the panel clear. It was he, who, in con-

junction with Anisson Duper(.in openc<l a factor\- for

the manufacture of wall paper, which up to this time

had only been used in minor decurations.

Throughout all the changes the name of Dugourc
remains as typical of the Louis XVf period, being

s\iionymous to Delafosse, of the Louis X\' school

and Cuvillies of the Regence.

The absence of Gobelins from the x-arious decora-

ti^•e schemes was doubtless owing to the almost utter

lack of art in these fabrics at this period. Art was
replaced b\- commercialism in the (iolielin factor\-

about 1694 wdien fjudry came into control.

Instead of making tapestries to represent La His-

toire du Roi and other historical sulqects, the factorv

turned its attention to such works as Lcs Comediens

de Moliere, Les iMetamorphoses, and illustrations of

fables. Oudry was formerly an animal painter and

insisted on having the colorings in the fabrics corre-

spond exactly to the originals. This made valueless

the years of training and marvellous knowledge of

cijlor effects possessed by the Gobelin workmen.

J'oucher, the successor of Oudry, proved to have

the same ideas, which he carried out to the almost utter

demoralization of the industr\'.

In i/fxj, Audran, Cozetto and Jacques Neilson, a

Scotchman, in connection \\ith Ouemest, all expert

workmen, tried to reform the works. The compensa-

lion was exceedingly low, the rate being high on piece

work, but owing to the care and time necessary to

[he manufacture of art subjects the weekly average

was a verv small amount, the workers on ordinary

fabrics I'cing alile to earn twice as much as the artists.

Tr\-ing to adjust tliis and other matters cost Audran

and Xeilson their jjrivate fortunes and drove Ouemest

to suicide in 177H, owing to bis abilities not being

recognized. The directors of the Gobelin works dur-

ing the reign of I ouis X\^I were Soufflot, 1755-1781 ;

KMI'.IiOIOi'.RI-;!) AXIl .\1'1'LI(.)UI-:, LOUIS XVI. TRi:.\TMENT.

J. 11. Pierre, 1 781-1789; Ch. A. Guillaumont, 1789-

1792: J. Audran, 1702-1793: A. Belle, 1793-1795;
Audran, 1795.

On the opposite page we have collected a number
decorative details quite frequently used in the period

of Louis XVI. The}- will all be easily recognized as

to some extent t\pical of the style in question.

The flowing inidulating ribbon ends and graceful

bowknots are among the most typical of the Louis
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JilRRiJR. LOUIS XVI. STYLE

X\T decorativf bits. Ribbons and bows had been

used for centuries in decoration, Ijut always with a

certain attempted dignity. The Louis X\'I ribbons

and bowknots do not tr_\- to be dignified. Like all

else in that style they merely wish to be dainty, pretty

and graceful, and the designers attempted to give the

ribbons an appearance of motion, as if a breeze shook

the ribbon ends. The result is that Louis X\'I ribbon

ornaments are usuall}- peculiarly crinkled, but they

are no less pleasing on that account.

So, too, we notice in the floral anrl leaf festoons an

attempt to embody lightness and grace, rather than

severity or dignity, and this lightness is gained, not

bv making the festoons and garlands thin and un-

natural, as in the Regency style, but by keeping the

color and shadows light and by neutralizing the nat-

uralh staid lines of the festoon by close juxtaposition

of light, fantastic ribbons.

The Louis X\'I scroll is also a type seen but seldom

LOUIS X\'L PANEL. BY \'AX SLAKXliOXCK

LOUIS XVL DRAPERY.

elsewhere. It is nut a rounded scrcill, ))ut a flattened

scroll, SO that the effect is not that of a circle but

of an ellipse. This is a subtle method of suggesting

the same delicate lightness that seems to have been

tlic main desire of the decorators of that time. A
circle suggests strength or resistance. An ellipse

seeuLs al)out to llatten out or break down, and the idea

of sdmetbing caught while in movement is what the

decorator desired to suggest.

Nearly all the more delicate Greek decorative mould

ings and decorali\c details were freely used. In fact,

the entire Louis X\ I style is an idyllic ( Sreek. It is s.

Greek pastoral, but with the shepherds and shepherd-

esses in full dress. It is an attempt to combine a

classic style with a romantic mode of thought, and the

result is just what might be expected—a daintv, prettv

l)it of play acting in the lives of the people and an

a])propriate stage-setting. The illustration of a panel

b)- \'an S)iaendonck exemplifies the spirit of the style

(luite well.
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NOTES.

THE st}le Louis X\'I was a natural reaction to the

chaste, following a period of exuberant orna-

ment. A salient feature is the introduction of straight

or geometrically curved lines in place of the more free-

hand curves of the Rococo.

In furniture the straight fluted leg, the spirally fluted

leg, and the ribbon entwined leg replaced the florid

cabriole leg of the preceding reign. Chair backs be-

came more simple in outline, sometimes taking the form

of an oval, sometimes straight on three sides. Tapestry

was used largely for chair backs and seats.

The Louis XVI is an evenly balanced style. Its

details are usually in pairs. The medallion, trophy

and cartouche were frequenth- used. Formal flower

bouquets, bows of ribbon, delicate garlands, floral

stripes, light, open scrolls and vase forms were typical

of the style. The cupid, the dove, the arrow and quiver

—all the symbols of chaste love—abounded in decora-

tion.

More than an}' of its predecessors the Louis X\'I

was a style suitable for home life, and yet it was superb

enough for a royal palace. By varying the fabrics and

the amount of detail in tlie decoration it could be made
enormously expensive or to meet the needs of average

wealth. Its show pieces depended on clean beauty

rather than on elaborate effects.

Soft colors are the favorites in this style in America,

but crimson, bright yellow and other brilliant colors

were used in draperies during the period in France.

Here are a few color suggestions : "W'hite and yellow,

crimson and gold, green and white and gold. Green

was far more popular than at present.

The contemporary English st_\de was the Georgian

,

under George III.

Forty.—Designer, engraver and carver in metal. Published

eight volumes of designs. His metal work is, perhaps, the

liest of the period. He worked at Paris from 1775 to 1780.

Fragonard, Honore.—Born 1732, died 1806. Designer and

painter, especially remembered as a designer of dainty bou-

doirs and their decorations.

HuET.—Designer. He did some famous designs for loile de

louv, a \-ery popular sort of printed cretonne, besides numerous

other designs.

L.\LOXDE.—A famous designer of furniture and interiors.

His work was extremely fashionable and was used by the royal

family and the court. His designs are classic in effect, and are

strictly in the style we know as Louis XVI.

Marillier.—Born 1740, died 1808. Designer of flowers, tro-

phies, etc., and of metal trimmings for furniture. His work was

in good style and excellently made.

Petitot.—Designer of interiors and vases in the pure Louis

XVI taste.

PiLLEMENT.—Born 172S, died 1808. Designer of textiles.

One of the ni'ist |irolific workers of the period. He favored

winding" stripes, interlaced ribbons, etc.

Pkieur.—A designer of interiors, ornamental arabesques,

etc.

Ransok.—Designer of furniture, floral decorations and tro-

phies. Great numliers of beds, etc., according to his designs,

were made during the period.

Riesexer, J. H.—One of the two most famous cabinet mak-

ers of the time. He was a German, at first an assistant to

Oeben, to whose shop he succeeded on the latter's death, mar-

rying his widow. AA^as made furniture maker to the King.

Much of his work is from designs by Lalonde.

RdEXTGEX, DAvm.—The rival of Riesener, and one of the

two leading cabinet makers. He. also, was a German, was

patronized by the Queen ]\Iarie Antoinette and removed to

Paris, where he immediately become famous. He worked in

lighter colored woods. Introduced a new style of marquetry.

S.XLEMRIEK.—Ornamental' designer and designer of small

furniture. His work is more ornate than the usual Louis XVI
style.

THE LEADING DECORATORS.

Benemax.—A designer in the se\'erely classic style. His

work is more in the heavy Empire mode than in the lighter

and more graceful Louis XVI.

Boucher, Jcles Fraxcois.— Born 1736, died 1781. Son of

the famous painter. Was a designer of panels, interiors, etc.

His designs are in good taste and are thoroughly in keeping

with the Loin's XVI spirit,

Cauvet.—Born 1731. died 1788. Was a noted designer of

ornaments, arabesques, etc.

Crvn.LiES THE You.vgek.—Born 1734, died 1S05. Designer

of ornamentation. His work is somewhat influenced by the

German style.

Cauvet.—Born 1731, died in 1788. Was a ncited designer iif

every variety of interior decoration, furniture and metal orna-

ment. He is considered one of the leading spirits of the Louis

XVI decorati\'C period, but his work was at times reminiscent

of the Louis XV.

DucouRC.—A well-known designer whose fa\orite orna-

mentation was the quiver and arrows. His work is seen in

se\eral royal palaces.

Fay.—One of the most famous textile and wall pa[ier de-

signers of the period. His work was so typical of the style

that much of the Louis XVI drapery design of to-day is closelj-

copied from his work.

Other Louis XVL Designers, Decorators, Etc.

Bachelier
Beau\'.\is

Beleic,\rt
Berthault
Bertrex
BoXXET
BoSSE
Bour.'VXGER
Ch.\lle
Cn.\RT0x
Choff.\rt

Clodiok
coukture
De Jutllv
De Marte.\u

De Moxtigxw
Desvoyes
De Waii.ly
DnuE
DUMOXT
Dui'r.Essis

Dui'uis
h~()NL,\NIEU

FnSSH'R

AVRIL
Benmax
C.'VRLIK

Cotteau
Denizot
Dubois

Gachet
Greuze
HOUDAX
HnuEL
.I-\CQUES

Jaxel
joLV
L.\ Geay
l.vgrexee
l,\ lorr.mne
La Rue
Le Prixce
LiARn
LUCOTTE
Maroh.vxi)
MoITHEV
MoREAU
MoRE.vu. Jr.

Neufforge
NiCOLET
NiLSOX
X'ORMAXD
Pajou
P.\XXIER

Paxserox
P.\REXT
Pariset
P.\rizeau
Perat-et
Percexet
Pierre
Ponce
POUGET
Ql'EVERIlO

Rexard
RllRERT

Rosseau
Roi'Bo

ScHEEHrAKERS
S.MXT XOX
Saixt Aubin
S.VLY

T.VRAVAL
TiEESAR
Vax Spaekdoxck
ViEN
Watelet.

Other Cabinet Makers.

(iOUTHIERE
LELEir
Levasseur
Montigxy
Levasseur
MOXTIGX"!'

Pafrat
Saunter
ScHWERDFEGER
Stockel
Weisweiler.
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CH GCUnVNlLLEV.

LOUIS XVI DRAPERY. BY LEGRIEL, PARIS
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TAPESTRY. nlRECTOIRF. PERIOD.

THE DIRECTOIRE

1795-1799

THE Directoire St_\-le, or, to use plain English, the

style of the Directorate, is the connecting link

Ijetween the Louis XVI and the Empire. To under-

stand what it was and wh}' it was one need onl_\-

glance at the history of the time. The rest explains

itself.

Every one knows how the Louis X\T style departed

from the florid rococo of Louis X\' and adopted a

semi-classic simplicity, largely under the direction of

David, the painter. Then came the Erench revolu-

tion, and the downfall of the monarch}-. In 1792 the

government was vested in a body called the National

Convention. Li 1793 King Louis X\'I was guillo-

tined, and the Reign of Terror followed.

The horrors of the Erench revolution culminated

in the abolition by law of the Christian religion. The

worship of reason was substituted, and an abandoned

woman personated the goddess, her flowing hair cov-

ered by the liberty cap, her body draped in white.

To her the populace gave homage. Erance was pro-

claimed a republic, and as the Reign of Terror closed,

and men somewhat regained their senses, they turned

from the folly of bloodshed to the folly of imagining

Erance a successor of Ancient Greece. It was a reign

of the classic.

Carlyle says of the French women of the }'ear 1794:

"Behold her in a costume of the ancient Greeks, such

( ireek as F'ainter David could teach ; her sweeping

.\ DIRECTOIRE C.MUNET.
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tresses snooded by glittering antique fillet ; bright-

dyed tunic of the Greek women ;
her little feet naked,

as in antique statues, with mere sandals, and winding

strings of ribbon, defying the frost!"

In 1/95 the moderate party recovered power, and

in October of that year five persons, forming wdiat is

known as the Directory, were given the power for-

merly held by the Convention.

With the cessation of bloodshed in Paris men began

to make money with unprecedented rapidity. Says

Carlyle : "Efflorescence of luxur_\- has come out. ]\Ien

have wealth : nay, new-got wealth."

It was necessary that with this new-got wealth and

with these Grecian costumes a proper setting should

be provided, and the Directoire style was the result.

It was an attempt to make a (Grecian Paris, and the

Greek appears in furniture, upholstery and decoration.

Our illustrations explain the style thoroughly.

It was while this style was in vogue that Napoleon

sprang into prominence, and it was but natural that

when he gained pow-er he should continue the style

with those slight alterations that mark the difference

between Directoire and Empire.

The Directoire period ended November, 1799, when

Napoleon overthrew the Directorate and made him-

self Eirst Consul.

The Directoire style is practically the Empire style

minus the personality of Napoleon. The Louis XVI
had already been hardened into a more severely classic

style in some cases, while in others it had softened into

a voluptuous effeminacy. The decorative artists were

trying to be Greeks and Latins, but were not sure

whether they most wished to be Pompeiian or Athenian

or brutally Roman. The commode on this page is

frankly Roman. The cabinet on page "]"] is Pompeiian,

if it is anything. The tapestry on the same page at-

tempts to be thoroughly Pompeiian. The classic feel-

ing was, however, but ill defined. It did not feel quite

at home in Paris, the most modern of cities, any more

than an ancient Greek would have felt at home there.

Something vital was needed to consolidate the style

and to give it the life and virility of the great styles of

other days. In Napoleon, the Emperor, the style found

its backbone and reason for existence. A style can

hardly hang together on the thin thread of an abstract

idea, but the personality of one man, or even his ego-

tism, is sufiicient to weld it into something tangible and

homogeneous. That was what Napoleon did for the

new classic. Instead of remaining a st3de without a

definite reason for existence, it became the visible ex-

pression of the glory and power of a ruler.

Even so it may be doubted whether the Directoire

style and the Empire style can fairly be classed among

typically French st) les. Both were more in the nature

of alien styles, having a brief day of popularity. The

Directoire represented a passing and exotic spirit of

antique liberty. The Empire represented an equally

transient spirit of antique imperialism. Neither was

French at heart, and as a result the styles, in passing

away, left no truly typical remains that could be ex-

panded or transmuted into a succeeding style.

^M^^mmm fm^^m^m*tmi,im^JiitMmmA

COMMODE. DIRECTOIRE STYLE.
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EMPIRE DECORATIOX. PERCIER AND FONTAINE.
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THE EMPIRE.

1 804-18 14.

BETWEEN the Directoire and the Empire are five

years, 1799 to 1804, that are historically known
as the Consulate, but which, in decoration, may be

linked with either the Directoire or the Empire. There

was, m reality, no new style created during the Consu-

late, for it was merely a period of growth from the

one style to the other. Nor may it be said that the

Empire style came into being full fledged in. 1804. The
Empire, like all other styles, was a development, but

with this difference—it centres in one man, was twisted

out of its natural course to minister 'to his vanity, and

will always be a memento of his ambition.

Napoleon, the conquerer, could not rest content until

he had wiped out the last vestige of the art of the

Louis. A new emperor must be represented bv a new
style, and to meet this purely personal demand a new

style was created.

We have seen how, in the Louis XVI and Directoire

the French went back to Greek ideals. Napoleon made
the next step and gave France a Roman imperial art.

Like the Roman Caesar he longed to conquer the world,

and in his capacity of emperor he surrounded himself

with suggestions of ancient Rome.

The Empire style is one of the easiest to understand,

not only because it is a composition of well-known

classic forms, but because it is concentrated in the per-

sonality of one man, and that man a Roman imitator.

Napoleon based his constitution in Roman law, gave

his officers Roman titles, and would have introduced

Roman costtmies if the climate had been suitable. But

n
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EMPIRE FURNITURE. BY CH-VRLES X0R1I.-\.\D.

with all this striving for Rome, France, ami particular!}- nnthological signs—the helmet of Minerva, thunder-

Paris, remained essentiall}' modern. It was impossible bolts of Jupiter—were used everywhere. Things the

to adopt the ancient Roman art in its entirity, for life most peaceful and domestic were given a war-like form,

in Paris was not the life of Rome. The comfortable

furniture of the Louis' periods could ncit lie put aside

for the massive Roman, and tlie fabric-covered walls

of French interiors were considerably more home-like

than marble walls. Therefore, the Empire designs took

Roman details and utilized them.

Flaming torches, wreaths, eagles, stars, garlands, and

CH.4lIR. r.Y TERCIER & FOXT-MXE.

EMPIRE PORTIERE. THE TUILERFES PAL/\CE

Respcctaljle old gnx'ers had war trophies painted on

their dra\\uig-i-( Him walls.

The Empire star is said to represent Xapoleon, the

bees to represent his industrii.ius people; Init, however,
that ma}- l)c, tiie \-ariiius Xapoleonic s\-nibols appear

e\'er}-\vhere in the Empire st}le. The}- were, in a man-
ner, the trade-marks of the enijiercjr, and being a new
em]ier(.)r he sought to advertise the realitv of his im-

perial pretensions li}- siireading his traile-mark broad-

cast. Why a citizen of America should wish to per-

petuate in his home these trade-marks of Napoleon is

hard to understand.
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4 *

Born T7i8.

JACQUES LOUIS DAVID

Died 1S25.
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CLASSIC WALL IlKCORATION. BY' PLRCTER & FOXTAIXE.

David, who is commonlv called the dictator of the

Empire style, was a painter, rather than a designer, but

he was a thorough-going lover of the classic, and his

ideas were in sufficient accord with Napoleon's to make

him a leader. Percier and Fontaine were, perhaps, the

most popular decorators of the da_\', and designed not

onh' interior decorations, but furniture of all kinds.

Normand, a lesser light, was also popular.

The Empire style is, then, a neo-classic. In furniture

the prime feature, apart from the attempts to reproduce

classic shapes, was the use of brass mounts, the mounts

usually being of some classical form. Sometimes the

wood was inlaid with ivory and metal. jMahogany,

rosewood and ebony were the favorite woods. The

furniture was all more massive than that of the Louis

XVI period.

In drapery work attempts were made to produce

a classic effect bv using heavier material which fell in

stately folds, and this was supplemented by the intro-

duction of the usual Napoleonic classic details, either

in heavy embroidery or in the woven fabric. In fabrics

the greatest novelty, and one which was to revolutionize

the world of textiles, was the invention by Jacquard

of his attachment for the loom, with which designs pre-

viously only possible on the hand-loom, were made on

the power-loom.

The Empire colors were a revolution from the deli-

cate tones of the preceding era. Just as in furniture,

the rich tones of mahogany, ebony and cherry, re-

placed the gold of Louis XVI, so the pinks, grays and

light blues of that period were succeeded by deep

bro\\ns, rich greens, and reds and noble blues and

puri)les.

The introduction of the Sphinx and (jther Egy]jtian

details may be traced tc) the desire to perpetuate a

memory of Xa])olcnn's I-Igyptian campaign.

C)n the whole, the Empire style is stiff, severe, and

cold. Its beauty is in its splendid uniformity. It was

the work of many men, but there is more real diversity

in the work <.if .Sheraton than in the entire Empire style.

v^^^^ij^^^ -^.^il^tM:ggag;fc|j:^^jS^-# i«feiaaii?--t^i^#jgjj>jfe8

EMPIRE WALL. POMPEIIAN TREATMENT.
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riALL OF VENUS, JlUSIilC NAPOLEON, THE LOUN'Ri:.

THE EMPIRE STYLE

DESIGNED BV PERCIER & I'ONTAINE.
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THRONE ROOM OF NAPOLEON. DESIGNED BY PERCIER & FONTAINE.
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EiiriRK FRIEZE. BY PEECIER & FO.\T-\rXE.

THE EMPIRE WREATH.
THE wreath is one of the best known features of

Empire decoration. In fact, it may be said to

be typical of the Empire style, just as the claw-foot

suggests Chippendale, the hanging basket suggests

Louis XAT and the Anthemion suggests the Greek

As a matter of fact, we well know that there was
nothing new in an_\- of the Empire details. Nevei

was there a style so thoroughl}- weak in originality

as that which was put forward b)' the decorative

artists of Xapoleon's time. Like Napoleon's empire,

the st}'le was not a logical outgrowth of preceding

times. It was forced into being to fill a passing

necessity, and as a result it had no time to develop

logically. It had to come forth in a complete form.

Hence it vras merely a collection of old details ar-

ranged in a new manner.

We see this very plainly in the wreath illustra-

tions on the opposite ])age. All of these are thor-

oughly Em|)ire. All of them formed portions of

decorative work actuall}' executed by Percier and

Fontaine, either for Napoleon himself, for Josephine,

or for some nobleman of Napoleon's court ; but they

might well serve for a collection illustrating the use

of the wreath in decoration in all ages, Greek,

Roman, Renaissance, Louis XR', Louis XVI and

Watteau wreaths are all shown. The embroidered

curtain at the bottom of the page is Pompeiian. In

short, the only exclusively X'apoleonic feature in any

of the wreaths is the Roman N in some of them and

the J ffor Josephine) in others.

It must be admitted that for a conquering general

no more fitting decorative svmbol than the wreath

could be conceived, and for Napoleon, especially, this

symbol of victorious battle is appropriate. His whole

empire existed by a series of victories at arms. He
had to win his Iiattles or lose his empire. His first de-

feat at arms ended his empire.

It is generall\' conceded that Napoleon was inor-

dinately vainglorious, and the great pre\'alence of the

'\tr r-
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MADE FOR X,\I'()I.E<).\. RRoXZE .\IM>L[EI) ()R.\.\ME\TS. XAPOLEON'S CII.MR. CAR\-En I \ M\II(>(-;\\Y LTHOLSTFrpn
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THE E:\IPIRE WREATH
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NAPOLEON r. EMPEROR OF FRANCE.

wreath nia}- be largely attributed to hi.s vanity. He
was a real emperor, if ever there was one, but he

liked to know it and to have others know it, and
his palaces were covered with decorative svmbols of

empire, victor}- and honor.

(Jf all of them the wreath was the most useful to

the uninventive decorators of the time. If you take

a wreath and put a lyre inside of it you have a suit-

able music room detail. Take out the lyre and in-

sert "Racine" or "Aloliere" and you have a li1)rary

decoration. Put the wreath around an eagle and a

symbol for the throne room is provided. And so

on in endless variety.

The wreath appealed to the Empire decorators for

another reason. Their ceilings and walls were largely

laid out iin geometrical |jrinciples, into squares, and

it was not hard to draw a circle inside the square.

Of this circle the\' made a more or less elaborate

wreath, ])ut an X or an eagle in it, and filled the

four corners between the wreath and the square with

classic details. When a ceiling was filled with re]>e-

titions or variations of this the resulting scheme was

not devoid of im])rcssivcness.

NOTES.

NAPOLEON liOXAl'AR'Th: was born 1769 and

died 1821. Made Eirst Consul 1799; made

Consul for life 1802: proclaimed Emperdr 1804; de-

throned 7814. Napoleon married Josephine de ISeau-

harnais 1796, wdiom he divorced in 1809, marrying

Marie Louise of Austria 1810.

The Empire style was an attempt to apply ancient

classic ornament to modern conditions. The effect,

while often pleasing, resulted in a close imitation of

the ancients, and, like all imitations, had an adverse

effect on true originality.

The woods most used were mahogany, rosewood and

ebony. The decoration of furniture frames was usually

in the form of set figures in gilt brass mounts, and

when carvings were used they were gilded. Some
inlay was used, principally in metal and ivory.

The leading decorative features were the laurel

wreath, rosette, sphinx, swan head and neck, the bee,

the star, eagle, antheniion, military trophy, harp, horn

of plenty, helmet, vase and various allegorical figures.

Fabrics were decorated with detached details geometri-

cally arranged. P'lain stripes were frequently used

for walls. Arms of chairs and sofas frequently took

the forms of the swan neck and head, the sphinx, the

caryatid, cupids, the lion and the eagle.

Chair legs were most frequently straight in front,

and either square or round. The rear legs bent back-

ward in the classic style. In some cases the forelegs

were quite like the Louis XVI, fluted, but always much
heavier. Other legs were in the form of bundles of

arrows, or the fa^es.

Beds were low and heavy, the head and footboards

usually being of the same height. Many of them re-

»/^'^' uB ^^&
^>*f?*i«*#f«^*!i-«#«-^**ii^
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sembled a heavy Colonial "four-poster" with the posts

cut off. In state beds the side rails frequently took

the form of an animal or bird. The bolster roll was
universal.

Embroidered velvets were used in vast amounts for

state draperies. Damasks, velvets, satins and printed

cottons were used for chair coverings, with braid to

hide the tacks.

The French Renaissance merged gradually into the

Louis XIV ; the Louis XIV developed into the Louis

XV; the Louis XV slowly simplified into the Louis

XVI, and here the natural growth ended. The Direc-

toire was a forcing of the Louis X\T into a classic

form that was alien to natural style growth. The per-

sonality of Napoleon carried it along for ten }'ears

more, and then the st}'le died, leaving nothing that

could be built upon or further expanded. Like the

Adams style in England, it was too thoroughly an

arrangement of antique details to have any vitality.

The thing was complete in itself. There was no more

to be said on the subject.

LEADERS OF THE EMPIRE STYLE.

BiENN.MS.—One of the celebrated metal workers of the Em-
pire period.

David, Jacques Louis.—Born 1748, died 1825. The leading

artist of the period, and the head of the classic school. David

was the true dictator of art during the Revolution, Directoire,

Consulate and Empire. His paintings are classical in subject

and treatment, and it has been said that all the decorative

workers of his day labored only to produce interiors and fur-

nishings to harmonize with his Roman gods and goddesses.

David was court painter to Louis XVI, but took an active

part in the Revolution and voted for the death of the King. He
was a friend of Robespierre and, on the death of that creature,

was imprisoned for several months. He later became court

painter to Napoleon. See portrait on page 82.

Desmalter, Jacob.—Usually called Jacob, he having adopted

the surname during the Revolution. The most important cab-

inet maker of the Empire period. He worked largely from

designs furnished by Percier and his productions found favor

not only with the Emperor, but in the court of Spain and

elsewhere.

Fontaine, Pierre.—Born 1762, died 1853. A famous archi-

tect, partner of Percier in the firm of Percier & Fontaine, who

published a book of designs in the Empire style in 1809. These

designs have unusual interest, because all of them were actually

executed.

Jacquard, Joseph Marie.—Born 1752, died 1834. Livented

the Jacquard attachment for looms, about 1801. Probably no

invention in connection with the looin, except the application

of steam power, has had such a wide effect in making the pro-

EMPIRE BEDROOil, SlIOWIA'G WALL DRAPERY AND BED.

duction of figured woven fabrics universally possible, permit-

ting the manufacture of intricate woven designs at prices

within reach of the people.

Janvier.—A clockmaker.

Le Paute.—A clockmaker.

LiGNEREAU.x.—One of the well-known cabinet makers of the

period.

NoRMAND, Charles P. J.—Born 1765, died 1840. Noted
architect and publisher of designs in the Empire style. His
work leans strongly toward Roman models. Normand was,

next to Percier & Fontaine, the most successful designer of

the period, and his works are still used by designers.

Odist, J. B. C.—A metal worker and famous maker of metal

mounts for furniture in the Empire style.

Percier, Charles.—Born 1764, died 1834. Of the archi-

tectural firm of Percier & Fontaine. During the Revolution
Percier made a living by designing furniture, and when Na-
poleon became emperor the firm created many of the best im-
perial decorations.

Prudhon, Pierre Paul.—Born 1758, died 1823. After David
the most celebrated painter of the Empire period. Like David,

he painted principally in the classic style and allegorical or

mythological characters.

Thomire.—One of the best-known makers of metal mounts
of the period.

Other well-known architects and decorative designers were
Francois Pierre, Frangois Debret, Jean Jacques Huve, Achille

Leclerc, Visconti, Gauthier, Caristie, Lesueur and Lebas.
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GOBELIN TAI'ESTRY PANEL

liADI-; FOR TliKdXE OI' LOUIS .WHI.
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WALL TAl'I-lK OF THE F.roCII <)V LOl'IS X\ III

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
From Napoleon to 1900.

THE overthrow of Napoleon in 18 14 was followed

by the Restoration, the period of the restoration

of the kingship of the Bourbon famil_v in the person

of Louis XVHL Eor greater convenience of refer-

ence, and to make the succession of rulers of modern

France clear, the following table is given :

EXAMPLE OF TFTF ROMANTIC EPOCH.

Louis XVT 1 774—1792

Republic Proclaimed T79-

Directoire 1 79^—1799

Consulate 1799— 1800

Napoleon L Emperor 1800—1814

Louis XVIH (Restoration) 1814— 1815

Napoleon I (The "Hundred Days") 1815

Louis XVHI (continued) 1815— 1824

Charles X 1824—1830

Louis Philippe 1830—1848

Second Republic 1848—1852

Napoleon HI 1852—1870

Third Republic 1871

It will be noticed that Louis X\"J1 is not in this

list. He was the infant son of Louis X\T and Marie

Antoinette, and while the royalists count him as a

king he died in confinement at the age of ten, and

was never an actual ruler.

Louis X\Tn was a younger brother of Louis XVL
ITis accession to the throne was, of course, a signal

for a great change in decorative art. The Empire

style, which had come to be almost classic during the

ten years of Napoleon's rule, was not suitable for the

new ruler. The s}'mbols and trophies of the N^apo-

leonic stvle were straightway banished. The bees, the

N and the imperial eagle were put aside.

At first it was hard to dej^art from the classical

I'.ROCADE. PERIOD t.)l' RESTORATION.

st\le that had come to be so thoroughly "Empire,"

and the earl\" efforts of the designers and decorators

of the restoration period were hardly other than Em-
pire, with Napoleon omitted. See, for example, the

wall paper frieze and the brocade illustrated here.
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a great decorative movement as do the works of the

three great Louis periods, the Empire or the Renais-

sance.

The principal decorative movement of importance

was that whicli led to what is known in Erance as the

Epoch Romantiqiie—the Romantic epoch. Erance

had heen. for half a century or more bound to classic,

or at least academic models in literature and art. It

was a time of worship of the Greek and Roman. About

1830, in the reign of Louis Philippe, a new school of

literature arose, which broke awa\- from the old classic

EXAilPLE OF THE ROMANTIC ErOCH.

All are t3-pical Empire motifs and details. But as

the king became more firmly seated on his throne,

the artists cast off the restraint of classic art, and

turned to the periods that had rendered the royal

courts famous in former days. There seems to have

been little or no restraint. Decorators and designers

chose at random from the styles of Louis XIV and

XVI, both of whom were now looked upon as good

fathers of the people. The Louis XV style alone seems

to have been forbidden, doubtless because it was the

folly of that monarch that largely led to the Revolu-

tion, but also because the years of Empire had intro-

duced better art, and a taste that refused to see beauty

in the rococo.

Following Louis XVIII, who died in 1824, came

Charles X, his younger brother, who ruled si.x years,

being deposed in 1830. During his reign and that of

Louis Philippe, who secured the throne in 1830 by

election, decorative work gradually lost the greatness

that had marked it in the previous centuries. It be-

came more largely an imitative art, much as it is in

America to-day. It was a period of great Imsiness

and financial activity, the ruler was grarlually becom-

ing a mere figurehead, and as the court lost its im-

portance there arose no substitute ruler to dominate

decoration, and there was no artist great enough to

lead the way. That there was good decoration done

cannot be denied, but it did not mark an epoch. It

was a time of bits of decorative excellence mixed with

great masses of inferior art, and while man}' ])ieces are

beautiful as single objects the}' do not form a part of ],£,, j.. )<)AI WAI, chart.es tx.
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CEILING DECORATIONS IN HOTEL DE MLLE, PARIS
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school. Of this school \'ictor Hugo was the greatest,

and his novel, "Xotre Dame." of which the old Gothic

cathedral is the scene, may be taken as a criterion.

This literary movement led to a similar architectural

and decorative school, and a Gothic revival began,

headed by A'iolkt le Due. Lassus, Ballu, etc. This

gave rise to but few notable buildings, but gave a

great impetus to the study of the Gothic.

How ineffectual and liroken in its influence thi>

Romantic movement was may be seen in the illustra-

tions of the Louis Philippe table and the Napoleon TIT

screen. The table is in all points typically Empire,

and \"et you would not expect a "citizen-king"—as he

was called—to ape the Empire st_\'le. And on the

other hand the screen executed for .X'apoleon HI is

thoroughly a Louis X\'I piece. ( )f course, the Napo-

leonic "N" and the imperial bees are introduced, but

in st_\de, color, and treatment the whole thing is Louis.

This has been typical of French art up to the pres-

ent day. There have been short ])eriods of "craze"

§:W «&..

//

status, has recovered her lost prestige as a nation, has

grown wonderfully, and is, perhaps, ready to-day to

resume her position as the world's greatest style

creator, as she is already its greatest reproducer of art.

Perhaps a large amount of this indifference to new

st}-le creation in France during the last century was

^gfrr''''''^"'-'fWWm'm'^fn^f-j^m^t.

ov THE Louis-PiiiLii'ri; hays.
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for some particular style—as the Ja|)anese craze of

twenty years ago; Ijut, looking backward over the

century there is no evidence of an evolution of a style.

Since the days of Charlemagne no century has been

so weak in the origination of styles in France as the

nineteenth century. France has been attending to

business. .She has built up a magnificent financial

due to the introduction of machinery In pictorial and
mural deCDrative painting French artists have not stood

still—there are many great names that will at once
come t<i mind—Puvis de Chavannes, ]Millet, Corot,

Constant, and in sculpture Rodin. Perhaps the deft

of hand and great of brain were turned to the field of

pictorial art, driven out (if the creative field of decora-

tion b}- the )uachine.

Among the man)- great architectural works in Paris

erected during the nineteenth century- may be men-
tioned the new Hotel de Villc (city hall), which con-
tains nnich excellent sculpture and manv wall paint-

ings by the most famous French artists, and the Grand
Opera. Ihit while there have been almost innumerable
luiildings there have been none that are not reproduc-
tions or rearrangements of earlier French styles. This
is why most books on decoration end with the Empire
jieriod.

There is usually a close analogy between the litera-

ture of a country and its art, but if the virile realism
of Zola or the more artistic realism of de Maupassant
are refiected in the art of France it is in its painting
and not in its decoration. Zola's work might be likened
to the crude compositions of jManet, and de Maupass-
ant's writings are rejieated by scores of genre painters,

but in decoration the nineteenth centurv literary spirit

found no common chord.

It is because of this lack of originality in decora-
tion—this poverty of invention—that the art lovers
have attempted to create a new style—L'Art Nouveau.
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DIXIXG ROOif, L'ART XOUVEAU. BY M. P. VERXEUIL.

L'ART NOUVEAU

L'ART Notiveau is an attempt to create a new style,

and as yet the real status of the movement is im-

decided. It is a revolt against the classic, just as the

Rococo movement was, but it has a harder tight for

existence because it has no one great overseeing power

to consolidate it and direct it along a given route. Its

evolution depends entirely upon the individual prefer-

ences of each artist.

In the Louis XIV there was the master hand of Le

Brun with all the wealth of a mighty monarch at his

back; in the Louis XV there was Meissonier and the

reckless expenditure of wealth in the royal court ; in

the Empire there was David and the Emperor's im-

perial treasury. L'Art Nouveau has, at the most, the

influence of one or two shops in Paris to bring its sepa-

rate parts into a complete and harmonious whole. The

credit of giving a name to the work of a number of

separate artists who had broken away from the classic

styles belongs to Bing, of Paris, but Bing is not great

enough to be a style dictator.

L'Art Xouveau, according to Bing is not a style,

but an idea, and he is right. But so, too, was every

great st)de an idea during the development. The idea,

however, that the new art workers seek to express is

six fold. First, it aims deliberately to put aside all the

art of the past. It does not try to build new details on

old models, as did the Renaissance and the Empire.

The leaders insist that originality must be the keynote.

They prefer bad originality, even, to good copyism.

Secondly, L'Art Nouveau demands nature study. It

laughs at the idea of French artists doing and re-

doing the Greek acanthus. It sees that nature of to-

day and of France is quite as beautiful and full of

suggestion as that of a foreign land of a thousand

years ago. Art, it claims, should be nature arranged

and adorned, and not a mere re-arrangement and re-

adornment of some older art. It demands that the

individual be a thinker instead of a mere copying ma-

chine or a dry book of antique details.

Third, it asks for beautv of material. If silk, no
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\ASE.S, 1/ART X(JL'\EAU, BIXC. PARIS,

matter how expensive, were not l^eautiful it would

reject it. It also demands reality. Plaster imitations

of metals are rejected. The new art uses ])laster but

uses it as plaster. It sees that ash, as ash, is more

beautiful than when it masquerades as oak.

F~ourth, it seeks, but has not yet found, a common
impulse to bring all the workers in the style together.

Fifth, it laughs at criticism from the classicists. It

is bold, because it is as yet free and unformed. When
it makes a mistake it admits it, and knows that it is

due to the necessity that some experiments should go

wrong. It only asks that each worker do his best,

rejecting the old, worn out art symbols of the past,

and striving to do better work from day to day.

Lastly, it seeks to revive many arts that have i)assed

into disuse. It desires to find the beautiful use of

things that are by right beautiful but that have come

to be regarded as commonplace.

The man, then, who seeks to put his hand on any one

thing or group of things, and says, "This sort of

curve, and this sort of color are the real Art Nouveau,
'

misses the real idea of the movement. What the lead-

ers of the style do to-day they may reject to-morrow,

They are gloriously free from the chains of tradition.

Thev are not working in a certain style—they are

evolving an idea. Can you take any one page from

Chippendale's book of designs, and say, "This is the

whole of Chippendale?" Neither can you select any

particular work of the modern artists and say, "This

is tvpical of L'Art Nouveau style," for as yet it is

no stN'le. No one day in a man's life is typical of his

whole life—and no one can tell what a man will be

until he has finished his youth. L'Art Nouveau is still

in its youth. Into wdiat it will develop no one can

say. It ma)' have before it a long life in which it will

reach a greatness that shall equal the Greek, or it may

die young, with but little greatness to its credit. It is

like a pla}- of which we have seen but the first act. Its

full merit or demerit cannot be gauged until the curtain

finally falls, or at least until the play has progressed.

At present we can onl_\-, to continue the simile, dis-

cuss the art of the actors who have so far appeared

on the scene. What new actors may appear, how the

plot may develop and whether the play will reach great

heights or trickle into low comedy, we cannot at pres-

ent tell.

A number of illustrations are given, not so nnich to

show what L'Art Nouveau is, as to show what it is

not. It is not classical. It is not hackneyed. It is not

severe nor heroic nor cold.

One thing, however, it is. It is the most thoroughly

original decorative art movement that France has seen

since the creation of the Rococo.

National character afTects art as surely as it affects

literature and in comparing the L'Art Nouveau of

France with the jModerne Kunst of Germany and

Austria it is not difficult to trace this national charac-

ter. The French form of Modern Art is more delicate

THE COLONNA PATTERN, L'ART NOUVEAU, BING, PARIS.
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TWIN IlF.n IX MOnF.RX ART

and less grotesque than that of the two countries men-

tioned. In a broad way, it may be said that the French

New Art is to the Japanese what the German-Austrian

is to the Chinese. Each is eccentric in that it ijreaks

away from the established classic styles, Init while the

German and Austrian are frankly and freely odd, the

French seems to seek an ideal of harmony based on

gentle curves.

The German New Art is full of quaint, almost hum-

orous, sharp angles, unexpected twists and turns, often

truly grotesque, and evidently purely the conception of

a mind seeking something new. The French L'Art

Nouveau, on the other hand, while it is the work of

men seeking new forms for the expression of beauty,

follows nature more closely, and is consequently more

easily understood.

In L'Art Nouveau, by which we mean the French

phase of the New Art, there is a certain union of pur-

pose evident in the work of all the artists. It is an

expression of a national phase of feeling. The Ger-

man and Austrian examples are more the expression of

indkndnal feelings, each artist following his own in-

spiration.

At first, it cannot lie denied, the French New Art

appeals most strongly to Americans. It is based on

beauty of line ; the simple beauty of line that all can

understand. Its meaning is not deep and it is self-evi-

dent. It pleases the eye because it is pretty. But in

that one word, "pretty," lies its greatest defect. An
art must be more than "pretty" to make a lasting im-

pression on the world. Pretty things have their day,

always ; and they please while they are new, but mere

prettiness does not arouse that love, hatred and en-

thusiasm that alone can make a style a world-style.

The German-Austrian styles, on the contrary, must

be loved or hated. They are either ugly or they are

L \RT ^OUXE-'iU BI\r, PARIS.

great. They are either the crazy outgrowth of degen-

erate minds or they are the expression of an art that

is deeper than the surface and that has a meaning based

on some great principle that has been neglected for

centuries. Even a cursory study of the men who are

at the head of the IModerne Kunst schools shows that

they are not mere degenerates. What is the meaning,

then ?

The answer is not far to seek. The great Teutonic-

Slavic races are, and always have lieen, individuals.

Each man is a separate being first, and a member of

society second. He is strong, bold, a lover of deep

L'ART NOU\'EAr CH.MR. LA :\r.\ISOX MOUF.RX, PARIS.
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pronounced as to be objectionable, and the prime feat-

ure of a stair runner is carefully preserved. A stair-

way is in itself a broken plane, and a one-color carpet,

when on the stairs, takes a variety of shades and lights

because of the different angles presented to the eye.

To cover the body of a stair carpet with a design is

improper. A small design breaks up the rhythm of

the stairs, and gives the eye an effect of movement or

unrest, whereas the stairway should present a firm and

sedate appearance. A large continuous design, on the

other hand, loses all its effectiveness because it is broken

into small oblongs by the steps. The eye can only

see portions of the design from any one point of view.

The design by Landry overcomes all these difficul-

ties. The plain body of the runner is so wide in pro-

portion to the border that it is really the principal feat-

ure. The narrow border is so designed that it "runs"

—^which is to say it has a definite direction and carries

the eye either up or down the stair, rather than being

merely a suggestion of passive figures more or less

meaningless.

The rug by G. Lemmen, which is 5 feet 7 inches by

2 feet 10 inches, reminds one strongly, at the first

glance, of the designs usually seen in Japanese blue

and white cotton rugs, and it is quite possible that

Lemmen drew his inspiration from that source, al-

CARPET.

books and hidden meanings, a prodigious thinker. This

race characteristic appears in the Moderne Kunst.

The Frenchman, on the other hand, is more a social

being. His social life is more important to him than

his individual life. He is light, witty, diplomatic, po-

lite. And this is L'Art Nouveau.

The German seeks to express his national character

in his new art, and it is an art of individuals. The
Frenchman, in the same search, develops the art of a

community. Each is a true expression, but the French

is not so deep as the German. It will be liked best at

first, but it will not hold our attention so long. It will

develop more rapidly than the German or Austrian, but

it shows no evidence of ever developing into anything

so noble. The German-Austrian, on the other hand,

will either become great or it will end utterly.

Americans, liking pretty things, will like L'Art Nou-

veau best—at least, until they understand Moderne

Kunst.

La Maison Moderne in the Rue des Petits Champs,

Paris, is nearly, if not quite, as celebrated as the famous

shop LArt Nouveau Bing. Both are devoted ex-

clusively to the exposition of modern art in all its

expressions. These are quite varied as may be seen

by the three interesting carpet illustrations which we
have taken from the catalogue of La Maison Moderne.

The stair carpet by Abel Landry is one of the best

and simplest modern art treatments that has come to

our notice. The border motif is quaint, but not so RUG. BY G. LEMMEN.
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though on comparison it will be found that the designs

are similar only in general effect, the details being cjuite

different.

The carpet design by IMaurice Dufrene is thoroughly

modern, and its antecedents cannot be traced, unless,

indeed, the grotesque arrangement may have been

suggested by the Chinese. But there is this difference

between the grotesque design of China and that of the

new art—that of China is also grotesque in color, the

designer seemingly trying to make a huge joke out

of the whole, while the new art seeks exquisiteness of

color, and in carpet designs tries to so blend the colors

that the floor does not "stick up" in certain places. A
design like that of M. Dufrene would be ridiculous

if done in strong colors—for to walk on such a floor

would make one dizzy—but in reality the colors are so

soft and unobtrusive that they suggest the design rather

than proclaim it.

We are aware that the illustrations given are grossly

inadequate to show what L'Art Nouveau really is, and

should we give a thousand more illustrations we doubt

if they would be sufficient to thoroughly explain it.

L'Art Nouveau is not a style, it is a spirit or an im-

pulse. It is easier to show what L'Art Nouveau is not,

than to show what it is. Its beauty lies in its constant

change. The work produced to-day is tmlike that

produced yesterday, and to-morrow we will have some-

thing new again. L'Art Nouveau forces the attention.

We cannot bulk it and sav we like it or do not like it.

A FRENCH ARRAXGKiVlE

Each example, each new creation, must be judged in-

dividually. It forces us to make a decision. It is a

style in the process of formation, and we have never

seen a style in the process of formation. We find we

cannot judge it by our old classic rules, and we have

no other standard Ijv which to measure it.

i^^Si^&S*

MODERN ART STAIR RUNNER, ABEL LANDRY,
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A CONDENSED TABLE OF THE FRENCH PER.IODS

Merovingian Dynasty.

A. D.

20 KINGS 448-752

Carlovingians.

14 KINGS 752-9S6

(Including Charlemagne, 74J-814.

)

Romanesque.

HUGHES CAPET 987- 996
ROBERT 996-1031

HENRI I IO3I-IO60

THILIPPE I IO60-I 108

LOUIS VI II08-II37

LOUIS VH II37-I180

(Formative period. Art and learning

in the hands of the ecclesiastics. Rome
and the Catholic Church the dominating
influences. The rounded Roman arch,

pillow capitals and incised decoration the

leading features.)

Early Gothic.

PHILIPPE 11 1 180-1223

LOUIS VIII I223-1226

LOUIS IX I226-I270

PHILIPPE III 1270-1281

(Gothic style originated in France, the

pointed arch supposed to have been in-

troduced by crusaders returning from
Saracenic countries. Early Gothic was
heavy in construction.)

Decorated Gothic.

PHILIPPE IV I285-I3I4

LOUIS X I314-I316

PHILIPPE V I316-I322

CH.iiRLES IV I322-I328

PHILIPPE VI I328-I35O

JEAN I35O-I364

CH.'XRLES V I364-I380

(The Gothic style becomes more or-

nate and less heavy. France improves in

all the arts. Tapestr}- weaving intro-

duced about 1370.)

riamboyant Gothic.

CHARLES VI I380-I422

CHARLES VII I422-I461

LOUIS xr 1461-1483

(The tracery of windows, etc., becomes

very ornate, taking flame-like undula-

tions and interweavings. Jean Gobelin

establishes dye works at Paris about 1450.

Louis XI destroys the feudal system and

consolidates France into an absolute

monarchy. The Gothic reaches the ut-

most limit of lightness and extravagant

ornamentation.

)

Early Trench Renaissance.

CHARLES Vin 1483-I498

LOUIS XII 1498-1515

FRANQOIS 1 1515-1549

(Charles VIII invades Italy and his

nobles return discontented with the

coarse French methods of living. Louis

XII also invades Italy and induces Fra

Giacondo and other Italian masters to

visit France. Frangois I, the real foun-

der of the Renaissance in France, also

invades Italy, and returns accompanied

by numbers of Italian architects, deco-

rators and craftsmen. Gobehns tapes-

tries become famous and other tapestry

manufactories are established. Palace of

Fontainebleau begun. Louvre begun.

Churches alone are built in the Gothic

style.

)

Middle French Renaissance.

HENRI II 1549-1559

FRANCOIS n 1559-1560

CHARLES IX 1560-1574

HENRI in I574-I589

(Italian influence increases. Henri II

marries Catharine de Medici, who domi-

nates art durnig the period. French art

closely follows the Italian, and the Gothic

is finally discarded. The Louvre con-

tinued. The French chateau created.

Erection of the Tuilleries begun in reign

of Charles IX.)

Late French Renaissance.

HENRI IV I589-161O

LOUIS XIII 161O-1643

(Marie de Medici, the leading spirit

of the Henri Quatre style, continues the

Italian spirit in decoration. Baroque in-

fluence introduced. Manufactories of

glass, woolen tapestry and brocades es-

tablished, Lyons becomes the silk center

of France. Tuileries continued. French

workmen take the places of the imported

Italians. Cardinal Richelieu prime min-

ister for Louis Treize. Baroque features

become more prominent. Luxemljourg

palace built. Furniture becomes more

comfortable. Mansart roof introduced.)

Louis Quatorze.

LOUIS XIV 1643-I715

(The noblest period of French art.

From 1643 to 1661 Cardinal Mazarin,

prime minister. From l66l Colbert,

finance minister, in control. Gobelins

factory purchased by State and made a

general decorative manufactory. Le

Brun director .and dictator of style. Beau-

vais tapestry manufactory established.

Bcrain a leading dccorati\-e designer.

Parquetry floors introduced. Boule in-

\ents his furniture inlay and veneer.

Toward close of reign Mignard succeeds

l,e Brun and Rococo features are intro-

duced. )

Regence.

ijiuis XV 1715-1723

(Period when Louis XV was under

legal age. Duke of Orleans regent. Rococo

features liecome more prominent, Wat-
teau the leading decorative painter. Op-
pcnort the creator of the style. The mag-
nificence of the Louis XIV succeeded by

a lighter and more fantastic style.)

Rococo.

LOUIS XV I723-I774

(Frangois Boucher leading decorative

painter. Meissonier director of the style,

Vernis - Martin invented. Pompadour

and du Barry notorious as mistresses of

the King. Gouthiere and Caffieri famous

for metal furniture trimmings. Reisener

and Oeben the leading cabinet makers.

Life of the court extremely luxurious and

wildly extravagant.)

The Louis Seize.

LOUIS XVI 1774-1792

REPUBLIC PROCLAIMED 1792

(Marie Antoinette, queen. Reaction

toward the classic styles. Excavations

at Pompeii give a suggestion for the

style. Reisener still the leading cabinet

maker. Roentgen his rival. Jacques Louis

David court painter. As the Louis XV
style exemplified licentious love, so the

Louis XVI typified chaste love. The
dove, the cupid's bow, bow-knots, etc.,

were favorite decorati^'e details.)

Directoire.

THE DIRECTORY I 794- I 799
(In decorative art a continuation of

the Louis Seize style. Classic feeling

becomes stronger, with more leaning to-

ward the heavier Roman forms.)

The Consulate.

NAPOLEON, CONSUL 1799-1804

(Percier & Fontaine and Normand the

leading decorative designers. David the

greatest painter of the day.)

The Empire.

NAPOLEON 1 1804-I814

(Jacques Louis David the leading

spirit in decoration. Normand and Per-

cier & Fontaine the foremost decorati"\'e

designers. Jacob and Lignereaux, fa-

mous cabinet makers. Josephine and
Marie Louise, Empresses. Jacquard in-

vents his attachment for the loom. The
style is cold and classical : more Roman
than Greek, with some Egyptian details.)

The Restauration.

LOUIS XVIII 1814-1815

NAPOLEON 1 1815

LOUIS xvni 1815-1824

CHARLES X 1824-183O

Epoch Romantique.

LOUIS PHILIPPE 183O-1848

SECOND REPUBLIC 1848-1852

Second Empire.

N.\POLE()N HI 1852-187O

Modern French.

THIRD REPUBLIC 187I

L'Art Nouveau.

AT THE PRESENT DAY.
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Cauvet, 74
Cellini, 13
Charlamagne, i, 100
Charles IV, 100
Charles V, 100
Charles VI, 100
Charles \'II, 100
Charles VIII, 11, 13, 100
Charles IX, 11, 15, 17, 100
Charles X. 91, 92, 100
Chartres Cathedral, 7
Chests, 2
Chinese, 32, 36, 46, 48, 52, 99
Chippendale, 32, 46, 5J, 86, 96
Christian Art, i

Cloth of Gold, 36
Cochin, C. N., 56
Colbert, 31, 32, 36, 37, roo
Color, 2

Compiegne, 67
Condensed Style Table, 100
Constant, 94
Consulate,' 79, 9r, roo
Cornielle, M., 38
Cornielle, the Younger, 38
Corot, 94
Cotelle, 44
Courant, 38
Couston, N., 38
Coypel, A., 38
Coypel, N., 38
Coysevox, A., 31, 38
Cozetto, 70
Cremer, 56
Cressent, C, 44, 56
Cronnvellian Style, 36
Cucci, D., 38
Cushion Capital. 2

Cusse, D., .29

Cuvillies, 46, 56, 70
Cuvillies, the Younger, 74

Dagley. 38
Damask, 36
D'Antin, Due, 38
Dark Ages, i

David, T. L.. 77, 82, 83, :

D'Avilier, 38
Da Vinci, 13
Debret, F., 89
Debrosse, 28, 29

De Chamblin, 44
Decoraicd l':ng!i-.h, g
Decorated (iuthic, 9, 100
De Cutte, K., 38
De i'^ontenay, 3S
De la I'osse, 70
De la Dniie, 1

5

1 )e la Tiiurnel le, .Mine, 52
Delia Ru])bia, 13
De Licherif, 38
Del Sartu, i ^

De :\Iailly, Mme., 52
De Marsy, G., 39
De Marsy, B., 39
De Maupassant, 94
De Melum, 39
De Passe, C, 39
De Suve, 39
Des Jardins, M., 39
Desmalter, j"., 89
De Vintimille. Countess, 52
Diana at the Bath, 5

1

I )iana of Poitiers, 1 7
Dirtctoirc, 7(1, 77. 7K, 79, 91, 100
Du Barry, 52. 56, 100
1 )ubois, 38
Du Cerceau, 21
Dufrene, M., 98, 99
Dugourc, J. D., 68, 70, 74
Duperon, A., 70
Duquoy, 38
Duval, 14

Early English, 9
Early I'Vench Renaissance, 11, 100
Early Gothic, 9, 100
Eastern Empire, i

Ebony, 36
Edelinck, G., 38
Egyptian, 83
Elizabethan Style, 17, 22
Empire Style, 68, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84,

85, 86, 87, 91, 92, 100
Empire Wreath, 86, 87, 95
English Embroideries, 2
English Renaissance, 14

Fay, 74
1- irst Consul, 78
Flamboyant Gothic, 7, 9, 100
Flanders, 9
l*'lemish Tapestry, 36
Murence, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22
Fontaine, 79, 8g
Fontainebleau, 10

65, 66, 100
Forty, 74
Era Giacondo, 13,
Eragonard, 74
l'"rancart, J., 38
Frani;ois I, 10, 11

bVanQois II, II, T

"retband, 2

14. 16, 26, 49,

12. 13, 14, TOO
17, 100

Gauthier, 89
Gauze, 36
Genoa Velvet, 36
Genoels, A., 38
George I, 44
George III. 74
Georgian Style, 44, $2, 74
German Rococo, 50, 55
Germany, g, 44
Giacondo, Fra, 13
Gillot, C, 38, 41, 42, 44
Givardin, F.. 38
Glass Paintings, 2
Gobelin, Jean, 100
Gobelins, 14, 3^, 3-- 34. 3^- 37' 39' 44. 50, 5-

68, 70, 90, 100
Goletti, 38
Gothic, 4. 5

Gdthic Arch. 6

( inthic Revival, 94
Giithic Valances, 6
( Idthic Windows, 9
CiLtuthiere, 48, s6, 66, 100
Grand Opera, Paris, 94
Greek, 11, 32, 72, 79, 86, 92
Guerin, G., 38
Guillaumont, C. A., 70

FIcnri T, 100
Henri IT, ri, 15. 16, 17, iS, 21, 100
Henri 111, 11, 15. 17, 21, 100
Henri IV, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 100
Henrietta d'Orleans, 50
Flenry Vlll (English), 14
Henry of Navarre, 21
Ilerculaneum, 64
Plervier, 38
Holland, 9
Flotel de I'Arsenal, 50
Flotel de Ville, Paris, 93, 94
Elotel Soubise, 53
FTouasse, 38
Houzeau, J., 38
FTuet, 44. 74
Flughes Capet, 100
Hugo, Victor, 94
Huguenots, 17
Huve, J. J., 89
Pluygens, 38

Interlaced Bands, 2

Italian kunaissancc, 11, 13, 18, 22, 25, 3^
Italy, 1 I, i3. 14- S^J

Jacub, 100
jacoljean Siyle, 22, 28, 36
Jaciiuard, J. M., 89, 100
Janvier, 89
Japanese, 52
Jean, loo
Josephine, Empress, 86, 88, 100
Jouvanet, J., 38
Jupiter, 8d

Keller, J. J., 38

Lalonde, 74
Lancret, 56
Landry, ^V., 98, 99
La Roux, 44
LWrt Xouvcau, 95, 96, 98, 100
Lassus, 94
Late French Kunaissance, 100
Le Bas, 89
Le Brun, 31, 32, 34, 3s, 3^^- 37, 39, 5^- 95, lOO
Le Clerc, 36, 38, 8g
Le Compte L., 38
Ledoux, 68
Lefevre, 38
Legrenie, Jr.. 68
Legriel, 75
Le Ilongre, 38
Le Alercier, J., 29
Lenimen, G., 98
Le Moyne, 38, 44
Lenoir, 48, 52, 66, 68
Le Notre, A., 39
Le Paute, 89
Lc Pautre, J., 29, 39
Le Pautre, P., 39
Lerambault, L., 38 ^^
Lescot, P., 14, 15 ,.

Le Sueur, E., 29
Lesueur, 89
Lignereaux, 8g, 100
Lloyd, 11. W., 73
Loir, A., 38
Loir, N., 38
Lorenzo, the ^Magnificent, 17
Lorraine, C, 29
Louis VI, 100
Louis \''ir, 5, 91, 100
Louis ^^III, 100
Louis IX, 100
Louis X, 100
Louis Xr, TOO
Louis XII. 5, II, 13, 14, 100
Louis XI II. II, 22, 24, 25, 26, 2y, 28, 29, 32,

36, 100
Louis XI \", II, 25, 30 to 37, 41, 59, 64, 86,

g2, 95. 100
Louis X\', 2S, 37, 41 to 57, 59, 64. 70, 77, 92.

95, ioo_
Louis X\ I, 58 to 75, 7y. 83. 86, 91, 92, 100
Louis X\'ITI, 90, gi. 92, 100
Louis Philippe, 91, 92, 94, 100
Louvre, 14, 15, 21, 25, 34, 35, 66, 84, 100
Lusch, H., 52
Luvois. 37
Luxembourg, 28, 41, 100
Lyons, 21, 100

Mace, J., 38
Maintenon, Madame de. 49
Maison Moderne. 97, gS
Manet, 94
Mansart, F., 29
Mansart, H., 44
Margaret of \'alois, 21, 22
IVlarie Antoinette, 59, 62 to 68, 91, 100
Alarie de Medici, 21, 22, 25, 28, 100
Marie of Poland, 52
Marie Louise, 88, 100
Marie Theresa, 36
M^riilier, 74
Marot, D., 38
Marot. J. 6t G., 38
Martin (\>rnis-Martin), 56
Masson, 39
Matthicu, 30
^Mazarin, Cardinal, 29, 31, 36, 37, 100
Mazarin. Duchess, 70
Meaux Cathedral, 7

]\Iedici Family, 13, 17
Meissonier, 44, 45, 52, 56, 95, 100
Merovingians. 100
!Metezeau, 21
Alichael Angelo, 64
^liddle French Renaissance, 15, 100
i\Iiglionne. F. F. dc, 39
Mignard, 31, 3-- 34. 37- 39, 100
Millet, 94
Minerva, 80
Mique, 70
Moderne Kunst. 96. 97, 98
Monnoyer, J. B., 39
Montague. 30
]\[oorisb I'abrics. 2

Morand, P. de V.. 39
Moresque. 9
Mosaic, 2

Mosnier. 39
Musee Na]-)oleon, 84

Naples, i'^. 18. 21

Napoleon I, 78, 79, 83 to 86, 88, 91, 100
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Napoleon III, 7, gi. 94. 100
National Convention, 77
Natorc, C. J., 56
Neilson, J., 70
Nivelon, 39
Norman Conquest, 2
Normand C, 81, 82, 83. 86, 89, 100
Notre Dame, Paris, 5
Numerals, French, 56

Oak. 36
Odiste, J. E. C, 89
Oeben, 52, 56, 100
Oppenord, G. M., 39, 41, 42. 44, 45, 100
Orry, 39
Oudry, 50, 56, 70

Paillet, 39
Parent, 30
Parquet Floors, 36
Pater, 42
Patte, P., 56
Pattigny, 39
Percier & Fontaine, 79, 80, 83, 84. 85

89, 100
Perpendicular English, 9
Pctitot. 74
Petit Trianon, 6^
Philip III, of Spain, 28
Philip, Duke of Orleans, 41
Pliilippe I, 100
Philippe II, 100
Philippe III, 100
I'hilippe IV, 100
Philippe V. 100
Philippe VI, 100
Pierre, F., 89
Pierre, J. B., 70
Pierrtfonds, 4, 7
Pillement, 74
Pillow Capital, 2
Pineau, N., 44, 45
Pique, 36
Plutarch, 64
Pocrson, 39
Poi:^sant, T., 39
Poitiers Cathedral, 2
Pompadour, j\Tme.. 48. 50, r.2, 56, 100

' * 78. 83, ^86, "looPompeii, 64
Popes, 14
Potain, 68
Poussin, N., 29, 31, 37
Prieur, 74
Priinaticcio, 13
Prudhon, P. P.. 89
Puvis de Chavannes, 94

Ouatrefoil, 7

pueen Anne Style, 36
Quemest, 70

Ranson, 74
Regency, 40, 41, 43. 70) 7-. 100

Reign of Terror, 77
Reisener, J. H., 56, 66, 74, 100
Kemon, G., 47. 69
Renaissance, 14, 86, 92
Renaissance, Italian (See Italian)

Renaissance, Early French, 11, 100
Renaissance, Middle French, 15, 100

Renaissance, Late French, 100
Republic, 100
Resnaudon, 39
Restoration, 91, 100
Revel, 39
Revolution, 68, 77, 92
Rheims Cathedral, 5, 7

Richelieu, 25, 28, 29, 37, 100
Robert, 100
Rocaille, 50
Rococo, 11, 22, 25, 28, 32, 34, 37, 45. 4S, 50,

53, 55, 62, 64, 74, 77, 92, 95. 100
Rodin, 94
Roentgen, D., 56, 74. 100
Roman, 11, 32, 86, 92
Romanesque, i, 2, 3, 100
Romanesque Arch, 2, 9
Romanesque Capital, 2

Romantic Epoch. 91, 92, 94, 100
Rome, 21, 22, 79, 80
Rosette, 2
Rosette Band, 2
Rosewood, 36
Rottiere, 68
Roubo, 56
Rousseau, 62, 68
Rubens, 29, 41, 42

Saint-Andre, 39
St. Pierre, 62
Salembier, 74
Salic Law, 56
Sarazin, 39
Satin, 36
Satinwood. 36
Saxon Embroideries, 2
Scrolls,. 18, 19
Second Empire, 100
Second Republic, 91, 100
Semur Cathedral, 7
Serilly, Marquise de, 68
Serlio, 13
Serres, 52

Sheraton, 83
Sideboard, 2

Silk Muslin, 36
Simon, 39
Sorbonne, 27
Soubise Hotel, 53, 56
Soubise, Prince de, 56
Soufflot, 70
South Kensington Museum, 00

Spain, 9
Sphinx, 83
Stained Glass, 7
Stuart Style, 36
Sylvester, 31, 39
Symbolic, 6

Tacitus, 64
Taffeta, 36
Tapestry, 2, 36
Taraval, 68
Testelin, 31, 36, 39
Third Republic, 91, 100
Thomire, 89
Tracery, 6, 7, 9
Trefoil, 6

Tubi, J. B., 39
Tudor Style, 14, 17
Tuileries, 15. -i, 79- 100

Utrecht Velvet, 36

Valenciennes. 41
Van Cleve, C, 39
Vander Meulen, 39
Vanloo, 50
Van Ostbal, 39
Van Spaendonck, 72
Velvet, 36
Venice, 18
Verdier. 39
Verneuil. M. P.. 95
Vernis-Martin. 48, 52, 56, 100
Versailles, 63
Vignola, 13
Viollet le Due. 94
Visconti. 89
Vcuet, S., zg, 37

Walpole, Horace, 42
Warin, Jean, 39
Watteau, 32, 40, 41, 42, 43. 44. 86
Western Roman Empire, i

Yvart, Baudren, 39
Yvart, Joseph, 39

Zola. 94
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CHASE'S

Mohair Plush

is recognized the world over as the

Standard and Best Mohair Plush.

Chase's Goat Brand Mohair Plush has been

used by leading manufacturers and dec-

orators a great many years. Other fabrics

come and go but pure Mohair Plush re-

mains the most popular fabric. The rea-

son for this is obvious.

No fabric wears as well as Chase's Mohair

Plush. Its colors are absolutely fast and

remain bright and lustrous for many years.

Plain and Crushed Plushes made in all shades

and colors. Frieze, Lorraine and Vene-

tian made in various designs and figures.

For Sale throiigh all Leading Upholstery Jobbers

L. C. Chase & Co. ^Tsl°"
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JOHN MILLER & CO.
516-520 EAST 17th STREET, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERSOF

Fine Chairs

For Dining Room, Library and Office

REPRESENTED BY

CONSOLIDATED ARTS CO.

27 EAST 2 I ST STREET,

NEW YORK

XXII



INDEPENDENT OF ANY COMBINATION

-^ *•
-t> *

^?:-^
-*

1 \(. I(1K\

The Nonpareil Shade Cloth
is the standard for high quaHty, fast colors and perfect

finish at moderate price. We have been making it

for over fifty years. It is made in Transparents,

Opaques, and Duplex. : : : : :

George G. Fuessel's Sons
46 UNION SQUARE EAST,

NEW YORK

cs an(

Second Avenue and Twentv-First Street, NEW YORK



LINCOLN
FURNITURE COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ESTABLISHED 1850 INCORPORATED 1904

BEDROOM FURNITURE

IN SUITES TO MATCH

QUARTERED OAK

CURLY BIRCH

BIRDSEYE MAPLE
MAHOGANY
ENAMEL

SUITE NO. 384



Fine Upholstered Pieces

For

Drawing

Room

in

All Styles

Dining

Rooms

and

Libraries

en suite

Photographs on Application

F. MOHR & GO.
FACTORY:

135th Street & Willow Avenue
WAREROOMS:

112 West 42d Street, New York

Furniture Specialties

for Upholstery Departments

THE CLEVEREST AND MOST NOVEL EFFECTS

IN MATTING, WIRE GRASS AND BAMBOO .-.

G. E. CAHOONE
Charlick Street and Newtown Creek

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Bodenstcin 6 Kuemmerle
Incorporated

Lawrence Street and Grand Avenue

PHILADELPHIA

Medium and High Grade

CHAIRS
FOR

DINING ROOM
BED ROOM

Ladies' Desk Chairs

Odd Chairs and Rockers



^ill^ ^ 4^^^' ilanflljaiitnrei;.. at^d |[tn,|ior{q3.

fJEW Yot^K. Pr^oadway ^ Grand St,

fJoTTlNGHAM. 4J, 49 S( ^t S^ONEY ^T.

pAF^IS. 43 Pue DE pARADIS.

Palais. lo fiuR du Jemple.

gx. pALL. 4 Pestalozzi Strasse

Prague, 6 j-Jerrenoasse.

Jakott, M anagcii.

Wnc^ hI

^^_,_,_ Bon femmes and ^ris ps ^ed ^ets, pillow ^hams and Jidies

;.E PuY. 2 Place DO pnuEiL. Madras and Muslin purtains 3b and 51 inch ^ateens

fLAUEN. 10 Pahnhop gTRAsss.
Japcstry fu Ttains , Table poveFs and yard Goods pilkaline, poin ^pots and pappets

""""-'
.,0 p,"ERSTP,A3SE

j^elour purtains, povers and I'illow Jops p:urtain JVets, paces and y\lotifs.

NEW YORK, Fall Season, 1904.

pERLI

PoSTON. 120 JrEMONT ^T.

f HII_ADELPH[A. 100'5 pHESTNUT ^T.

Phicago, ii-j-j /\dam5 &T,

£t, l_oui?. /Met^med-Jaccai^d ^LDO

^^f^ fRANCisco. 2'^,o ^uttef^ &t

f^EW pF;LEAN5. ^T. PhaRL-BH ^'^^EL

Largest assortment in the world.

Lowest prices guaranteed.

Special orders executed at short notice,

MILLS & GIBB. 462 to 468 Broadway, New York.

C WEINBERG & COMPANY
31 and 33 West Twenty-third Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS

Upholstery and Drapery Trimmings
We carry in stock a full line of Furniture Gimps, Furniture Cords, Furniture Fringes, Furniture

Tassels, Pillow Cords, Curtain Edgings, Curtain Ropes and Borders, Curtain Loops, Etc.

ORDERED WORK OUR SPECIALTY
TO WHICH WE GIVE PERSONAL ATTENTIOX, PROMPT DELI\'ERV ., n J EXCLUSI\'E STYLES

POTTER WALL PAPER MILLS
New York Hoboken Boston Chicago Kansas City

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paper Hangings
OF ALL GRADES

In addition to our regular line our Special Sample Book for 1905

will be a new feature, showing the Highest Class 12-Co!or effects

on the market.



y. JV. Barber & Company
ALLEGHENY AVENUE, CORNER C STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CURTAINS COVERS
AND PIECE GOODS

IN COTTON TAPESTRY, NOVELTY WEAVES
MERCERIZED SILK, ETC.

W. E. ROSENTHAL
SELLING AGENT 142 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

M. H. ROGERS
Iiiiporte7' and Jo/>l>rr of

Upholstery Goods

and Supplies

French Silk Gobelins,

French Tapestries with personage effects.

Velours de Genes,

French Veronas,

Decorative Supplies,

Belgium Slip Cover Linens.

183 Canal Street, New York

Cor. Mott Street

Telephone -35 Spring.

J. K. TAYLOR
Mfg. Co.

M.lNUFACTt'RER.S OF

LACE CURTAINS
Muslin, Bobbinet, Cluny and Renais-

sance effects bein.f^ particularly effective

Factory and salesroom

112 Beach St., : : BOSTON, MASS.

Complete collection shown by

GEORGE A. TAYLOR, loS Wortli St., Xew York



HARTSHORN'S
SHADE ROLLERS

Are Not Stickers

They Sell Themselves

THE PUBLIC CALLS FOR THE GENUINE ONLY

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

and Accessories

52 WHITE STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

Importers and M.a?iujactu

OF

rers

Novelties in Pillow Slips for Dens,

Couches, Cosy Corners, etc. : : :

Art Needlework, Lambrequins and

Art Goods.

Complete line of np-to-date

goods from cheapest to best.

Samples and prices furnished on request.

A.Theo.Abbott&Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE POPULAR PRICED LINE

Upholstery and Drapery Fabrics

IN SPECIAL WEAVES

Mercerized, Cotton, Polished Portieres

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC PAFTERNS

Extra Wide Couch Covers

PERSIAN, ORIENTAL AND FLORAL DESIGNS

Table Covers
IN LARGE \'\RIETY

ASK FOR THE NEW FABRIC

SIMILIE ARMURE
SILK'S SUCCESSFUL RIVAL

Miiisand Office, Sixth and Berks, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS
Decker Building, No. 33 UNION SQUARE



ESTABLISHED 1826

LORD & TAYLOR
BROADWAY AND 20th ST., NEW YORK

Carpet and Rug Department

Showing at all times full Assortments of

Wiltons, Velvets, Axminsters and Brussels

Extensive Line of Exclusive Private Designs

for which this Department is Noted

Oriental and Domestic Rugs in large variety

Bollentin 6 Thompson
33 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

Special Rugs to Order in any Design or Skape

Austrian Hand-Woven Rugs, First Prize Paris Exposi-
tion.

Chenille Axminster Rugs and Carpets.
India and Turkish Rugs.
French Savonnerie and Aubusson Carpets.
German Hand-Tufted Rugs.
Samples and Sketches Furnished to the Trade.

M. J. HARRIS

Antique Furniture

Renovating for the Trade a Specialty.

26 Charles St., Boston, Mass.

NEW GOODS LOW PRICES

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

Lawrence Winters

Broadway and 17th Street

NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS' AGEM

CARPETS
AND RUGS

ALL

KINDS

Ivlill Prices Guaranteecl

WRITE FOR PRICES

China and Japan Mattings



E. G. HIGGINS Co.

WORCESTER, MASS.

New England Agents for J. Spencer

Turner Co.'s BURLAPS ; Full Stock

Carried at all Times ::;:::

Headqiiarters for Foreign WALL
PAPERS; Samples of Imported Goods

Supplied to Our Customers : ; ; :

Our Line of Foreign Goods Represents

Selections From Over 25 Factories : :

LARGEST WALL-PAPER
JOBBERS IN NEW ENGLAND

Lithographed CeiHngs

A BOON TO DECORATORS

Full patterns or decorations to be cut out and

applied. Full information on request.

EDWARD MAYHEW
No. 44 West 29th Street

New York City

STENCILS, POUNCES AND SKETCHES
FOR ARTISTIC DECORATIONS

Books of designs for decorative work, with all the full-

size details, pounces or stencils. Paper-hangers'

boards, folding ta1)les, cutlery and rollers.

Scenic and fresco colors, brushes, etc.

Catalog of Stencils, 1000 designs, 62 pages, 10 cents in

stamps.

Catalog of Paper-hangers' Supplies. 40 pages, 4 cents

in stamps.

I'itropliaiie , New Stained Glass Paper: Larffc

Sample Book 2<)e. in Stamps

J. T. Royle k Co.

Manufaetiirers of

Tapestry Curtains,

Piece Goods,

Table and Couch

Covers.

For the Jobbing Trade

A Popular Priced Line in Original Effects

Adams and Leiper Sts., Franford, Philadelpia, Pa.

W. E. Rosenthal, sole agent, 142 Fifth Ave., New York

PROTECTORINE
THE GREATEST PROTECTOR FOR
WALL PAPER AND DECORATIONS

T T re'iists and checks moisture and dampness. It protects Decora-
A tioin and H'oll Paper, also other Fabrics from bemg spoiled

through dampness, saltpetre and other stains against which pccora-

tors and Paper Hangers have to contend, especially m new buildings.

One coat of Protcctorine applied as a sizing will stop all this

trouble. It gives a good body to tint, paint

or paper upon. It covers all bad defects and
will not allow dampness, saltpetre or other

stains to work through. It will save on
wood-work or plaster one or two coats of

liaint, as it stops the suction. Protcctorine

iloes not crack or peel oft". It gives a solid

Iiody to %\ork upon.

Frh-fs and printed matter on apptieaiion

MANUFACTURED BY

The Zibell Damp Resisting Paint Co.
273 Water Street, NEW YORK CITV

Nolan's Paper-Hangers' Trestle
Patented June 2^;, i8gs

SIMPLE,
DURABLE,

STRONG
Easily adjusted to any heiglit.

also

Nolan's Straight

Edges and Boards
with the Trestle c'An be
made into very small

package and packed in

ordinary sized trunk.

—-Made only /m

L. NOLAN c^^ CO., SsSEighth Ave.. New York



Every Decorator Who Caters

To "Particular" Trade

Should Have It.

The Alfred Peats "Blue Book" shows
Exclusive patterns in the best grades of

Imported and Domestic Wall Paper, at

moderate prices.

Bound in our patent combination

Sample Book and Display Rack.

Any Recognized Decorator or Dealer can have it for the asking.

PATTERNS ALWAYS IN STOCK.

ALFRED PEATS COMPANY,
New York,

43-45 West 14th St.

Boston,

27-33 Franklin St.

Write to nearest address.

Chicago,

146-148 Wabash Ave

-1 ^

Wm. Campbell Wall Paper Company
HACKENSACK, N. J.

Sole Manufacturers of the High Grade

HAND GRAINED MARBLES, ONYX
and CRUSHED PLUSH EFFECTS

Formerly made by THE EUREfvA WALL PAPER CO., of Newark, N. J.

Made in 9 Yard Lengths, 22 inches Huide

Artistic reproductions of these well-known Marbles

ITALIAN ONYX, RED AND GREEN EGYPTIAN GREENS AND REDS IN VARIETY
LIGHT AND DARK SIENNA

BLACK AND GOLD
VERDE ANTIQUE

VEAL BRUN CARRARAS IN ALL COLORS
TENNESSEE GREEN AND RED
WASHINGTON BLUE AND RED

And any other desirable imitations. Plush effects in all shades. Cor-

respondence solicited from decorators and dealers in high-class decorations

-JUST THE THING FOR-

VESTIBULES
HALLS

STAIRWAYS BATH ROOMS CHURCHES I'ANELS

CORRIDORS THEATRES IKITELS PILLARS, Etc.



EDW. CRAIG ROBERTS
Sole agent in the United States for

ALLAN, COCKSHUT & CO., ESSEX & CO, and VVj\L WOOLLAIMS & CO.. London.

Japanese, English and French Wall -Papers

GRASS CLOTHS, JAPANESE BURLAPS AND SCENERY

No. 13 East Thirtieth Street, - - NEW YORK CITY

The

Best Wall Paper

and at

MODERATE PRICES

is made by

Wm. H. Mairs & Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Established i8S7
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THE ALLISON CO.
354 Broadway, New York.

Importers and Manufactureis' Agents

LACE CURTAINS
TAPESTRY CURTAINS

COVERS & PIECE GOODS

Selling Agents for

HERBERT B. NEWTON

F. B. BURNS & CO.

Manufacturer of

Tapestry Curtains and Covers

Pliiladelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

LACE CURTAINS
Newark, N. J.

Manufacturers of

LANG TRIMMING CO. f^ope Portieres and Drapery Trimmings

New Yorlv

F. B. BURNS & CO.

NEWARK, N.
J.

THE ALLISON CO.,

Selling Agents

354 Broadway

New York City

ALL GRADES OF

LACE CURTAINS
IN

Irish Point

Brussels

Renaissance

Bon Femme
Famous French

Novelty Ruffled Net
T>oor "Panels Rufflcd LaWn

Reproductions of Celebrated Goods of all

countries

FRANCIS M. JAEGER iS. JOHN H. KNOEPPEL

Peter Schneider's Sons 6l Go:

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS

Upholstery and Drapery Fabrics

Trimmings and Supplies

231 and 233 EOURTH AVENUE

AGENCIES:
BALTIMORE, Md. BOSTON, Mass.

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
H New York



insfiiiiriFirt

SNOW FLAKE
^///(/ Summer Cross-Stripe Curtains, Piece

Goods, etc .,. in Silk, Mercerized and Cotton

Effects. Popular prices throughout the en-

tire line

BINNS PATENT BAND CO., Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

CURTAIN POLES & TRIMMINGS
UPIICJ.STK.RY IIARinVAKE CARPET TyARPWAKF.

THE JOHN KRODER & HENRY REUBEL CO.
Main Offices and Factories: Meeker Ave., Nortli Henry and

Monitor Sts., Brooklyn Borougli, N. Y. City.

.Salesrooms: J56 Fourtli Ave. (tjet. 20th & 21st Sts.) N. Y. City.

ASK FOR

"C T N"
Curtain Muslins
DOTS STRIPES JACQUARDS

On sale with All Jobbers

in the United States.

THE HALE CONVERTIBLE SOFA
FOR HOME, HOTEL AND OFFICE USE

A complete
Sofa with cush-

ioned seat and

back.

Ten Styles

An adjustable

back;' can be

use (1 at any

an.ffle.

A 1 u X u r i ous

Double Bed
with Pullman

Palace Car
Spring con-

struction.

Popular Prices

A V c n t i lated

Bedding Locker

with ample ca-

pacity.

The success this new- article has met since first offered by

us, is due to its numerous meritorious features.

We claim more genuine merit and greater novelty than

has ever been combined in a similar article designed for

the double purpose of

An Elegant Sofa by Day and Complete Double Bed by Night

ILLUSTR.\TED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

48 N. 6th Street

PHILADELPHIA HALE & KILBURN MFG. CO. 8 East 14th Street

NEW YORK



WILLIAM J. McGRATH eOWIN C. DAWSON, Jr.

McGRATH 6i DAWSON
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Real Lace Curtains

Bed Sets, Door Panels

and Real Lace Novelties

SPECIAL ORDERS CAREFULLY EXECUTED

16 EAST 18th St.

Telephone 4442 Gramercy

New York

C. G. HEWETT
Manufacturtr

Satin Russe and Oriental Strips

CURTAINS, COUCH COVERS
and PIECE GOODS

MILL
Frankford,
Philadelphia,

Pa.

SELLING AGENT,
Herbert Gardner,
33 Union Square,

New York.

TAYLOR TEXTILE CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Upholstery Fabrics in

Piece Goods

Curtains and Couch Covers

STRIPES REPPS ARMURES

1615 Foulkrod Street, Frankford, Philadelphia, Pa.

Royal Manufacturing Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lace, Muslin, Net f~^ , , ^f-^k \ryc>
and Novelty V>( Ul Ld.lllC5

Cluny, Renaissance, Arabian,

Bed Sets, Bon Femmes, Panels

27 and 29 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

SMEAD & LAWTON
Weavers of

INDIA RUGS
Also Importers of

PERSIAN ««./ TURKISH RUGS
S()o-8g2 BROADWAY
Corner of iqt/i Street NF. W YORK
Tel e p h on e 2 327- 1 8 t h Street

BOMBAY AMRITSAR LAHORE

FERDINAND BING & CO.'S
SUCCESSORS

10 WASHINGTON PLACE

43 Rue de Paradis, Paris. NEW YORK

TAPESTRIES, PANELS-
AND PORTIERES

ITALIAN AND DUTCH FURNITURE, HALL CLOCKS,
ART POTTERY, BRASS AND COPPER GOODS,

ELECTRIC TABLE LAMPS AND FIXTURES.

NOVELTY CURTAINS
MARIE ANTOINETTE AND
RENAISSANCE CURTAINS
BONNE FEMMES
GRAND DUCHESS
VESTIBULE DOOR PANELS
BED SETS
YARD GOODS

PoUitz, Kaufman & Co.
1716 to I/JO Fifth Street North

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK SALESROOM
E. D. TEAGUE 95 Fifth Avenue, Cor. 17th Street.

Herbert Gardner
MILL AGENT

Decker B idg. 33 Union Square, W., New York

Tapestry Curtains, Couch Covers

Table Covers and Piece Goods

fA. TUEO. ABBOTT & CO.,
L. R. VVOODIIEAU,

Rci.restntinRi (). N. F",\LK & CO..
F. W. MAURER & SONS,

IC. G. IIEWETT.



Schrack & Sherwood

r

Manufacturers

^33-235

Market Street

Philadelphia

Riii:;' and
i'urniture

and
Drapery
Fringes,

Curtain
Loops,

Cords, Etc.

Xcw York nffict-:

916 Hartf.ir.l lilclu

A. Tacorson.

ROPE POR TIERS t^i^ALoMLn

New York,

69-73 Greene St.

St. Gall,

20 Teufner St.

Billwiller Brothers

Manufacturers and

Importers of

SwissLaceCurtains

Ii'ish Points, Brussels, Tamboured

Laces and Muslin Curtain?.

Bonne Femmes, Bed Sets and Novelty

Curtains; also all grades of Yard Goods.

Door Panels.

COMPLETE LINE OF DOTTED AND FIGURED

MUSLINS IN ALL WIDTHS.

Spanish Leather

f^UR SPANISH LEATHER possesses the durabil-

^^ ity that buyers look for in leather upholstered

furniture. j\lade in hides measuring f,o to JO

square feet, in any eolor effect desired, for JlHssion

Euniiture, Walls, Table Tops, etc., etc.

FRENCH FINISH HAND BUFFED MOROCCO
is the most serviceable upholstering leather made for

fine ITotcl, Club and Dining-room Furniture. Finished

to imitate genuine goat skin.

Spanish Roans, American Morocco, Sole Leather, English Pig

Skins, Avails, Gimp, Buttons, etc. : Samples on applicatio7i

T. P. HOWELL
NEWARK, N.J., :

& CO.,
U . S . A .



Books on Furniture

and Decorative Art
of all Periods and Countr les

Write for Catalogue

BRUNO HESSLING CO., Ltd.

64 East I2th Street, New York, N. Y.

Telephone 54 J Madison Square

COZZENS, BAISDEN&WEBB

DECORATIVE LEATHERS

IN THE
MEDIEVAL, FLEMISH,
SPANISH AN11 VENE-

TIAN STYLES.

129 West 32d Street,

FOR
W A I, L HANGINGS,

SCREENS, PANELS,
FURNITURE, ETC.

New York

CIVITA c^ VILLORESI
IMPORTERS OF

Carved Period
63 WASHINGTON SQUARE SO.

SHOWROOMS:

New York Furniture Exchange

Parlor Furniture
NEW YORK CITY

Carpet Cleaning Pays
IF DONE BV

m \\\ (itvtuiiD m\\ mm
(t'.'^TENTEU)

^ Recognized in this country and in Europe
as the very best cleaner made
^[ Wc make four other styles "Rotary" Clean-
ers, also the latest "Beaters."
*\ Only process that cleans and disinfects. . . .

llie Cleveland \mk\ Wm\ Co., Cleveland. 0.. U. S. A.

Largest Manufacturers o( Car[jet Cleaning Machinery in the World



Ihe Illinois Mn (om|)if,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade India Reed
FURNITURE

New Ideas and Suggestions in Reed Work

SEE OUR NEW FLOOR,
SECOND STORY, KARPEN BUILDING,

187 Michigan Avenue, - - Chicago.

Line also shown at CORBETT CHAIR CO.,
289 9th Avenue, New York.

FACTORIES A T J O L I E T , ILL.

The Hensel Silk

Manufacturing Company
Manufacturers of UFHOLSTEfiY, DRAPERY and NOVELTY

TRIMMINGS

ROPE PORTIERES, FRINGES, EDGINGS, LOOPS,
PILLOW LOOPS, CORDS, TASSELS, Etc.

Illustrated Catalogue, Samples and Color Line furnished on application

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Nos. 101 1 to 1015 Diamond St., Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK: 103 Fiftfi Avenue
BOSTON: 3 Hamilton Place

CINCINNATI: 10 West Third Street

SAN FftANCiSCO : 457 Parrolt Building

D. ROBB STIRRATT
A. L. FAXON

J. GOLDSMITH
EDWIN T. HOOK

TEFFT-WELLER CO.
320, 322, 324, 326, 328, 330 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Lace Curtain Department

Full Lines of Brussels, Renaissance, Ruffled Net, Ruffled Lawn, Irish

Point and Nottingham Curtains

TAPESTRY CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS, PIECE GOODS



^[lpliois^(|||e^le^

|KOI^TIV^lR|Nipi

iv«a^

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

T.A.CAWTHRA&CO.

27 EAST 2tST STREET

NEW YORK

$1.50 PER YEAR 20 CENTS PER COPY

The Leading Magazine devoted to decorative furnishings and THE

ONLY PUBLICATION COVERING EVERY BRANCH. It contains

profusely illustrated articles on

PERIOD DECORATION
AND

DECORATIVE STYLES AND DETAILS

FURNITURE

UPHOLSTERY

BEDDING

FLOOR COVERINGS

WALL PAPER

AND KINDRED LINES

Advertising Rates Sent Upon Application

XI.



'Liberty Brand

J. A. Filer & Co.

A/ilkers of AUr.radcs of

UPHOLSTERY
a ?i d

DRAPERY TRIMMINGS

NEW YORK310-318 SIXTH AVENUE,
Corner 3oth Street, {C(H/imeyer B/iilding) : : Telephone, 4202 ifreimercy

PERKINS & CO.

Manufacturers of

FINE

LACE
CURTAINS

66 Hanover Street

BOSTON, MASS.

rURTAINS: American Point, Renaissance,

Arabian and new corded

effects in Period and Free Gothic Designs

(^URTAINS . Grand Dame, Flat and Ruffled

• - Net and Muslins

ART GOODS, BED SETS, YARD GOODS, &c.

WELCH & COMPANY
Incorporated

Factory at Providence, R. I.

COHEN BROS. & CO., 424 and 426 BROADWAY
NEW YOKK

TICKETING MACHINE
for. Lace Curtains, Rugs, Carpets and Binding Colors for

Upholstery Goods.

THE MIDGET MACHINE
for Lace Curtains' and

General Desk Use.

THE ACME No. i MACHINE
for getting out lines of

Colors for Upholstery

Goods. Can bind up to

fifteen to twenty colors.

ACME No. I

THE
SURE SHOT
MACEIINE
for Ticketing Rugs,

Carpets, etc.

The Acme or Sure Shot uses either pointed or blunt

staples and will bind to a quarter inch. Machnies guar-

anteed. Write for descriptive catalogue and price list.

F. & G. NOVELTY CO.
467 Broadway, New York.

ALFRED MEYER, Treasurer. F. E. JAMES, General Man.

Boutwell, Fairclough 6 Gold

Manufacturers
a II d

Distributors
Portieres
Lace Curtains
Couch Covers
Upholstery and
Drapery Stuffs

Trimmings and
Art Goods

l"] Bedford Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

Telephoxe, Oxford 730.

Specialties in Pillozn' Tops and Tapestry Slips.

XLL



J. J. HOULIHAN
64 and 66 White St., New York

Selling Agent

Coral Mfg. Co.'s

Art Squares and Bath Rugs
Also

Chinese and Japanese Mattings

Large stock always on hand.

Import orders a specialty.

\t. o. p.

r'

I

TAKES
I

OFF
I

PAPER

The Machine that Makes

Profits for Paper 'Hangers

/

'T'HIS simple invention for sending a fine spray

over old wall paper, so that it can be quickly

and easily removed, is so practical that every

progressive paper hanger orders from one to six

machines as soon as he sees one at work.

It shortens the time of removing old paper

four-fifths.

Costs $10—net cash, C. O. D. Pays for itself

on one big job.

Lasts a lifetime.

Advertising matter

supplied to jobbers who
want to push the T. O.

P. Machine.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

John B. Henshaw
PfltL'iiti'e anil Sulo Blftnufact iircr

Germantown, Pa.

^ -_y

JOHNWALDRON CO.
ESTABLISHED 1832

spec I A L

MACHINERY
WALL PAPER, COATING, EMBOSSING MACHINERY
FOR ALL FABICS, AIR DRYING, CALICO

Artificial Leather Machinery

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.
J.

WINDOW
SEAT
CUSHIONS

SPERRY & BEALE
39 Union Square, New York

The Sample House
FOR SPECIAL DESIGNS AND

STYLES IN ALL PERIODS OF

Upholsterers and : : :

Decorators Trimmings

FRINGES, EDGINGS, CORDS, TASSELS,

BORDERS, GIMPS, &C.

HUGO KLAHRE COMPANY
124-126 West 33rd St.,

NEW YORK

WE ALSO MAKE THE COMBINATION
OF COLORS A SPECIAL STUDY

P. H. WILLIAMS' SON
Maker of

Upholstery and Drapery Trimmings

35 and 37 East 20th Street, New York

Established 1840. Telephone, 2730 Gramercy.



Importers of

METAL
GALOONS
Complete Assortment

carried in stock



SOME BOOKS THAT WILL HELP YOU
English Furniture, Decorations, etc. By Thomas Arthur

Strange. 368 pages, iixSji. Containing 3,000 iUustra-

tions and e.xplanatory text on the furniture, decorations,

woodwork and allied arts of the last half of the Seven-

teenth Century, the whole of the Eighteenth Century and

the early part of the Nineteenth Century in England.

Price, $5.00. Postage, 30 cents extra.

French Interiors, Furniture, Decoration, etc. By Thomas
Arthur Strange. 400 pages, iix8;/2, bound in cloth. Con-

taining 3,000 illustrations and explanatory text of the fur-

niture, decoration, fabrics and allied arts of the Seven-

teenth and Eighteenth Centuries in France. Price, $5.00.

Postage, 30 cents e.xtra.

Directory of the Wholesale Furniture j\Ianuf.\cturers of

THE United States. Published by Charles E. Spratt. A
complete handbook of the trade. More than 600 pages

of valuable trade information, substantially bound in cloth.

Postpaid, $2.00.

Practical Guide to French Polishing. By a Practical Man.

Treats of furniture polishing, graining, staining, varnish-

ing, japanning, wa.x and dull polishing and stenciling, etc.

Bound in cloth. Price, $1.00.

Wood Carving. By George Jack. Illustrated. Cloth. 311

pages. Price, $1.40; postage, 14 cents additional.

Handbook of Ornament. By F. S. Meyer. 548 pages. Over

2,000 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $3.60.

Wall Papers and Wall Coverings. By A. S. Jennings. A
practical handbook for decorators, paperhangers and oth-

ers. Profusely illustrated. Cloth. Price, $2.00.

The Acanthus Leaf and its application to various styles and

periods of design. Being a portfolio of plates, each 10 by

12 inches. Photogravures from plastic designs by H.

Lindenberg. Sent postpaid for $4.00.

The Oriental Rug. By W. D. Ellwanger. A monograph

on Eastern rugs and carpets, with many illustrations in

color. 154 pages, bound in cloth, $2.50; postage, 14 cents

extra.

Homes and Their Decoration. By Lillie Hamilton French.

A book devoted to the proper decoration of the home.

430 pages, bound in cloth ; several hundred illustrations.

Price, $3.00; postpaid, 20 cents extra.

Mending and Rep.airing. By Charles G. Leland. How to

mend and repair any known substance in the most prac-

tical manner : Furniture, leather, glass, marble, bric-a-brac,

etc. A valuable book. 264 pages. Cloth bound, price

$1.50; postage, IS cents extra.

The Architects' Directory. A book of 144 pages, bound in

cloth, giving the names and addresses of practically every

architect in the United States. $2.00.

Designs for Drapery Hangers and Interior Decorators.

By G. F. Lenoir. In the best French styles. Eighty photo-

lithograph plates in folio size, with se\eral hundred de-

signs of curtains, lambrequins and draperies for dressing

tables, mantels, mirrors, etc.; with diagrams for cutting.

In folio size, $15.00.

Decorative Paintings. H. Friling. Colored designs for wall

and ceiling decorations, mostly in new art style. Ten

Chromo-lithograph plates, in folio size. $6.70.

Form and Color. By C. Behrens. Motifs for interior and

exterior fresco work. In three parts, ten tinted pla'.cs to

each part. Quarto size, price per part, $4.00.

Unless otherwise specified, these books arc sent post or

Wall and Ceiling Decoration. By C. Behrens. Corner and

centerpieces, friezes, panels, etc., mostly in the new art

style. Original in conception and artistic in execution.

In two parts of 20 heliotype plates each. Quarto size

;

price per part, $6.00.

Modern Designs for Surface Decoration. By J. Bossard.

Fourteen colored plates. Folio size, complete, $8.00.

Ornamental and Decorative Motifs. By H. Friling. De-

signs in Renaissance, Baroque and Empire style. Two
series of 15 heliotype plates, in folio size. Price, per series,

$5-00.

Rococo Furniture and Wood Carvings. By A. HotI'mann.

Quarto size, in three series
;
price, per series, $6.70.

Rococo Ornaments and AIotifs. By W. Huber. Six helio-

type plates, in folio size, $2.70.

Rococo Orn.vment. By E. Klumsch. Ten heliotype plates,

in fac-simile of old originals. Folio size, $2.70.

J.vpanese Ornament. A collection of decorative Japanese

hand drawings. By E. Klumsch. Thirty heliotype plates,

in folio size, $6.70.

Empire Okn.\ments. By C. Norman. Furniture, objects of

art, etc. Thirty-six quarto plates, $6.00.

Stencil Decorations. By A. Pigage. Designs for plain and

elaborate ceilings, walls, friezes, rosettes, etc. Series I,

twenty-si.x quarto plates, $3.00. Series II, seventeen folio

plates, $5.00.

Stencil Decor.\tion.—Sidewall and ceiling treatments. By
Edward ^layhew. Price, $1.00.

Modern Stencils.—12 plates of modern English sidewalls and

ceilings. By Edward Mayhew. Price, $1.00. ,

Modern Decoration.—20 plates of modern German sidewall

and ceiling stencils. By Edward }ilayhew. Price, $1.00.

Rococo .and B.\roc.—10 plates of sidewall and ceiling treat-

ments in these styles. By Edward Mayhew. Price, $1.00.

Special Stencils.—20 plates of modern German sidewall and

ceiling treatments. By Edward Mayhew. Price, $1.00.

Ceiling Decorations.— 10 plates of stencil treatments. By
Edward J\layhew. Price, $1.00.

French and English Furniture. By Esther Singleton. A
comprehensive work. Over 100 full-page illustrations.

7 by II inches. 394 pages. Cloth bound. $5.00, purchaser

to pay express.

Pattern Design. By Lewis V. Day. A book treating in a

practical way of the planning, anatomy and evolution of

repeated ornament, with chapters on color, etc. Pro-

fusely illustrated. 8\-o. Cloth binding. 267 pages. $3.00.

Postage 20 cents e.xtra.

AIoDERN Mural Decoration. By .\lfrcd Lys Baldry. With
70 full-page illustrations (two in colors), and many others

in text. Square 8vii. Cloth bound. 186 pages. $5.00.

Postage 30 cents extra.

Litchfield's Celebrated Illustrated History of Furniture.
By Frederick Litchfield. 5th edition. 300 illustrations of

furniture of difl^ercnt periods. Colored frontispiece. Large
8\-ii. Cloth. 270 pages. $5.00. purchaser to pay express
charges.

How TO Know Okient.\l Rugs. By Mary Beach Langton. 20
full-page illustrations, tweh'e in color. 81110, 244 pages,

cloth. $2.00. Postage. 15 cents additional.

express paid. Remittance sin mid accompaii)' order.

For Sale by T. A. CAWTHRA & CO., 27 East 21st Street, New York



Germania Importing Co.

127 Duane Street, New York

GERMAN
INLAID

LINOLEUM
Finest quality nidde and shown in larye assortment of patterns.

Wood Floor Effects and Novelties a Specially.

Full Line of Patterns carried in stock

Immediate Deliveries Guaranteed

Also full assortment

GERMAN AXMINISTER RUGS
Made one piece carpet sizes—RICH AND I^AI^E COLORINGS

SALESROOM:

604 Hartford Bldg., B'way and 17th St.

JOHN T. HILL, Manager

N, f . BHUMOARA, Rrcsidciil S. MANECK, Vice-Rres. 6. Ocri. ^iKr

The F. P. l^humgara Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

EAST INDIA ART WARE
ORIENTAL CARVED AND INI AID
DRAPERIES, EURNIIURE.
fcMliROIDERIFS. METAL WARE,
OLD ARMS, ORIENIAL RUGS,

DURRIES. MATl, ETC

142 Fifth Avenue, New York

The largest and most cgmplele stock of Orienlal goods always

on hand

The Matred Mills
MANUFACTURING
TAPESTRY FABRICS

i II PORTIERES
COUCH COVERS
TABLE COVERS
WALL HANGINGS

P r o d II c 1 1 ij II s rcroii^ii i-.cd as

.S'/-A.\D,IRD nf Ey^CELLENCE

REGAR & OUGHTON
New York

95 Fifth Ave., cor. i7thi St.

K, D. TEAGUE

Philadelphia
Tenth & Diamond Sts.

Fretz Building

THE F.
J. EMMERICH CO

ESTABLISHED 1S48

Emmerich(F Papers
DECORATIVE Mgt^ SPECIALTIES

trade\Vmark

Floral and Scenic Panels, Silks, Velours, Flocks, Tapestries and all general grades of the leading

European factories, including some special novelties recently added.

HANDLE THE GENUINE. DON'T BE PERSUADED TO TRY SUBSTITUTES

OBSERVE TRAUK HARK ON ALL ElUIERICH PAPERS

31 EAST 17th STREET, UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
CABLE ADDRESS, TYLONIGATE, NEW YORK TELEPHONE, 3244 GRAMERCY



loKn Brown 6 Son The )ohn Darling Co.
GlasgOAv, ScotlaiT-d,

... MANUFACTURERS OF ...

MADRAS MUSLINu

PIECE
AND

CURTAIN

GOODS

Coin Spot and Figured Muslins

Grenadines and Organdies.

STOCK CARRIED IN NEW YORK.

41 Union Square, New York. i

Upholstery Goods
Import and Conimlssiori

French and English Cretonnes and Slip

Covering Material of all descriptions.

SOLE AGENTS FOR U. 5.
41 UNION SQUARE

The John Darling Co. ..newyork

SKL-I^ING AGENTS FOI^

JOHN BROWN & SON, Glasgow, Scotland
,

Manufacturers of

Madras Curtains and Piece Goods— Figured Muslins-

Grenadines— Organdies

\^ DAVID BARBOUR & CO., Glasgow, Scotland

Fine Silk and Wool Tapestries, SilkChenille Curtains, Etc.

W. & H. CANTER & CO., Barnsley, England

Floor and Stair Linens

MILTON WOLE, Chicago, III.

Imported Wall Papers with Cretonnes and other fabrics

to match '-

J. & G. HAMANN

lapestries, [\l [k.

Dougherty's
"FAULTLESS"

BEDDING

Studio 704, Browning Building
(Opposili- Imperial Mold)

1265-1269 Broadway, New York

Brass and Enameled Bedsteads.

H. D. DOUGHERTY & CO.
The Largest and Finest Exclusively Bedding Establishment.

WAREROOMS: lllh, above Market St.,

FACTORY : 437 to 447 N. American St.,

SEND FOR CATALOOUE. PHILADELPHIA.
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KVERVWHERE rtcogLTed'gu^arantee o' Pcrfect Scwiog Mcchanism

TR/\1)E My\RK.

"Overlock" Machine
FOR MAKING THE

OVERLOCK" CORDED EDGE
ON

Lace Curtains, Table Covers,

Cushions, Etc.

3000
Perfect Stitches Per Minute.

7 to 20 Stitches to the Lich.

AN INSTRUMENT OF PRECISION.

WILLCOX& GIBBS SEWING MACHINE CO
GENERAL OFFICES, 658 BROADWAY, COR. BOND STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

nRANCHES: LONDON PARIS MILAN DRESDEN XfjTTINGHAM

JOHNSON
LEATHER
COMPANY

Spanish Hand Tooled
AND Illuminated Leather

Special Leatiiers to Order for Fine Furni-

ture, Screens and interior Decorations.

Estimates Furnislied on Special Designs.

Ooze Leathers for Cushions and Curtains.

Imported Morocco and Pigskins.

American Morocco, Hand Buffed, Ma-

chine Buffed.

JOHNSON LEATHER CO.
41 East 21st St., New York

OEHRLE BROS. & COxMPANY
417-419-421 N. 3d Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Upholstery and Drapery Trimmings

d

>

d

>
(/J

m

M

d

>

r^

ROPE PORIIERES
IN ENDLESS VARIETY

New York Office : 1009 Hartford Bldg.



..Plastic Ornaments..

k^-A^

EVERY DECORATOR, INTERIOR FURNISHER OR ARCHI-

TECT SHOULD SEND FOR THE MOST COMPLETE CATA-
LOGUE EVER ISSUED ON RELIEF ORNAMENTATION.
ON ITS TWO HUNDRED PAGES CONTAINING SEVERAL
THOUSAND ILLUSTRATIONS, YOU WILL FIND EVERY
CONCEIVABLE FORM OR STYLE KNOWN IN ORNA-
MENTS

THE "DECORATORS SUPPLY COMPANY
NEW YORK: 156 FIFTH AVENUE CHICAGO: 215 SOUTH CLINTON STREET

Carl A. Kehrwieder, New York Representative.

Grand Rapids

Table Company

"Tables of quality"

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Manufacturers of French and English

Furniture, Colonial and Historical Reproduc-

tions, Mission and Modern Styles of Parlor

and Library Tables, and Novelties.

Tult-phonc 58106 A 3Sth St.

RICHARD CARTER
MANUFACTURER OF

WILLOW FURNITURE
AND BASKETS

422 West 40th Street, New York

P.ct. gtli &: loth Avenues.

GEO. BOTTLING
r'oreifj;]! Upholstery G^oods

Exclusive Novelties in Liy;lit

Weij,rht Draper}- Goods : : :

114 Fifth Avenue, bet. i6lh apd 17th streets

Mr. T. H. BARTMANN NEW YORK

"-BRAND MFG. CO..^
xirrrLED S fi,^t

itT'xSummer ^sr^<»^-
i - Street ^^S

Selling cAgents

:

BURGER, RICHMOND & BURGER,
4 WHITE STREET. NEW YORK.



/^i
4^

^(&-

i^J

HERRMANN'S
^"sS-

FINE

FURNITURE

Artistic Dressers, Chiffoniers

Side Boards, Hall Stands

Dining Tables, Wardrobes

Parlor Desks, Roll and Flat

Top Desks, Music Cabinets

Etc., Etc.

^>

%

RELIABLE GOODS, UP-TO-DATE DESIGNS, PERFECT FINISHES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

OUR LINES SHOWN ONLY AT WAREROOMS

254-258 CANAL STREET
One Block East of Broadway

NEW YORK

^vlK -h^



Henry Bassett

N. P. McNab

Isaac Kilner Bassett. McNab 6 Co.
Specialties in

Fabrics for

Decorators

Upholstery Fabrics
FOR FURNITURE AND DECORATIVE TRADE

KUI.L LINKS OF
Decorative Materials

Furniture Coverings

: Damasks

Wall Coverings

Velours of all

Descriptions

Upholstery Hardware and Cabinet Makers' Findings

New York, 874 Broadway Pans, 3 Rue Martel IOO9 Filbert Street

Chicago, 241 Wabash Ave. Boston, 314 Phillips Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

Wm. (j. Grange
Alanujactiircr of

Upholstery and

Decorative Novelties

Kensington Ave. and Ontario Street,

Philadklphia, Pa.

Selling Agents :

W. L. BORSTLEMAN
133 Fifth Ave., New York

HOWARD I). THOMAS CO.

1 1 15 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.

-
' ,

^^ji^̂
^

L _
. _ . . ,

THE BLACK & BOYD MANUFACTURING CO.

25 East 22d Street, New York, N. Y.

DESIGNERS and MAKERS of LIGHTING FIXTURES

Residential Work a Specialty



Smith-Ramsey Embroidery Company
sME^T°rol^ER°^B^,TS,NT"."."^''^. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

EMBROIDERIES for the DECORATIVE TRADE
Portieres, Lambrequins, Table Covers, Etc.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOR SPECIAL ORDERS. ESTIMATES AND SKETCHES SUBMITTED

JAPANESE GRASS CLOTH

JAPANESE LEATHERS

J APAN ES E S H I KI I

AND

RAF F I A CLOTH

IN CHARACTERISTIC COLORS

N Y

LIONEL MOSES, Imp orter

36 East Twenty-Second Street, New York

Superb Reproductions in all styles from Paintings

by Old and Modern Masters. Suitable frames sup-

plied to match the different styles of pictures.

Berlin Photographic Co.

14 EAST 23D STREET, NEW YORK.

MADISON SQUARE SOUTH.

We would particularly call attention to our splen-

did collection of the best works of Lancret, Watteau,

Pater and others.

Lists furnished on application free of charge.

Fred. Pearson & Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

VERONA
PLUSH

For Furniture and Draperies

27-INCH AND 50-INCH IN GREAT VARIETY

OFFICE AND MILL:

Hancock and Somerset Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

John C. Uhrlaub
5 East 17th Street, NEW YORK

Importer of Fine

Oriental
Rugs and Carpets
Odd sizes a specialty. Always glad to accommo-

date my old customers and anxious to make new

ones. Honest business methods. Honest values.



L. D. Haubner
Originator and. N/[anij.factij.rer

OK—
Mesh Weave Fabrics

AND
Fancy Nets for Drapings and Curtains

Office & Factory

521-523 West 45th Street, New York

SHOW ROOMS:
New York; 874 Broadway, The F. V. Homer & Co.
Boston: 120 Tremont St., Homer & Evans.
Chicago: 34 Monroe St., Geo. G. Weidner.
Seattle, Wash.; The Howard D. Thomas Co.

ROSEALENE
FURNITURE DRESSING

Restores the ORIGINAL BEAUTY and FINISH of any
kind of Wood Furniture

And is the result of 20 years' practical experience in preparing goods

of this kind

A CHILD CAN APPLY IT SUCCESSFULLY

T? O^PT A T KT^Th '' Guaranleed to be free from Grit
IV\^01jrVi_/J-ji.X ij orAcidsof any kind and can be used

on the tinest varnished and polished surfaces. It is not a furniture

polish but a dressing

THOROUGHLY SAFE FROM ALL DANGER FROM FIRE

DIRECTIONS ON EACH CAN

Made only by

International Oil Works
61 Beekman St, New York City

H. F. MEYER & CO
IMPORTERS AND ....
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Lace Curtains

Sash and Vestibule Panels, Bed Sets, Bureau

and Side Board Covers made to order in the

richest designs for the Decorative Trade exclu-

sively.

24 EAST 22d STREET
NEW YORK

RICH COLORINGS, TASTEFUL DESIGNS.

BRIGHTON MILLS
SAMUEL WHITE

High Grade Wool Smyrna Rugs
All Sizes from i8 inches to 9 x 12 feet.

Jute Smyrna Rugs Tokio Rugs
A fast-selling Cotton-face Smyrna in Green and White and

Blue and White effects.

-Mills and Office

m

FRONT ST AND COLUMBIA AVE., PHILADELPHIA

SYDNEY M. DeTURCK & CO.

Upholstery Goods
and

Cabinet Hardware

1026-28 FILBERT STREET

PHILADELPHIA.

PLUVIUSIN ART LEATHER CLOTH
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER in all the Desirable Colors and Patterns

FOR

Upholsterers, Wall Decorators, and Screen Mfrs.

Samples on application

Gane Brothers 6 Co.,
116-120 Market St., Chicago.

8i Duane Street, New York.
312-314 Locust St., St. Louis.



Thedat^show^^^^.^
^^^^^^^^ taken.

.,„,,., . .f,-
..All books not in use

1 1 r liniitert to
all borrowers.

Vohunes of periodi-
cals and of pamphlets
fonipnses'.niany .snb-
Kots.Hialthevarebeld
"' ^^'^ 'il'rary .-is mucli
as possible. For spe-
cial purposes thev are
given om for a limited
time.

.
Graduates and sen-

"Jr-s are allowed five
vou„,e,sfortwo weeks
Other students may
have two vols, from the
circulating library for
two weeks.

Boots not needed
c uring recess periods
should be returned to
the library, or arranue-
nients made for their
return during borrow-
er s absence, if wanted.
Books needed by

"lore than one per,son
;^.re held on the re.serve

Books rf s i^i
value and gift books
when the giver wi.she.s
It, are not allowed to
circulate.

r3.3*«»e :'^^--:.?^^:

CO.
m

IgS

ana iviaicmng Cretonnes,
Special Books to Decorators. Worcester, Mass.

TO DAY U NEED

Standard Ringless Curtain Poles

They are THE BEST
for RICH EEEECT and

EASY MOVEMENT

NO CATCHING
NO RINGS

NO SCRATCHES

For Particulars and Sample

Address,

STANDARD
RINGLESS
NOVELTY
COMPANY

WM. HILLMAN CUTLER
General Manager

28 East 20th St.

NEW YORK
Telephone, 549 Gramercy.

IF U R DOING EINE DRAPERY WORK

No other traverse arrangement now on the market will give such good satisfaction to

your patrons

For Private Residences, Hotels, Clubs and Theatres,
Church Choir and Platform, Theatre Rails, Etc.,

THE STANDARD RINGLESS POLE IS WITHOUT A PEER.

o
Note interior draw cord mode of attachment.

Draw-Cord arrangement for rings are unsightly

NOT SO

THE STANDARD RINGLESS INTERIOR DRAW CORD
as the cords all work within the pole and are OUT OF SIGHT
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